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Dear readers,

Welcome to your December magazine, the final “normal” magazine of 2019 - the final normal one, you 
might ask?

On Christmas Eve we will be releasing our TFA2020 magazine, where we look at 10 players and 10 coaches 
you simply must look out for in 2020. It’s been a big project and although you will recognise many of the 

names on the list, we feel it is the most comprehensive analysis of each of them in the football world.

However, before we get to that you have the treat of this magazine to enjoy.

When we work on our deadlines, we can get beaten by something happening in the world moments af-
ter we’ve published - but this time round, we got lucky with the timings given the changes at Tottenham 

happened just before we drew up the final list. Forget the rumours of Amazon controlling what happens, we 
like to think we now have that kind of influence. I jest, of course - but it does mean we are able to bring you 

analysis of how Tottenham might progress this season under Jose Mourinho.

It was another tough month on the editorial side of things - we had 30 excellent pieces and we could only 
choose 20 of them, meaning there are several other excellent pieces for you to enjoy on the website which 

didn’t make it into the magazine.

As ever, we hope you enjoy the mix of scout reports, team analysis and coaching articles we have put to-
gether for you.

As of January, the way we deliver the magazine to you will change - for the first time ever you will be able to 
download it directly from the website or read it on the website itself. This will hopefully improve the reader 

experience for you - no more magazines ending up in junk mail!

We will also be updating our subscription packages to make them nice and simple for everyone - so, 2020 
is going to be an exciting time of progress and change for us all.

Enjoy the magazine and please, do tell all your footballing contacts that we exist and where they can find 
us!

Thanks,
Chris

Founder & Editor-in-Chief // Total Football Analysis Magazine
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CHELSEA WOMEN'S

title charge using their new look 4-4-2

BY ABDULLAH ABDULLAH // @kunabd
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Chelsea Women missed out on Champions 
League qualification by coming third in the 

FAWSL, five points behind Manchester City 
Women. Even though they narrowly missed out 
on European football, Chelsea have shown an 
incredible turnaround of form that sees them 
hovering near the top playing some exceptional 
football. Having let go of a number of players 
this summer, the need for reinforcements was 
necessary. The only major summer addition 
saw the arrival of Norwegian winger Guro 
Reiten.  

But the most pressing issue at Chelsea was 
integrating their star players in the same line-
up to get them firing on all cylinders. Getting 
Fran Kirby, Ji So-Yun, and Bethany England 
to operate in the same line-up seemed to be a 
conundrum Emma Hayes was unable to solve 
last season. Adding Reiten into the mix made 
the task all the more difficult. However, this 
season Hayes seems to have masterminded a 
way of integrating them and producing some 
stellar performances. Adjusting Kirby’s position 
and role on the pitch has been key and has 
allowed England to play much more effectively.

This report will aim to understand the tactical 
changes Hayes made to create a more effective 
and efficient team at Chelsea.

Fran Kirby - England's 
Best Playmaker? 

Kirby is a natural ‘number 10’ who takes up 
the role of a playmaker for both club and 

country. Kirby has the ability to play in a range 
of positions from central midfield to centre-
forward – incredibly versatile. For Chelsea she 
plays as a striker whilst for England she has 
been shoe-horned into the ‘number 8’ role. 
Armed with vision and ability to receive and 
pass under pressure, Kirby is considered one 
of the best playmaking forwards in Europe. 
With an eye for goal, Kirby is one of the few 
players that have an incredible ability to score 
and create goals. Her incredible work ethic is 
a hallmark of her play and contributes towards 
her play style.

Bethany England - 
Underrated Striking 

Weapon
England plays primarily as a striker and 

can be classified as a poacher. She has 
an eye for goal after scoring 22 goals in all 
competitions last season. Combined with 
her incredible movement and positioning to 
create space in the final third, England is able 
to manoeuvre defenders in the 18-yard area 
and score goals. England hasn’t always played 
up front, however, with her versatility perhaps 
being her undoing during her tenure at Chelsea; 
she featured in midfield and filled in at wing-
back since her move in 2016.

Ji-So Yun - South 
Korean Livewire

Ji So-yun is a dynamic attacking midfielder. 
Primarily played as a ‘number 10’, she is 

equally comfortable playing deeper as a central 
midfielder. The South Korean midfielder is most 
proficient on the ball and prefers to drive into 
the opposition half, playing in her attacking 
teammates. Equipped with incredible vision, 
Ji is usually at the heart of Chelsea’s midfield, 
simultaneously pulling strings in order to keep 
the side ticking and being an attacking force 
herself.    

The Issues in 2018
To have a better understanding of the 

changes we will need to dissect and break 
down the team’s tactics and player roles from 
the 2018/19 season. Chelsea primarily used a 
4-2-3-1 (37%) and 4-3-3 (19%) formation. Kirby 
was tasked with leading the line often playing 
as the lone striker starting 20 games out of 22 
matches in that position last season. But has 
she been effective in these formations?

title charge using their new look 4-4-2

BY ABDULLAH ABDULLAH // @kunabd

http://twitter.com/kunabd
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Kirby has been a prolific goal scorer for the 
most part: her 11 goals in the 2018/19 season 
being her highest tally in the FAWSL, although 
her assists haven’t been up to par with just 
six coming in the past five seasons prior to 
this one. Even then those six came in the 
2017/18 season where she also scored 18 
goals in all competition with just eight coming 
in the league. For a player that is renowned 
for her playmaking skills she does not manage 
to register that many assists. Statistically 
speaking, Kirby does exceptionally well in 
other competitions but struggles to influence 
in the league compared to other forwards. For 
example, Vivanne Miedema excels as the focal 
point with 22 goals and 10 assists to her name 
last season. England had a similar tally last 
season with 12 goals and one assist but was in 
and out of the team.

Kirby’s skillset is reminiscent of a playmaker 
rather than goal scorer. She often drops deep 
to collect possession and looks to either 
dribble or find a penetrative pass. These 
movements ultimately create space for the 
likes of England, Reiten, and Ji. Kirby’s biggest 
strength is her ability to receive possession in 
tight areas relieving pressure. But the problem 
has been a mixture of very few midfield runners 
going beyond Kirby and a clash of similar 
players being played around her.

Ji usually plays in the ‘number 10’ role and her 
play style is more about getting on the ball than 
her movement off-the-ball. That preference 
of running with the ball between Ji and Kirby 
made it difficult for the team to progress into 
the penalty area more effectively.  

The 4-2-3-1 sees Ji play behind Kirby. The 
Japanese attacker is a lively presence; 
however, the issue Chelsea faced was both 
Kirby and Ji both prefer carrying the ball 
using their incredible creativity to play in their 
teammates. They play one-two passes with 
her teammates with no midfield runners going 
in beyond the opposition back four. If Kirby 
played up front and Ji as the number 10, then 
their similar play styles would collide. 

Ji would usually be the recipient of Kirby’s 
interchanging passes in a similar position 
without someone being able to take advantage 

in the penalty area. The full-backs do push up 
but passes into the wide areas aren’t effective 
if there isn’t a natural centre-forward in the 
box to collect crosses. This is where England’s 
inclusion becomes vital.

Teams put players behind the ball against Chelsea 
[Credit: Wyscout]

Chelsea also lacked pace in the attacking 
areas. Teams would allow Chelsea to play 
out wide because it would give them time 
to reorganise themselves at the back. Both 
England and Reiten bring pace in abundance 
and could help to relieve this issue. Another 
probing issue was the man-marking systems. 
Many of the underdog teams would utilise a 
five-man backline and employ a man-marking 
system that would assign one player to push 
up, forcing Chelsea back and give them time to 
assemble their shape once again.

Fran Kirby drops into midfield but no one moves up 
to take advantage of the space in behind [Credit: 

Wyscout]

The game against Olympique Lyonnais last 
season perfectly portrayed this issue. Chelsea 
lost the tie 2-1 but what often happened last 
season was epitomised in the image above. 
Kirby started the match as the centre-forward 
and is seen here dropping into midfield to 
receive a pass and interchange passes with 
Ramona Bachmann. The key point to note 
here is the lack of players in and around Lyon’s 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-1.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-2.png
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defensive line. Not a single player is ready to 
make a run beyond the centre-backs. 

[Credit: Wyscout]

Here Kirby (orange) manages to pull Wendie 
Renard (white) out of position leaving space 
in behind. However, as we explained earlier, 
Ji’s (red) instinct is to drop deep than to run 
in the opposite direction. What she has done 
well is distract left-back Selma Bacha, giving 
Bachmann (grey) space to drive into the wide, 
unoccupied area. However, this allows Lyon to 
regroup and block any crosses that eventually 
come their way. One of Renard’s biggest 
weaknesses is her lack of pace and exploiting 
that could have helped Chelsea penetrate a 
tight backline with the low number of chances 
on offer.

Hayes has an effective striker waiting in 
the wings in England. England made 18 
appearances scoring 12 goals from 12 starts 
in the FAWSL last season and is a natural goal 
scorer. The Chelsea coach needed to find a 
way to combine the complementary skill sets 
of all three players. Last season Kirby and 
England started four games together scoring a 
total of six goals, so the potential is there.

Is 4-4-2 the Solution?
The current season has seen a complete 

shift away from the 4-2-3-1 formation with 
Chelsea now adopting a more native 4-4-2 
system. The biggest, most obvious change 
has been the switch to a two-striker system. 
This has seen both England and Kirby start 
alongside each other in what could be the 
start of a dangerous partnership. Ji would 
be permanently moved to a central midfield 
position. Chelsea gain many advantages 
by moving to the 4-4-2 which has made a 

comeback with Diego Simeone’s Atlético 
Madrid as the biggest beneficiaries of the 
system in recent years. 

The two banks of four allow for better pitch 
coverage and defensive solidarity along with 
more coordinated pressing from the front 
consisting of a genuine striker and shadow 
striker. The shadow striker allows teams to 
have a link player between the lines and carry 
the ball out wide to find the other striker. In this 
case, Kirby would take up the shadow striker 
role utilising her excellent playmaking skillset to 
connect play between Ji and Ingle to England. 
The space vacated by Kirby could be taken up 
by the inverted movement of Reiten. England 
has notched up two goals and one assist in five 
matches while Kirby has three assists to her 
name. Both Reiten and Ji have two goals and 
one assist each to their names.

Kirby (#14) drops into midfield pulling the centre-
back (#8) with her making space for Guro Reiten 

(#11) to move into that space.

The positional fluidity and flexibility afforded by 
the system allows the wide players and shadow 
striker to interchange positions and attack from 
deep, confusing the opposition. This is where 
Reiten and England can thrive as one has the 
ability to cut inside and drift out wide while 
the other creates space through intelligent 
movement.

Statistically speaking the numbers illustrate 
Kirby’s improvement in her new position. Her 
number of passes has increased from 29.53 to 
41.98 and long passes from 0.65 to 1.91 per 
90. This could be a result of the space she has 
to roam and isn’t restricted by being isolated 
as a lone centre-forward. Her dribbles have 
increased from 4.05 to 5.72 per 90 which are 
in correlation to the space created by England 
and Ji. 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-3.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-4.png
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The examples shown later in the report will 
highlight the way her teammates have mutually 
benefited from her play. Lastly, her attempts 
at intercepting possession has improved from 
1.51 to 2.23 per 90, which means she’s been 
able to dispossess opponents from better 
positions and start more counter-attacks due 
to the defensive backing she has in midfield 
allowing her to play with more freedom and 
bring in her quicker teammates.

Indeed, England and Kirby complement each 
other due to their contrasting styles of play. 
England is a striker who possess pace, guile, 
and intelligence - a natural finisher. England has 
been lethal for Chelsea and acts as the perfect 
mould for Kirby in this new system. Kirby is 
now playing further forward but is able to 
effectively drop into midfield to influence play.

[Credit: Wyscout]

This move started off with Ji picking up 
possession deep in midfield and releases an 
exquisite pass towards Kirby. The English 
playmaker is seen in between the lines of 
midfield with Reiten and England making 
forward runs on the opposite side. She picks 
up possession in space and is able to drive 
forward, forcing Arsenal’s defenders towards 
her.

[Credit: Wyscout]

Once the three Chelsea players reach the 
opposition penalty area, we see a horde of 
Arsenal players surrounding Kirby. England and 
Reiten are both creating space for themselves 
and are gambling for Kirby’s cross towards the 
corridor of uncertainty.

Kirby’s position last season (L) compared to this 
season (R) [Credit: Wyscout]

The partnership between England and Kirby 
has been much more effective and is starting 
to flourish with each passing game. The two 
players are striking up an understanding and 
playing off each other’s strengths. When Kirby 
picks up the ball you usually see England 
instantly look to find space and make a 
forward run between opposition centre-backs. 
Her quick movement not only moves the 
opposition’s defence but creates space for 
other players to run into. 

[Credit: Wyscout]

Here we can see how England’s movement 
combined with Kirby’s slightly deeper position 
allows Chelsea to catch Arsenal on the break. 
Erin Cuthbert’s tackle fortunately puts Kirby 
through and allows Chelsea to launch a quick 
counter-attack.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-5.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-6.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-7.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-8.png
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Bethany England uses her intelligent movement to 
dummy the centre-back and score [Credit: Wyscout]

Chelsea are essentially in a three v two 
situation with England and Reiten are clean 
through and have found space between the 
Arsenal centre-backs. Kirby smartly pulls 
her cross back for England to slot past the 
goalkeeper.

We can see how the 4-4-2 has allowed Kirby 
to flourish as an effective playmaking striker 
akin to Roberto Firmino at Liverpool. And just 
like the Liverpool striker, she has allowed her 
teammates to play with more freedom. The 
positive effect on the team has not only come 
from the tactical change but also in the role 
Kirby plays in this new setup.

The Kirby Effect
England, Ji and Reiten have hugely benefited 

from the change in formation. Kirby’s 
change in role has positively affected these 
three players. The Norwegian winger is able 
to drift into central areas and act as a faux 
secondary striker when Kirby drops into 
midfield and helps to create overloads in the 
box. With a lethal left foot, the winger looks 
to play an inside-forward role coming in off 
the right, driving into opposition defenders 
and putting them on the back foot. While she 
is a proficient dribbler, Reiten’s ability to find 
pockets of space makes her an asset in the 
final third. With Kirby’s ingenuity, she should 
be able to capitalise on an extra player in the 
forward areas alongside England. The earlier 
example showing Kirby’s assist against Arsenal 
had Reiten in the 18-yard box too.

Guro Reiten’s heat map this season [Credit: 
Wyscout]

Ji is another player who has been positively 
affected by the English forward. Since dropping 
into a central midfield position, the South 
Korean has been seen making more drives and 
controlling games for Chelsea. A significant 
increase in dribbles from 3.8 to 4.95 per 90 is 
a strong indicator along with more progressive 
runs of 1.32 to 1.44 per 90. While it may seem 
like Kirby and Ji would clash in the same 
space again, the movement and interchanges 
between two players can be more profitable. 
The increased space created by Kirby’s 
movement and intelligent forward play by 
Reiten and England should yield better results.

Ji’s heat map from 2018/19 (L) compared to 
2019/20 (R) [Credit: Wyscout]

The heat maps portray the difference in Ji’s 
positioning between this season and last. If we 
notice the heat map on the right, it has allowed 
Kirby to drop slightly deeper and allows her to 
control possession and operate in ‘zone 14’. 
Ji’s new-found position at central midfield has 
given her more freedom and has enabled to 
push forward. Sophie Ingle’s presence next to 
her as the anchor allows her to push forward 
from a deeper position and not clash with 
Kirby.

England seems to be most affected by the 
changes. While last season she started 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-9.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-10.jpg
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-11.png
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12 games and scored 12 goals, she was 
constantly in and out of the side. The change 
in system has seen England play much more 
consistently and is now able to expect service 
from both Ji and Kirby. One of her biggest 
strengths is her movement in and around the 
penalty area with the ability to create space 
for herself. Now she is free to roam across 
the forward areas while Kirby can easily slip 
away to find her in the final third. Her assist 
for the goal against Arsenal epitomised their 
relationship.

England often found herself in the wide areas 
isolated [Credit: Wyscout]

Last season she was playing with two wide 
forwards and an attacking midfielder and 
wasn’t able to play to her full potential. There 
were often times she was relegated to a wider 
position, limiting her strongest attributes. This 
season, however, she has already started five 
matches scoring two goals and one assist. 
Consistency will improve her game and the 
partnership she builds with Kirby will be 
instrumental. She attempts less dribbles this 
year compared to last season (2.35 -2018 vs 
1.32 - 2019 per 90) meaning, she’s spending 
more time off the ball waiting to pounce on 
opportunities rather than having to drop into 
wide positions.

[Credit: Wyscout]

To sum up their improvements, this passage of 

play perfectly illustrates the effect the formation 
and players have had on each other. As Kirby 
picks up Reiten’s inadvertent pass, it triggers 
Ji to make a forward run into the space ahead 
of her. Simultaneously, England is also in acres 
of space but her smart movement keeps the 
nearby centre-back occupied long enough for 
Ji to receive Kirby’s pass and take a shot.

Additional Firepower
In November Chelsea announced the signing 

of Sam Kerr who will link up with the squad in 
January and will only add to Chelsea’s stacked 
attacking options. We’ve analysed and seen 
the impact the current players have had on 
the teams’ 4-4-2 system and Kerr’s arrival will 
further enhance the tactical choices Hayes will 
have at her disposal. Kerr is a complete forward 
and is characterised by her exceptional lethality 
and positioning. The Australian excels in finding 
space around the opposition’s defensive line 
creating one v one situations. Although she is 
a traditional number nine, Kerr’s preference to 
drop deep into midfield and link up play creates 
space. She should sync up perfectly with 
Chelsea’s dynamic midfielders.

Title Challengers?
Certain strikers thrive on playing as the lone 

forward whilst others work better in pairs. 
Chelsea are lucky to have a pair of strikers that 
have meshed well as a pair. Kirby’s contribution 
is slowly becoming more apparent with the 
number of goals she scores and chances 
she creates. While she has been somewhat 
of a goal scorer, those numbers match 
those of a midfielder rather than a striker. 
Playing alongside England could increase her 
contribution to the team by having an intelligent 
centre-forward next to her. This new formation 
could bring the best out of Kirby, England, 
and Ji –and if it allows the rest of the team to 
thrive then it could be a very successful year 
for Hayes and Chelsea. With no Champions 
League football to contend with, as well as 
Kerr’s arrival, their chances of dethroning 
Arsenal to the FAWSL crown could become a 
very real possibility. 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-12.png
https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Abdullah-Abdullah-13.png
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behind Lampard’s Chelsea’s thrilling attack

BY ABHISHEK MISHRA // @PrideOfChels

THE BLUE KEY

http://twitter.com/PrideOfChels
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Faced with a transfer ban, the departure 
of one of the world’s best players and 

an attacking coach in Maurizio Sarri, few 
wondered how Chelsea would look this 
season in the Premier League. The uncertainty 
increased when, amid intense speculation, 
former legend and Derby County manager 
Frank Lampard was appointed as the manager. 

With a 4-0 loss to Manchester United, many 
thought Chelsea’s place and destiny to be 
booked. However, as is so accustomed to 
Lampard, Chelsea have turned a sour situation 
into a fruitful one.

The Blues stand fourth in the league, having 28 
goals and conceded 19. Nearby rivals Leicester 
and Liverpool have both scored 30 and 31 
respectively - a testament of The Pensioner’s 
attacking tactics. 

So what is it about this Chelsea team that are 
making them score goals and lots of them?

In this tactical analysis, we will analyse 
Chelsea’s attacking tactics, in particular, how 
their midfield is critical to their attack, how their 
counterattacks work, and what principles do 
Chelsea stick by in open play.

Chelsea's open play 
principles

Before we get into the specific tactics, it is 
important to consider some general themes 

that Chelsea utilise in their open-play. The two 
major ones concern tactics regarding the box 
and the style of Chelsea’s attacks.

The first principle concerns the number of 
men in the box. Lampard employs a rule that 
dictates that at least two players have to be in 
the box as the Pensioners near the final third. 
Tammy Abraham fills the role of the first person 
as he is the striker that Chelsea seek to attach 
to in crossing. The second person depends 
on the proximity but most of the times, Mason 
Mount finds himself acting as a second striker. 
This small tactic ensures that Chelsea always 
have someone to play into and link up with in 
the final third.

Finally, this more of a mindset, Lampard 
maintains that there is a concerted effort 
to keep the intensity of the attack fast and 
energetic. These constant and fast attacks 
ensure that the defenders hardly get time to 
breathe, allowing Chelsea to find potential 
weak points quickly.

Chelsea's departure from 
Sarri and its tactical 

significance
During Sarri’s brief reign at Chelsea, the 

Blues found themselves a rigid 4-3-3, 
one in which the formation and the players 
remained the same for the better part of the 
season.

While the first few games were passed in 
an electrifying manner, Chelsea’s attacking 
momentum was slowed down during the 
second-half of the season. An over-reliance 
on Eden Hazard and strict automatisms meant 
that teams slowly found ways to restrict the 
attacking movements of Chelsea.

However, Lampard’s arrival has seen a change 
in system. Chelsea have adopted a 4-2-3-1 
system, the new formation being used 39% of 
the Blues’ matches. One of the main reasons 
seems to be an inexperienced and, at times, 
volatile Chelsea squad which leads to more 
structure.

The system uses Chelsea’s best department, 
the midfield, to the best extent while also 
integrating allowing certain positions such as 
full-backs to be experimented upon as there is 
not as big of a reliance on such a system.

Chelsea's unique 4-2-3-1 
helps them create spaces 

efficiently
So what is about Chelsea’s midfield that 

makes it all tick for them?

behind Lampard’s Chelsea’s thrilling attack

BY ABHISHEK MISHRA // @PrideOfChels
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To fully analyse how Chelsea’s midfield helps 
the Blues attack, we have to analyze the three 
components of the layered midfield: the use 
and profile of the pivot, the Mason Mount role, 
and the use of Christian Pulisic and Willian as 
midfielders.

The pivot for Chelsea has been constructed 
of two main players - a person who attracts 
pressure and a person who is explosive in their 
pace and dribbling abilities. The most common 
constituents of this pivot have been Jorginho 
and Mateo Kovačić, respectively. To a lesser 
extent, we’ve seen Kovačić and N’golo Kanté, 
in that same order.

In the context of the pivot, their job is to 
separate the forward line and partially disrupt 
the midfield line’s structure. 

The pivot accomplishes this by virtue of their 
profile. The “attractor” often serves as the 
person playing closely with the centre-backs - 
acting as a regista. With a possession-based 
team like Chelsea, the build-up occurs through 
the regista and as such, the teams start getting 
pressing the “attractor”.

Having dragged the pressors on him and the 
defence - which normally include the forwards 
and part of the midfield line - the “attractor” 
creates space on the opposite side which is 
then exploited by the “explosive dribbler”.

In this picture, we see the structure of the 
pivot - this time being composed of Kanté and 
Kovačić. Notice how in Crystal Palace’s 4-4-2 
pressing scheme, there are two players getting 
ready to press the pivots. 

It is this type of pressure and attraction that 
the pivot seeks to create, only to then exploit 
through their teammates.

This is where the pivot needs an explosive 
dribbler, a person who is able to seize upon the 
space and push into space. This asymmetric 
attacking pattern makes the opposition team’s 
positioning to become lopsided making it 
easier for Chelsea to create overloads.

In this picture, we see the pivot of Jorginho and 
Kovačić. Here Jorginho acts as the “attractor”, 
playing the deepest and attracting the pressure 
of the two Ajax forwards. It is at that point 
where Jorginho players a pass that breaks the 
forward line, shown in red, to Kovačić.

Due to this, the lines of the opposition have 
been separated. The forward line has been 
eliminated and now the midfield line is going to 
be drawn in. The space created in the centre, 
shown in yellow, is the greatest effect of this 
pivot working. By creating holes in a team’s 
formation, Chelsea are able to occupy, exploit, 
and repeat.

Here, the most dangerous pass seems to be 
the diagonal to Pulisic who is hugging the 
touchlines. This would eliminate the midfield 
line, putting Pulisic in a 1v1 with an Ajax 
fullback.

However, Kovačić takes an extra touch and 
directs play down on the left. In response to 
this, an Ajax midfielder comes up to press. With 
that action, Chelsea have drawn in the midfield 
line and as such, created space behind the 
midfielder - shown in orange.
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A simple pass to an overlapping full-back 
could spell trouble for the Dutch side. This is 
as Abraham can drop to the space and receive 
it, via the full-back, in that space. As shown 
by purple, there is a huge gap in the centre of 
the pitch. Abraham could exploit this space by 
finding Mount and intricately working through 
the spaces left by Ajax.

However, the pivot’s work is only one cog in 
the machinery that is Chelsea’s midfield. One 
integral cog in the midfield has been an unlikely 
person - Chelsea academy product Mason 
Mount. 

Out of all the established midfielders, Mount 
perhaps has the strangest role in the sense that 
he doesn’t work as a traditional midfielder. He 
is not an outright defensive midfielder nor he is 
an outright attacking midfielder. 

In fact, Mount is a raumdeuter - German for 
“space interpreter” - and has shown excellent 
qualities playing in that role. In this specific 
role, his job is to widen the gap between the 
defence and midfield line - a gap that was first 
opened up by the pivot.

Playing behind the striker and alongside the 
two main creators of the team, Mount has easy 
links to the main players that create space 
in the team. However, his role expands from 
linking play to helping the progression of the 
ball from the confines of Chelsea’s defensive 
third to opponent’s half. 

Being a player who is not in the headlines - 
and as such easily missed out by opponents 
- Mount drifts from his central positioning into 
the halfspaces. Here, Chelsea seem to have 
developed a pattern of having nearby players 
synchronously separate as to open a passing 
lane from the defensive areas to the attacking 
areas.

Here we see a common movement by the pivot 
and Mount. The pivot, via short passes, attracts 
the midfield line of four of Crystal Palace. 
Realising that the lines have separated, Mount 
drops in the halfspace and gestures to Kovačić 
to pass it to him.

This pass will not only bypass a block of four 
but also allow Chelsea to progress the attack 
quickly. 

This is the end-result of that action. Pulisic is 
now set on a 1v1 but seeing that Chelsea’s 
numbers aren’t in yet, he wants to go central. 
Mount recognizes this and starts a run to take 
away a Crystal Palace defender. This creates 
a space, shown in purple, in the middle of the 
pitch where Chelsea can directly attack.

This role’s importance cannot be understated - 
Mount’s continuous movements and finding of 
spaces between the midfield line allow Chelsea 
to take advantage of the gap created by the 
pivot and turn that tactic into a tangible end 
product - having the ball in the opponent’s half 
and having the right players to attack.

Mount’s first touch and body movement are 
highly technical meaning he is able to turn 
away from any markers. From there Mount’s 
role becomes to attack the defence and as 
such, create space for the likes of Pulisic and 
Willian who run alongside him.

Here we see another example of Mount and 
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the pivot working together. The pivot attracts 
the Ajax midfield line which set deep, shown in 
black, but now has come up. Jorginho attracts 
two nearby Ajax players while Kovačić is being 
man-marked. 

With the midfield line separated, Mount drops 
in the halfspace to open a passing lane for 
Chelsea centre-back Tomori. This simple pass 
allows Chelsea to break past a high-press and 
quickly start a press.

The final key to Chelsea’s midfield is the unique 
relationship between Pulisic’s and Willian’s 
roles. Both are traditional wingers, however, 
they have been converted to attacking 
midfielders. 
Despite their similar positions, both wingers 
have different profiles and as such, occupy 
different roles that aid Chelsea’s attack.

It is easiest to see this with the American. The 
kid from Hershey has seen a rebirth under 
Lampard - already coming close to beating 
his best-attacking outputs in just nine games. 
In the context of the attacking trio of Chelsea, 
Pulisic is allowed the greatest freedom in 
dribbling and for good reason.

Completing 2.9 dribbles out of 4.6 per 90 
minutes puts him in the leaderboard among 
established players such as Bernardo Silva 
(3.3) and Wilfried Zaha (4.9). At the age of 21, 
Pulisic seems to have an excellent first touch 
and ability to dribble through thick crowds of 
players.

As such, you often see Pulisic moving about 
the left-hand side of the pitch, dribbling, trying 
ambitious “1-2”s, and through-balls. He is the 
creative “X-Factor” that Chelsea need as he 
is constantly trying new things and adds an 
element of experimentation that only makes 
Chelsea’s attacks more unpredictable.

Here is an indicator to Pulisic’s creative 
playmaking abilities. Despite being pressed 
by two Ajax players, he plays an inch-perfect 
pass to the overlapping full-back. This curved 
ball bypasses several lines and puts Chelsea 
in a crossing situation that is advantageous to 
them.

The Chelsea full-back has gotten the ball 
and has various options. He can either pass-
back and allow Mount to unleash a screamer 
on goal. The other option is a little more 
subtle. Due to Pulisic’s pass and his general 
movement, the Ajax defence is completely 
open on the back-post.

Pulisic can occupy that space and wait for a 
more aerial cross to head in. Either way, not 
only has the American created an attacking 
scenario out of anything, but he also has 
primed himself in position to exploit the very 
space he created.

On the other side of the pitch is the Brazilian 
veteran. Averaging 2.2 key passes per ninety 
minutes, the Brazilian allows Chelsea’s attacks 
to develop both on the right-hand and left-
hand side. While Pulisic and Mount play off of 
each other towards the left-hand side pitch, 
Willian stays on the opposite side to make sure 
the Pensioners have another avenue to flow 
through.

In what has become a characteristic move, 
Willian will move from his right-halfspace 
position and dribble leftwards. The intent of this 
is to move the attention centrally which allows 
Chelsea to unnaturally congest the opposition 
and create space on the other side.
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Here we see Willian move from the right-hand 
side of the pitch. This movement drags two 
Watford midfielders - a movement that is 
clearly disrupting Watford’s defensive structure.

Here we see the end result of the move. 
Willian’s curved run has dragged three Watford 
players centrally - unnaturally congesting them. 
Now Watford’s formation is highly lopsided, 
with all of the players in a tight group and only 
one defender on the other side.

Chelsea full-back Emerson Palmieri can now 
directly attack that space and take advantage 
of Watford’s ill-structured defence.

Aside from this characteristic move, Willian’s 
presence allows the crossing department of 
Chelsea to develop. Emerson and Pulisic aren’t 
the team’s most prolific crossers. However, the 
pair of Willian and emerging right-back Reece 
James are. Per 90 minutes, the pair have 
averaged 2.7 and 1.6 crosses - the highest on 
the team.

In this context, Willian serves as a magnet  - 
attracting the attention of the defenders. This 
allows the overlapping fullback to sneak by and 
as such, Chelsea are able to have the fullback 
in a lot of space.

Chelsea's counterattacking 
comes alive with 
Lampard's tweaks

A concept central to Chelsea’s counter 
attacking abilities is the idea of fluidity. 

When Chelsea are attacking, there are no set 
positions that are defined and it is all aimed 
to be fluid and lucid in attempts to introduce 
volatility in the final product.

A key component to introducing fluidity is 
striker Tammy Abraham. The in-form striker has 
a great array of skills - one of them being to 
play in unconventional roles.

Whenever Chelsea counterattack, Abraham 
will often drift away from the central focus of 
attack. As such, if the counterattack happens 
in the middle, Abraham will either drift left 
or right. It is important to note here that he 
won’t drift as far as to alienate himself from 
the counterattack. Rather instead of running 
along the axis of attack, he’ll look to widen his 
position.

The key here is that being Chelsea’s sole striker 
carries a lot of weight - especially when you’ve 
marked yourself as a key scorer. As such any 
movements will attract the defence. That is the 
main purpose of Abraham’s wide runs: it aims 
to separate the defence. More importantly, his 
runs are there to lessen the defence’s central 
focus.

Here we see Chelsea’s counterattack in motion. 
Notice how the three centre-backs of Crystal 
Palace are narrow, shown in purple, and as 
such there is no space for the Pensioners to 
attack through.
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However, Abraham, shown central, is going to 
make a wide run to solve that exact problem.

With space being created by Abraham’s wide 
runs, the ball-carrier is allowed permission to 
drive straight into the middle of the defence. 
This is important because it allows the Blues to 
take direct action on the space being created - 
forcing defenders to now hurriedly come back 
to the centre.

Abraham has made a curved wide run which 
has largened the distance between the 
distance as shown by purple. With Pulisic 
staying wide, Willian has ample space in the 
centre to drive forward.

Now, the attacking trio comes into play. With 
one of the attacking trio driving, two attackers 
now have liberties to make darting runs behind 
the defence. Since the defence is now hurriedly 
coming back, the ball-carrier is able to spot the 
runs and perfectly place the pass.

Here the defence is now hurriedly coming to 
close Willian. Both Pulisic and Willian stay in a 
blind-side position, shown in orange, meaning 
that the defenders have less of an idea where 
the attackers are. Willian can easily find these 
attackers and Chelsea’s attack can continue.

Conclusion 

Lampard’s Chelsea are far from the final 
product. Failures in defence and awry set-

pieces have meant that the Blues are far from 
title-challengers. However, they are shaping 
up to be one of the teams to beat with their 
energetic style infecting crowds likewise.

Time will tell how Lampard adapts his tactics 
as teams start to figure out certain movements 
but one thing is for sure.

There is a revolution happening in London and 
it is definitely blue.
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Bayer 04 Leverkusen’s 20-year-old midfielder, 
Kai Havertz, is the jewel that nonchalantly 

sits in the Bundesliga club’s proverbial crown. 
The German burst onto the scene at the 
BayArena in the latter months of 2016, going 
on to make 24 appearances for die Werkself 
over the 2016/17 season; netting four and 
assisting six.

The attack-minded midfielder, who can play 
centrally or wide on the right-hand side, now 
has over 120 Bundesliga appearances to his 
name and recorded a whopping 17 goals in 
Germany’s top-flight last term. Havertz made 
his international debut in September 2018 and 
bagged his first goal for die Mannschaft in a 
recent 2-2 draw with Argentina.

Now, widely rated at north of £80 million, the 
middleman plays the beautiful game with 
what almost seems like an effortless ease. 
Havertz breezes around the pitch, with a keen 
eye for finding space in between lateral and 
longitudinal lines. Standing at six feet and 
two inches tall the German offers an aerial 
presence, whilst also having a quick turn of 
pace. Short or long, his vision for a pass is near 
impeccable.

This scout report will dissect the key features of 
the 20-year-old midfielder’s game and highlight 
how he uses those strengths to his advantage. 
This piece will also pick up on a weakness to 
the German’s game, which he should look to 
improve on.

Where there is space, 
there is Havertz

The German’s ability to consistently find 
and operate for much of his time on the 

pitch within open space is perhaps Havertz’s 
key attribute. While not appearing to break a 
sweat, the 20-year-old midfielder often drifts 
into space between an opposition’s lateral and 
longitudinal lines to create passing options for 
teammates. Not only does this provide his team 
with vital support, it allows Havertz to receive 
the ball with his back to goal with time to turn 
and advance Leverkusen up the pitch.

Havertz drifting into open space

Here, in an example from Bayer Leverkusen’s 
recent 3-0 defeat against Eintracht Frankfurt, 
Havertz has drifted into an open area, with 
ample space despite four surrounding Frankfurt 
players. This, in turn, provides Kerem Demirbay 
with a useful passing option – as marked by the 
yellow arrow. However, in this instance, the ball 
is not played into the 20-year-old middleman.

Havertz finding plenty of open space again

The above annotation is another example of 
the German’s space-finding ability, in which 
he finds himself a large open area in die 
Werkself’s 3-0 victory over Augsburg earlier 
this season. Due to the effortless-like nature of 
his movement, defenders remain unconcerned 
of him shifting, however, this causes danger 
for opposition sides due to his quick turn of 
pace and intricate passing abilities. This should 
be combated by tight marking on Havertz, 
although that is rarely enforced despite his 
abilities becoming slightly muted when man 
marked.

Astute level of 
anticipation

As mentioned as a consistency throughout 
Havertz’s play, he has a nonchalant nature 

about his abilities which see him appear to 
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barely break a sweat. However, the German 
has an incredibly quick turn of pace, and when 
required can leave defenders in his wake due 
to immediate and effective sudden bursts of 
speed. This turn of pace that is possessed 
by Leverkusen’s middleman allows him to 
purposefully execute his high-level anticipation.

The build-up to Havert’s first international goal for 
Germany

Here, the annotation shows the build-up play to 
Havertz’s first goal for Germany, in the recent 
2-2 friendly draw with Argentina. Having won 
back possession of the ball in their own half, 
die Mannschaft have attacked quickly which 
leaves Leverkusen’s man with an opportunity. 
Havertz has jogged in support of Serge 
Gnabry’s darting run, before spotting a whole in 
the visitor’s defence and pointing for a through 
ball to be played.

Seconds before the midfielder scores his first 
international goal

Then, seconds later, Havertz has used a burst 
of pace to see himself clear of the Argentinian 
defence and in pole position to tap in the 
Germans’ second of the night. Thanks to a 
pinpoint through ball from Gnabry, the attack-
minded midfielder has been able to open his 
account for Joachim Low’s side. Using his 
impressive anticipation, Havertz was able to 
pick the right moment to make his move at the 
Signal Iduna Park and used his quick turn of 

pace to seize the opportunity.

Commanding aerial 
presence

While Havertz is deceptively quick for a 
midfielder that is north of six foot, he is 

also able to use the six feet and two inches of 
his frame to his advantage aerially. Particularly 
at club level, Leverkusen’s manager, Peter 
Bosz, deploys the 20-year-old talent 
intelligently while attacking and defending. 
Coupled with his eye for anticipation, while 
defending is a key asset as a free roamer in 
a man-marking set-up. Then, in attack he 
provides a viable asset when playing long.

Havertz using his height to a defensive advantage

Here, it can be seen against Frankfurt, as 
previously mentioned, that die Werkself opt 
for a man-to-man defending system in which 
Havertz plays a free role. Should Leverkusen 
have an extra man in the box while defending 
set pieces, it will often be the 20-year-old 
attacker. As can be seen here, due to his level 
of anticipation he has been able to judge the 
flight of the ball and where it is set to land, 
before adjusting his position – as marked by 
the yellow arrow – and heading clear.

Havertz’s aerial ability on show in an attacking 
capacity
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In this instance, Havertz’s aerial ability can 
be seen in an attacking capacity. Bosz 
predominantly likes his side to play out from 
the back and then play through the thirds from 
there. Leverkusen’s defensive line will often 
shift the ball from one side to the other until a 
viable forward option opens to play through. 
However, on occasion the ball is played long 
when needed. In that instance, Havertz will drift 
more centrally if he is playing wide – as in this 
annotation against Augsburg. From there he 
can provide a strong long-ball outlet who can 
retain possession, as he does here, by nodding 
the ball down to Charles Aranguiz.

Mastery of passing 
intricacies

While a key feature of Havertz’s is his 
spectacular vision for a long-range pass, 

his bread and butter – and most predominantly 
used asset – is the intricacy of his short 
passing. With control and precision, the 
midfielder can play delicate one-two passes 
with teammates on regular occurrences. This 
short passing ability allows him to drop deep 
and pick up the ball, before aiding in playing 
out from the back.

Havertz aiding Germany in playing out from the back

In a similar ilk to at club level, Havertz shows 
his ability in playing out from the back here. 
Low’s side has reclaimed possession of the 
ball deep in their own territory and the attack-
minded midfielder is able to use his short 
passing ability to play die Mannschaft up the 
pitch. With a quick one-two pass Havertz has 
a large area of open field to run into and easily 
releases pressure from the Germany backline. 
The yellow arrows mark the movements of the 
ball and the red arrow, his run.

Havertz displaying his passing ability against 
Augsburg

Here, Havertz offers another example of his 
passing ability but this time at club level, 
again, in the 3-0 victory over Augsburg in late 
September. Whilst looking as though he is in an 
almost perilous position with possession, the 
20-year-old German is able to relieve pressure 
on himself with his quick-thinking passing. With 
his first pass he lays the ball off to a teammate, 
then the red arrow marks a dart of pace which 
leaves him in open space to receive the ball 
back before quickly finding Aranguiz.

Tendency to drop 
too deep to pick up 

possession
In the playmaker role that Havertz often plays 

for die Werkself and his national side, the 
midfielder can often have a tendency to drop 
too deep to pick up possession of the ball. This 
then in turn leaves a wide void of open space 
in the middle of the park for his side. This is an 
area where the German must improve upon if 
he is to progress with his development. This 
causes further problems due to the 20-year-old 
middleman’s nonchalant style, as if he drops 
too deep, he rarely becomes re-involved in the 
play again in the same move further up the 
pitch.
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Havertz dropping too deep out of position to pick 
up the ball

As can be seen here, in the 3-0 defeat to 
Frankfurt, the German is supposedly playing 
as a right forward, but has dropped incredibly 
deep to pick up possession of the ball. As 
marked by the yellow circle, he has left a wide 
area of open space to give Aranguiz a five-yard 
passing option, when he would still be able to 
be found in a more advanced position. Havertz 
should have curved his desire to be so eagerly 
in possession of the ball and occupied a spot 
much closer to the red circle, as he would have 
plenty of time, space and still be a passing 
option.

Havertz’s weak trait again on show against 
Augsburg

Back in the Augsburg game, this weakness 
in Havertz’s game can again be seen. While 
it could be argued that Havertz is playing 
a role where he is supporting the defence, 
while they are under pressure, in playing out 
from the back, he is too deep. The German is 
supposedly, again, playing in the right-sided 
forward role of a 4-2-3-1, but has dropped into 
a defensive midfielder spot – which should 
be occupied by Julian Baumgartlinger. This 
is born of Havertz’s desire to constantly be in 
possession of the ball, but the team suffers 
as he is most effective when in advanced 
positions.

Conclusion
While it is doubtless that Havertz has 

areas of his game that he must improve 
upon, and all his key assets can be honed, 
too, the 20-year-old midfielder is a star in the 
making. With three-and-a-half seasons of 
Bundesliga experience already under his belt, 
his progression is rapid and noticeable.

Reportedly, Liverpool are interested in bringing 
the German to the Premier League, while 
others will also be keen. While he could cost 
a fair old chunk to sign, his presence in the 
middle of the park for Jurgen Klopp could take 
the Reds to another level.

As an attacking midfielder, he has all the key 
attributes and more. His passing, movement 
and positioning are silky and seamless, while 
his playing style is cool, calm and collected. 
For a 20-year-old player, his talents seem to 
outrank his age and he will be, without a doubt, 
one of the most exciting prospects to watch 
develop in world football.

This scout report has shed light on some of 
the key features of Kai Havertz’s game and 
used analysis to show how he and coaches 
use those to get the best out of the German. 
The piece has also highlighted an area where 
Havertz should look to improve upon going 
forward.
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You may have noticed in recent months 
I’ve taken a particular interest towards set 

pieces and how best to implement them within 
the game. The opportunity for any advantage 
within football, particularly at the elite level, 
is one which must be taken and is often a 
hallmark of a successful team. Set pieces 
certainly fall into this category of marginal 
gains. This month I’ve decided to analyse some 
set piece routines which have been effective 
across elite football in recent seasons and have 
also contributed some of my own routines. All 
of the set piece routines mentioned are ones 
I would consider when coaching, and the aim 
of the article is to give you, the reader, some 
ideas for how best to utilise set pieces and to 
hopefully use some of these nine routines with 
your team.

Routine one - Diversion 
runs

The first routine we start with has almost 
an endless number of possibilities, but we 

will choose one particularly effective routine. 
Diversion runs are runs which are made by a 
player who has no intention of receiving the 
ball, and instead looks to move the opposition 
to benefit their team. From corners, this can 
create massive amounts of space, as if teams 
man mark, they resort to trying to mirror 
your movements. Therefore, with intelligent 
movement, you can manipulate the opposition 
into whatever shape you want.

For this routine, we will look at overloading 
one post to benefit another. For example, we 
can see below this routine from Freiburg, with 
Leverkusen man marking on the edge of the 
box. Freiburg create space by having one 
player come short, which reduces the number 
of players Leverkusen have in the box. They 
then create space by having diversion runners 
sprint towards the near post, who are then 
followed by their markers, which creates space 
for one player to run to the far post and score.

Below we can see the space that is created at 
the back post, which is met with an excellent 
delivery. Freiburg relied on the goal scorer to 
beat the man by just going around him and 
outmuscling him, however, a blocker could also 
be placed on the target player to ensure they 
get a completely free run, which we will cover 
in other routines. 

Routine two - Crowd 
the goalkeeper 

This is a relatively simple routine which has 
one slight variation to it and is a particularly 

uncomfortable one to defend against, 
particularly for teams with goalkeeper’s who 
aren’t dominant in the air, or smaller teams. 
This simply involves overloading the six-yard 
box with players to force the opposition to drop 
deep right in front of the goalkeeper. This gives 
the attacking team two options, either deliver 
the ball into the players and use physicality to 
win the header and get a high-quality chance 
from close to the goal, or again use this to 
create space elsewhere. 
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We can see the two principles behind this 
routine here, with Virgil Van Dijk directly on the 
keeper disrupting play, while Gini Wijnaldum 
drops off, with any potential marker blocked off 
by Joe Gomez. Therefore, by forcing Tottenham 
so deep, Liverpool creates space further away 
from the goal but are still able to block markers 
and create good goalscoring opportunities. 
Here Liverpool deliver the ball to Van Dijk 
rather than Wijnaldum, but the goalkeeper’s 
punch is disrupted by Van Dijk’s presence and 
Wijnaldum wins a second ball on the edge of 
the six-yard box and heads in.

Routine three - The cut 
back

This next routine exploits a space often 
left by teams just on the edge of the box, 

which we can see Manchester City utilising 
well here. Firstly, much like other routines, City 
drop a man short to attract a player away from 
the box. Willian also is across to deal with this 
and look to break from the set piece. City can, 
therefore, play through the gap between these 
players, and João Cancelo makes a deep run 
from the edge of the box quickly, to avoid 
attracting attention or a marker. 

City also prevent Chelsea from reacting to the 
pass by blocking the immediate threats as we 
can see below while being marked. This allows 
Cancelo to get an uncontested shot off or 
find players at the back post with a low driven 
cross. Notice how in the image below Sterling 
and Aguero have worked together to allow 
Aguero a run around his marker and towards 
the back post.

This space between the two players may not 
always be available, and so this routine using 
the same principles could be used. With no gap 
between two players, a near post runner can 
make a quick diversion run to the corner of the 
box, running in the eyeline of number eleven 
so as to attract their attention and be followed. 
This will create space between the two players 
for the ball to be played into, and the attacking 
number eleven can block off any defenders 
who try to react to the pass.

Routine four - Use 
short options to create 

a better angle
The actual angle of a cross from a corner 

kick isn’t great and is quite difficult to 
deliver an effective cross from. In terms of 
in open play, players don’t look to cross 
(particularly outswingers) from close to the goal 
lines or touchlines, and so why should corners 
be any different? By overloading teams close 
to the corner taker, teams can create better 
angles for a cross to be played.

This is a strategy Man City use a lot, and other 
top teams such as Liverpool also use it in order 
to take advantage of the crossing skills of their 
players. We saw Manchester City use this tactic 
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frequently in their game against Liverpool, with 
Kevin De Bruyn creating a 2v1 situation and 
playing a simple 1-2 in order to receive the ball 
back. The crossing angle is now much better 
for De Bruyne, but Liverpool’s line pushes out 
well and De Bruyne didn’t have his best game 
that day.

We can see here Liverpool using the routine, 
but slightly deeper. This gives Andy Robertson 
an opportunity to cross from an excellent angle, 
one that he is used to from open play. With the 
delivery excellent Van Dijk gets in behind and 
scores.

Routine five - Short 
option adaptation

This routine is based on an idea I had while 
watching one of Man City’s corners against 

Liverpool. As we can see below, the ball was 
played back to the edge of the box, and then 
played back to De Bruyne the corner taker, 
who had to sprint to try to remain onside and 
then deliver a cross from just inside the box. 
However, in order to avoid being caught offside 
by a quick defensive line, why not double up 
on this near post marker, in this case, Sadio 
Mané. This could be done by Silva (highlighted) 
staying with the defensive line and pulling into 
the space behind Mané, or by staying in front 
of the near post zone player Robertson and 
even playing a 1-2 into the space behind Mané 

with the player on the ball.

Alternatively, you could use late runners around 
the receiver on the edge of the box to get a 
high-quality cross in. We can see this below, 
where either the number eight can run around 
the back of the player and receive in the space, 
or the number ten can make a late run into 
space. This run from the ten would have to be 
timed well, as too soon and they’ll be marked 
or lose the momentum of the attack, and if too 
late, the space will be covered and the routine 
will become obvious.

Routine six - Blockers 
to prevent the 

opposition pushing out 
One of the problems with short corners, 

as we have seen so far, is the ability of 
the opposition to push out quickly if they 
are disciplined and catch players offside. In 
2012 I remember Liverpool scoring a last-
minute winner against Blackburn from the 
second phase of a set piece after Martin Škrtel 
ensured everyone was onside after physically 
holding down Grant Hanley in the Blackburn 
six yard area. Now in this new VAR era I’m 
obviously not saying to physically hold the 
opponent down, but the concept of trapping a 
team in order to ensure you stay onside is an 
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interesting one.

It would be possible to block the opposition 
deep in their box, however, with initial runners 
and then blockers behind them in an area. The 
ball could then be played short and runners 
could get a header from very close range. 

We can see this routine outlined below. Players 
overload the near post and get extremely 
tight to the goalkeeper and goal, forcing the 
opposition to get goal side. The attacking side 
can then form a box using the goal as one side 
to box the opposition in, being physical and 
leaning into players, and generally blocking 
their movement as much as possible without 
fouling them.

Therefore, when the ball is played short, the 
opposition will struggle to push out, and due 
to the overload and the front post, a deep run 
will allow them to stay easily onside and run 
into space deep in the opposition’s box. The 
run does not necessarily have to be from this 
deep, due to the line not being high, but the 
timing of the run will have to be excellent. Two 
players could be used at the back post to aid 
in beating the marker, however, this opens the 
side up to a counter-attack if the delivery is 
poor.

Routine seven - Blockers 
This is a simple well-known routine with so 

many variations, depending on the target 
area, where the opposition concedes space 
and the target player. This routine simply 
involves players preventing another player from 
being man-marked and allowing a free run at 
goal.

We can see two examples of Liverpool using 
this routine in the images below. Here Liverpool 
start with three runners from deep, and Van Dijk 
and Firmino push forward. Matip, meanwhile, 
holds his run slightly, which gives him space to 
gain momentum and run into space. Arsenal’s 
man markers can’t run out to Matip, as they are 
being blocked by the Liverpool duo just in front 
of Matip.

We can see a similar example here, where 
Jamaal Lascelles looks to mark Van Dijk, who 
angles his run towards the block of players 
created by three Liverpool players in close 
proximity all being marked. 

Lascelles, therefore, must focus on getting 
through this gap, and with the ball coming in 
there is a sense of urgency from the Newcastle 
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captain to get through the block of players. Van 
Dijk, however, holds his run and stays behind 
two blockers, looking to adjust his run inside. 
As we can see, Jamaal Lascelles is focused on 
the ball, and at this point has already lost Van 
Dijk, as he presumes he continued his initial 
run.

This double movement from Van Dijk allows 
him a free run into the box and an easy 
header, and we can see highlighted below 
that Lascelles doesn’t even get close to Van 
Dijk when the header occurs. Notice also how 
Fabinho, number three, hasn’t even made a run 
into the box, and that his sole purpose was to 
disrupt Newcastle’s man-marking.

Routine eight - Blockers 
to the edge of the box

This final routine, in a way, combines many 
of the routines we’ve already seen. This 

routine involves a lofted ball to the edge of 
the box for a long shot from goal. But rather 
than simply doing this, in order to prevent 
the opposition from reading the routine and 

pressing the target player, blockers must be in 
place to stop this happening.

We can see an example of this routine below, 
from Wolfsberger AC in Austria, who’s set 
pieces I mentioned in the last magazine. They 
have the players capable of both the delivery 
and the tricky finish. But the structure is also 
thought through. Wolfsberg crowd the keeper, 
which puts the opposition in a flat shape, and 
the furthest forward defender in the box is 
blocked off by an attacker. The target player 
has a clear shooting path up until the six-yard 
box, where any kind of deflection could take 
the shot in even if the quality of the shot isn’t 
great. They have managed to score twice from 
this routine so far this season.

Conclusion
There are so many routines that can be 

creatively designed, and the possibilities 
with regards to diversion runs with man 
markers are massive. The key feature of all 
these routines is not just movement, but 
deliberate movement. Much like positional play, 
every player isn’t moving in order to receive the 
ball. Some of these routines are more intricate 
and tested than others, and some are ones 
I have developed (although they might have 
been done before), but this article should give 
you a solid starting point of set pieces which 
you can use. 
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With the January transfer window 
approaching and the calendar ticking over 

into ‘sacking season’, manager’s chats with 
the board become more frequent, assessing 
and scrutinising where improvements must 
be made in order to meet season objectives. 
For some, it’s a case of putting their feet up, 
marvelling at the excellent scouting work done 
earlier in the year, and maybe even a training 
camp in the sun to keep spirits high amidst the 
densely packed winter fixture list. 

For others, it’s a begrudging trip to the January 
sales, awkwardly asking the board for more 
money and trying to muster an explanation as 
to why the last signing didn’t work out. But the 
January window is bleak and value for money 
deals are scarce, which is why many teams 
choose to steer clear completely.

In this tactical analysis, we review which 
players have caused their manager a headache, 
forcing them to open the chequebook once 
more. We provide an analysis of the biggest 
summer signings made across Europe, 
assessing how they’ve performed so far this 
season, and whether their signature was worth 
emptying the bank account for. 

Number Crunching
This study reviews the biggest signings 

in attacking positions from the 2019/20 
summer transfer window. We drill into the 
numbers to find out which players are 
overachieving compared to their price tag and 
whether the inflated market has finally reached 
its peak when it comes to squeezing any value 
out of the huge sums being spent. 

The statistics of the players have been taken 
from their domestic performances only. 
Expected Goals (xG) and Expected Assists 
(xA) have been used as the measure, though, 
as we know from metrics such as xGChain 
and xGBuildup, players can impact the game 
in other ways. However, with the two metrics 
used, these can be translated into tangible 
effects and impact on the game, which 
ultimately wins or loses a team points over the 
course of the season. 

The first graph measures each new player’s 
Total Expected Assists (TxA) against their Total 
Expected Goals (TxG) so far this season. The 
size of their marker is dictated by the size 
of their transfer fee, therefore, the larger the 
marker, the higher the cost of the player.

An immediate caveat to this data is that the 
value will inherently improve as game frequency 
increases, as the more matches a player is 
involved in, the more their TxG and TxA will 
improve - however slowly. However, this 
analysis is intended to provide an immediate 
snapshot of the value for money each player 
currently represents as we approach the 
January transfer window.

The first observation that instantly strikes as we 
review the graph above is that the perceived 
notion of transfer fee being directly correlated 
to ability, or more aptly their ability to impact 
the game, is clearly not evident in this batch 
of signings. If it were the case that a player’s 
transfer fee was directly linked to their goal-
scoring/goal-creating ability (for attacking 
players) then the graph would show the most 
expensive players separated from the cheaper 
players. The bigger markers would all be 
situated further away from each axis due to 
their cost representing their ability to impact 
the game.

As we can see, that is clearly not the case. 
There is actually a negative correlation between 
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the TxG achieved so far and the size of the 
transfer fee. This shows it may be wise to give 
scouting departments a second look before 
splashing out on a luxury player. An extreme 
example is João Félix, costing £126million, yet 
so far achieving a TxG of 2.97. Compare this to 
Luuk de Jong, who cost just £12.5million (less 
than 10%) yet has achieved a TxG of 6.03 - 
more than double of Félix. 

That’s not to say de Jong is a better player 
and should be signed by Atlético immediately, 
however. We can see above from the average 
xG numbers posted by both players varies 
significantly. Félix (left), whose average is 
slightly lower per game, is more consistently 
scoring xG in relation to the minutes he’s on the 
pitch. Luuk de Jong (right) on the other hand 
sporadically over-achieves and under-achieves 
in relation to his average xG. This inconsistency 
is another key factor used when determining 
the overall cost of a player.

After drilling into the details further, another 
interesting element from the comparison 
of these players is the way in which they 
amass their xG. Félix (left) appears to attempt 
more shots from outside the box than his 
counterpart, de Jong, who only attempts 
to shoot whilst inside the box. Above is a 
snapshot example of this taken from a game 
each player has played this season. This could 
be put solely down to inexperience or style of 
play, however, one thing that’s for certain is that 
players will achieve a higher xG when shooting 

from inside the box. This may be an area where 
Félix will look to improve if he is to post higher 
numbers as his career goes on. Finding the 
balance between shot frequency and average 
xG per shot is what determines the success of 
an attacker.  

Looking back at the graph above we can 
also see that there are instances where the 
market value has met expectations on the 
football field, and some expensive players 
have also superseded it. Take Nicolas Pépé for 
example, who despite the adaptation problems 
he’s faced in his first few months at Arsenal, 
compared to the batch of other new signings, 
he is actually outperforming the average. 
The Ivorian has achieved a TxG of 3.18 since 
putting on the red and white shirt, whereas 
according to this data he should have only 
achieved a TxG of just 2.25. 

Another player who has received some critics 
in recent weeks, despite outperforming the 
average, is Sébastien Haller. The West Ham 
striker has been one of the top signings, 
amassing a TxG of 5.2 and a TxA of 0.75. 
Again, if we refer this back to the average, 
Haller would be expected to achieve a TxG of 
under 2.5. Look above at the seasonal xG shot 
map from the Frenchman. It’s easy to see how 
he is accumulating xG so quickly. His attempts 
at goal are extremely central and the majority of 
them are less than 12 yards out.

On the flip side, we can clearly see Eden 
Hazard has dropped way below the standard 
set by his price tag. Of course, we know the 
Belgian is an excellent talent and will no doubt 
pick up performances as his fitness continues 
to improve, but at this stage in the season, 
the winger is seriously under-performing. This 
is emphasised in both graphs where we can 
see Hazard is one of the largest markers, yet 
closest to both axis, achieving a TxG of 1.20 
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and a TxA of just 0.78. According to the second 
graph, Hazard should have achieved a TxG of 
at least two, though I imagine Zinedine Zidane 
was expecting even greater than this.

Value for Money
Going one step further we can use these 

numbers to find out what each team have 
paid per expected goal and expected assist 
from their signings so far. Breaking it down 
into this metric clearly - and painfully for some 
chairmen - demonstrates the value for money 
(or not) a player has been so far. 

The above graph shows the calculated cost 
per xG and measured it against the cost per 
xA of each player. The size of each marker is 
again determined by the size of their transfer 
fee. Some eye-watering results are returned. 
So far this season, Antoine Griezmann has cost 
Barcelona just over £45million per expected 
goal. It’s fair to say the Frenchman hasn’t yet 
hit the heights expected of him, and therefore 
due to his extortionate transfer fee, has cost 
the Spanish giants a heavy sum of money for 
his impact so far on the pitch. 

Alternatively, players on the value end of 
the spectrum include Manchester United 
winger Daniel James who has so far cost the 
club just £7.6million and £5.7million per xG 
and xA respectively. Allan Saint-Maximin is 
another player who’s been cheap per xG and 
xA. For the Magpies, with his transfer fee at 
£16.5milliom, he’s costing just £11million per 
xG. Looking at his style of play, the winger is 
dynamic and tricky, just shy of the star quality 
required to attract top club attention. However, 
for Newcastle, there’s no denying this is a great 
bit of business with obvious value for money.

Analysing his performance tactically 
demonstrates why this is a player has the 
potential to be a real bargain for Steve Bruce. 
The Frenchman attempts 12.58 dribbles per 
match, with a success rate of 58%. He often 
picks the ball up in deeper areas and travels 
through the phases by himself to advance 
Newcastle up the field. We can see above 
(left) he prefers to pick up the ball in the wide 
left position and use his unpredictability to 
drive at defenders, directly towards the goal. 
This has led to the winger achieving a TxG of 
1.42 this season. We can see above (right) the 
successful dribbles often lead to a shot at goal, 
and though they tend to be on the angle, and 
further out than optimal, the Newcastle man is 
averaging 40% of his shots hitting the target, 
meaning his goal tally is sure to rise. 

Above is a perfect example of how Saint-
Maximin has already accumulated a decent 
TxG and TxA for his transfer sum. His ability 
in 1v1 situations makes him a nightmare for 
defenders who are unsure whether he’ll go 
inside or outside. As a result, the Frenchman 
can use his explosive acceleration to either get 
a shot at goal, which he does in this scenario, 
or to drive towards the byline and deliver a 
cross with the half-yard he has created himself.
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So is a bloated market 
now too hard to 

stomach?
Whilst the value for money appears slim 

with the transfer sums far outweighing 
what could ever be achieved on the pitch to 
represent value, there are numerous other 
factors taken into account when signing 
players. 

Investment is one of them. Where a young 
player is bought for a significant amount of 
money, clubs will know that is is farfetched to 
think the player can repay their fee in terms 
of impact on the pitch quickly. However, if the 
player is still young, repaying their fee over 
the next 8-10 years is much more feasible and 
removes the need to continually monitor and 
scout for that position. That means scouting 
efforts can be focussed elsewhere leading to 
better signings across the board. 

How a team views this issue is entirely 
dependent on multiple factors. Firstly, their 
current league position determines whether 
they need immediate impact. Secondly, their 
budget available is a major factor as not all 
teams can spend excessive sums on a player 
who will occupy that spot for the next decade. 
The flip side of that is considering whether it’s 
worth buying one player for £100 million and 
keeping them for the next 10 years. Or is it 
better to buy four players of lesser calibre in 
peak age for fees of around £30 million and 
continually replace them? The problem occurs 
when players who sign for large sums don’t 
ever hit the heights they are anticipated to. 
The risk behind such signings is so great that 
one incorrect move can have huge financial 
ramifications if things eventually go sour. 

As such, in a world where the lines between 
football and brand image have become blurred, 
what may make less sense in terms of football 
success may reap rewards in commercial 
markets. Rightly or wrongly, now more than 
ever, it is this factor that is driving the transfer 
decision making of many of football’s biggest 
clubs; often leaving development as secondary.
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The hopes of Anthony Martial becoming one 
of the best players in the world have always 

been there for supporters of Manchester United 
since the Frenchman joined the club in 2015. 
After an extremely exciting first season, Louis 
van Gaal was sacked. José Mourinho arrived 
with Zlatan Ibrahimović as his new number nine 
and Martial was demoted to a place on the 
wing. To symbolise the change of first-choice 
striker, Martial had to give up his shirt number 
to Ibrahimović, too. The following summer, with 
the Swede’s career-threatening injury fresh in 
the mind of the manager, Romelu Lukaku was 
brought in. The duo symbolised Mourinho’s 
preference up front, and Martial was never 
given a run in his favoured position. Now, 
however, since Ole Gunnar Solskjær replaced 
the Portuguese, Martial is a regular in the 
team and he is finally playing up front again. 
As a consequence of the positional change, 
and Martial’s development and increased 
maturity, we are seeing the Frenchman thrive. 
This analysis will focus on what he brings to 
United’s attacking play.

United's attacking dynamic 
with Rashford's new 

role
For most of Solskjær’s reign last season, 

Marcus Rashford played up front for United 
with Martial playing on the left-wing. In pre-
season though, it became clear that Solskjær 
had new ideas in regards to how he wanted to 
set up his attack. The Norwegian swapped the 
two attackers around and started using Martial 
as the striker with Rashford moving wide left. 
This change makes sense. Rashford is at his 
best when he can run at defenders at pace, 
which is very difficult to do as a lone striker. 
Starting from the left, Rashford can receive the 
ball with more time and space before attacking 
the right-back at pace. Additionally, Rashford 
is more active than Martial when it comes 
to making runs in-behind, and he times his 
runs inside from the left very well. This gives 
United a much more dynamic attack than when 
Martial played wide, with the Frenchman often 
preferring to stay wide and ask for the ball to 

feet. By contrast, Rashford repeatedly makes 
diagonal runs into depth, which are much more 
difficult to defend than if he were to make deep 
runs starting from a central area.

This approach was never more evident 
than when United played Chelsea on the 
opening day of the season. United’s third goal 
epitomised everything Solskjær wants from 
this changed attacking dynamic. In the image 
below, we can see how Paul Pogba has just 
received the ball. Martial, playing as the central 
striker, makes a movement to receive while 
Rashford, having drifted inside from the left, 
attacks the channel between full-back and 
centre-back with a diagonal run inside. Pogba 
then plays a wonderful pass over the top and 
Rashford slots in coolly to clinch the win for 
United.

The positional shift between these two 
attackers also makes sense from Martial’s 
perspective. Firstly, he is a more natural and 
better finisher than Rashford. By playing 
centrally he should, in theory, get more 
chances to score. Secondly, Martial’s hold-up 
play and ability to link play with his teammates 
is superior to Rashford’s, and Lukaku’s. As we 
will see soon, Martial has already proven his 
importance to United’s attacking play in this 
regard. 

Martial's role in build-
up play

When United build from the back, Martial’s 
role entails providing a passing option 

for the defenders and central midfielders. 
One of United’s main structural weaknesses 
in their attacking play is their lack of options 
between the lines of the opposition’s midfield 
and defence. United rarely have players 
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comfortable receiving the ball in those 
positions. Martial gives them that. He often 
drops out of the attack to provide a passing 
option for his teammates to progress the ball 
into. As such, he opens up the possibility for 
others to attack the space behind the defence. 
We can see such an example in the image 
below as Martial drops out of the attack to 
provide a passing option between the lines. 
In turn, Daniel James makes a run into depth, 
forcing Brighton’s defence to retreat and allow 
Martial to receive in space.

What has been most evident so far is the 
Frenchman’s ability to link play with his 
teammates. In a very impressive way, Martial 
excels as a link player who uses quick one-
touch passes to keep the fluidity of moves 
going in a way Lukaku or Rashford never did. 
The image below is a great example of this. 
As the ball reaches Martial, he gets a yard 
away from his defender and lays the ball off 
to the forward-facing James. The Welshman 
then plays Rashford through and United score 
with a move straight off the training ground 
with Martial as the man linking the attack and 
Rashford attacking with a diagonal run inside.

The image below highlights another situation 
where Martial’s ability to keep passing moves 
going with one-touch passes is emphasised. 
Aaron Wan-Bissaka plays the ball into the 
Frenchman, who could easily have turned but 
instead opts to lay the ball off to the forward-

facing Scott McTominay, which keeps the 
attack moving. In this way, Martial helps 
United’s attacks to be more fluid and less 
static, as was often the case last season.

The image below highlights all of Martial’s 
intelligence and ability when playing as the 
focal point of United’s attack. After Fred breaks 
Brighton’s midfield line with a very good 
pass, Martial instantly lays the ball off to the 
supporting, forward-facing Andreas Pereira. 
Instantly, Martial then spins around and attacks 
the space to the left. After receiving and then 
returning the ball to Pereira, the Brazilian 
scores.

Martial has showcased an understanding of 
how he needs to be more active and decisive in 
his actions with the way he has started to make 
moves instantly after making a pass, which he 
rarely did before when he used to simply watch 
what would happen. As highlighted above, and 
in the image below, Martial is now becoming 
a bigger threat as he often makes clever runs 
directly after releasing the ball, which adds to 
his unpredictability when playing up top. It also 
causes defenders to make decisions, such as 
below when Martial back-heels the ball into 
the path of Jesse Lingard and then making a 
run in-behind. The defender must decide if he 
should follow Martial’s run, which would open 
space for Lingard, or try to stop Lingard, which 
would grant more space to Martial.
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Providing creativity in the 
final third

Added to his effectiveness in United’s build-
up play, Martial not only provides a goal 

threat and excellent 1vs1-ability in the final 
third. Rather, Martial has demonstrated an 
ability to create chances and make good use 
of his creativity and vision around the box. The 
prime example was the game against Brighton 
when the Frenchman created six chances for 
his teammates, including two assists. The 
image below highlights Martial’s integral role 
in United’s third goal at Sheffield United in 
November. Martial has dropped out of his 
position and received the ball from James. After 
turning, he releases James into the channel 
between full-back and centre-back, from which 
the Welshman then sets up Rashford to score.

Martial’s vision was highlighted in the situation 
below when, after receiving from Rashford 
who continued his run, Martial played the ball 
into the run of Juan Mata. This pass caught 
all Partizan Belgrade defenders out and 
demonstrated his vision and decision-making 
in the final third.

Martial excels in tight spaces where he can 
use his quick feet and lovely close control to 
either dribble or make clever little passes. One 
such example can be seen below, as Martial 
manages to find Brandon Williams despite 
being closely monitored by two defenders. 
Martial still cuts the ball back to the 19-year-
old, who was eventually denied by the 
goalkeeper.

Finally, the below image highlights Martial’s 
increased maturity and how his decision-
making has improved. A couple of years 
ago, Martial would undoubtedly have tried to 
dribble past the defender here. Now, however, 
Martial instead plays Rashford in, makes an 
overlapping run on the outside, receives the 
return pass and chips the goalkeeper to score.
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It was a breathtaking goal that highlighted 
everything Solskjær has wanted from his star 
attackers since changing their positions. The 
change has allowed for a more fluid attack, and 
while United still have some obvious structural 
issues in their attacking play, the relationship 
and understanding between Rashford and 
Martial are not among those issues. 

Conclusion
Martial has missed large chunks of the 

season so far with injury, and his record 
of five goals and three assists in eleven games 
is not amazing but still quite impressive. Yet, 
the role Martial now plays is bigger than simply 
scoring goals, as he is United’s main option 
to link play between the lines and up top. It’s 
a heavy burden to carry for a single player. 
However, he has done this incredibly well so 
far, and if United can just improve the structure 
around him, Martial might finally fulfil those 
hopes that have always surrounded him.
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In all competitions this year, Bournemouth 
have scored 16 goals from 15 games. Only 

seven of their goals have come from open 
play meaning nine of these goals have been 
from dead ball situations: one penalty, two 
direct freekicks, one from an indirect freekick, 
and five from corners. They have scored more 
goals from set-pieces than any of their Premier 
League counterparts.

Bournemouth’s focus on set-pieces is 
likely partly down to their struggles to 
score from open play, but due to how close 
Bournemouth’s games have been, it has been 
vital in keeping them mid-table. Five of their 
games this season have been decided by one 
goal, whilst another five, in all competitions, 
have ended in draws. Opportunities from 
set-pieces provide them with a marginal gain 
against their opponents and they are ruthlessly 
effective with them.

Corners
Bournemouth focus on certain principles 

when approaching corners and these are 
as follows: Taking defenders away from the 
intended destination of the corner, decoy runs, 
blocking, and isolating those who are strongest 
aerially. 

There are three main types of corner which 
they focus on: Spreading players across the 
projected flight of the ball, isolating Nathan Ake 
and Steve Cook, and capitalizing on numerical 
overloads or space created from movement 
following short corners. Although I will show 
images from specific games, the patterns I 
discuss have been prevalent throughout the 
bulk of Bournemouth’s corners this season, 
and are not isolated incidents.

Before going any further I want to point out 
consistencies that are seen in many, if not 
all of Bournemouth corners. I want to do 
this because one of Bournemouth’s biggest 
strengths with set-pieces is the variety of 
routines they have. And although there may 
be different routines every week, there are 
often concepts and positioning that are seen 
throughout.

Firstly, the majority of Bournemouth’s corners 
are inswingers, particularly from the right hand 
side.

If we ignore all short corners, from the left-side 
66% of corners are inswingers, most often 
taken by Ryan Fraser. From the right-side 81% 
of corners taken were inswingers, this time 
most frequently taken by Sergio Rico.

Both Fraser and Rico are Bournemouth’s most 
used set piece takers, even if Harry Wilson has 
also been used on occasions.

Bournemouth’s inswinging corners are more 
effective than their outswinging deliveries. 
Although the outswingers are slightly more 
accurate - because they are met further away 
from goal- the likelihood of scoring decreases. 
In fact they are yet to score a goal from a 
corner taken with an outswinging delivery. 

By looking at the cross map from corners from 
the right-side (above) compared to the left-side 
(below), you can see there are more deliveries 
that have been hit deeper from the left-side, 
which correlates with the higher percentage 
of outswinging deliveries. The red dots show 
corners that were won by an opposition 
defender, whereas green dots show corners 
that travelled successfully to a Bournemouth 
player.

We are also able to see the favoured 
destination of the majority of Bournemouth’s 
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corners. Howe has clearly intended for the six-
yard line to be the focus for his corner takers. 
The greatest cluster of deliveries from both 
sides are on the six-yard line, from the middle 
of the goal towards the front post. 

It is therefore no surprise that the majority of 
their routines involve either Ake or Cook, two 
players who are strong aerially, moving into 
these areas. It is frequently Cook who runs near 
post with Ake looking to fill the middle area, but 
this is not the case every time.

Finally one of Joshua King or Callum Wilson 
are often seen positioned inside the six-yard 
box, whilst one or two players will patrol the 
edge of the 18-yard box to either shoot should 
a defender head the ball towards them, or 
to potentially help the ball back into the box 
if the defending team can’t clear their lines 
effectively. The latter is pretty common for most 
sides, and frankly having a player inside the 
six-yard box is hardly game-changing, yet it is 
what King or Wilson do in this area that makes 
it noteworthy and I will mention this in more 
detail later.

Using placeholders to 
create space and block

With Ake and Cook two of Bournemouth’s 
main threats from corners, it is not 

unusual to see one directly behind the other, 
should the former miss the header. 

The image below is an example of how closely 
they attack deliveries together. Here they are 
within a matter of yards of one another.

The first type of corner I will look at is how 
Howe uses “placeholders”, and how this tactic 
allows the corner to isolate both Ake and Cook 

to give them the best chance to head on goal. 

Howe puts two players in areas where they 
may look to run from. The image below shows 
Cook and Ake together at the edge of the 18-
yard box. They are going to run between two 
place holders - King and Jefferson Lerma - in 
front of them who are being marked by two 
Arsenal defenders themselves.

The reason I refer to these players as 
placeholders rather than just blockers is 
because the role of these players is to bring 
defenders away from the six-yard box, as 
well as create traffic for both Ake and Cook 
to lose their markers in. By standing level with 
the penalty spot, and remaining here after the 
corner has been taken, they take two Arsenal 
defenders away from where they want Ake and 
Cook to attack. As Ake and Cook make their 
runs they will weave their runs to pass both 
Lerma and King closely in the hope of having 
their markers blocked by the placeholders as 
well.

Spreading across the 
projected flight of the 

ball
Another routine Bournemouth use is to 

ensure they have players filter across 
the projected flight of the ball. This isn’t a 
groundbreaking tactic but they do it very well, 
and focus on loading players in certain areas. 

As mentioned earlier, the majority of 
Bournemouth’s corners target the six-yard line 
in the space between the front post and the 
middle of the goal.
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Before these corners, Bournemouth often 
cluster together either in a lateral line, 
or vertical line, similar to the “love train” 
popularised by England in the World Cup last 
summer.

In the image above we can see that their 
players are grouped together in a small space, 
again bringing defenders away from the six-
yard line (the intended destination), and once 
again creating traffic. We can see these two 
principles throughout many of Bournemouth’s 
corners.

When the corner is hit towards the box these 
players will fan out along the projected flight of 
the ball. If it is an outswinging corner they will 
stagger themselves in more of a diagonal line 
like the image below shows.

However, for an inswinging corner they will 
position themselves almost completely flat 
across the six-yard line as we can see below. 
What is noticeable in both the image above, 
and below, is the cluster of players that attacks 
the aforementioned area, between the front 
post and the middle of the goal. In the image 
above there are four players in this space, 
and below we can see three players attacking 
the ball, almost on top of each other. Having 
so many players attacking this area not only 
increases the chance of one of their players 
scoring from such an area, but also makes it 
more difficult for the opposition to defend.

The players situated behind these groups in 
both these cases are there should the ball go 
entirely over the group, or be ready to pounce 
should there be a flick on. 

Either WIlson or King will often move from 
being in front of the goalkeeper to moving to 
the back-post, looking for the loose ball, whilst 
eluding their original marker.

The movement of either King or Wilson, one 
of whom will normally be the only player 
starting inside the six-yard box opens up a lot 
of opportunities, particularly when it comes to 
short corners.

Short corners and 
decoy runs

What is particularly noticeable when looking 
at the corner maps is the large amount 

of short corners they take from the left-side. 
This has been effective for them in small doses, 
most noticeably against Newcastle.

As mentioned earlier, King or Wilson are usually 
Bournemouth’s one player who starts inside 
the six-yard box. They tend to do one of three 
things from this position. As highlighted above, 
they will seek to drop off to the back post once 
the ball is in flight. 
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They will also stand on the goalkeeper, looking 
to prevent the keeper from coming for the 
delivery, whilst also being a threat looking for 
knock downs. Three of Bournemouth’s goals 
this season from set-pieces have come from 
knock downs, and the sheer amount of players 
that Bournemouth fill the six-yard box with 
makes it hard for opposition defences to clear.

Thirdly, and finally, they will make a short run to 
support the corner taker. The aim is to create a 
numerical overload with the corner taker being 
able to play a pass and quickly support their 
pass to create a 2 v 1, or 3 v 2 situation.

When King or Wilson make this run, they are 
not only able to support the corner taker and 
potentially create a numerical overload, but if 
the defence decide to stop them creating this 
overload and allow their defenders to follow the 
player, they are taking defenders away from the 
six-yard box - the final destination of the set 
piece.

Bournemouth’s goal against Newcastle from 
a short corner was widely celebrated for its 
innovation and speed. However, the corner was 
perfect in that it fulfilled so many of the tenets 
of Bournemouth’s set piece principles.

Firstly there was a run from King to take 
defenders away from the box. In making this 
run he took the three defenders surrounding 
him in the image below, away from goal.

Secondly there were decoy runs from Ake and 
Phillip Billing into the space vacated by King’s 
run, subsequently creating space outside of the 
six-yard box which Harry Wilson would fill to 
score. 

Following this there were also blockers situated 
at the back post. They were there purely to help 
Wilson lose his marker. 

And finally there was the manipulation of space 
created by these runs, as Wilson moved into 
the space created by Ake and Billing’s run to 
the front post, which we can see below.

This was particularly effective because the 
run by King took three defenders with him. 
This isn’t always the case, however, should 
defenders not go with the run of King or 
Wilson, Bournemouth are able to create a 2 
v 1, or 3 v 2 to get the ball into the box. They 
involve complex interchanges. 

The 2 v 1 often involves quick overlapping 
runs between the corner taker and the player 
that has moved to support them. In the image 
below, the forward receives and looks to move 
away from goal, allowing Fraser to cut back 
inside and receive.

Whereas the 3 v 2 often involves a defender 
moving from a deeper position and joining in 
with similar overlaps. Or by staying deep and 
making a cross.

When the ball is played deep from a short 
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corner this allows Bournemouth to create 
different angles for the cross. They will respond 
by fanning themselves out once more, along 
the projected flight of the ball, as we can see in 
the image below of left-footed Rico preparing 
to cross.

Freekicks
Bournemouth aren’t as potent from free-

kicks, however, they nevertheless do some 
interesting things with these set-pieces that are 
worth noting.

The image below shows all of their in-direct 
free-kicks and whether they are inswingers (red) 
or outswingers (blue). It is clear that the closer 
to the goal, the more frequently an inswinger is 
used. In the deepest third in the image below, 
all of the free-kicks swing away from goal.

Firstly the cue for players to make their run is 
when a player holds the ball up. As they put 
the ball down purposefully, the player next to 
them takes it quickly. Bournemouth always 
have two players over an in-direct free-kick. 
The second player can be there to give the cue, 
so Bournemouth players can catch defences 
cold, quickly. Seeing stuttered runs from both 
players to keep opposition defences guessing 
as to who is going to take it, is seen in many 
of their free-kicks too. It may happen once or 
twice, but the players pretend to run up to take 
the free-kick to encourage opposition defences 

to drop before the kick has been taken. 
The second man also gives the taker an option 
to take it quickly and play the second player in 
down the line.

When a free-kick is taken from a deeper area 
they have pockets of players clustered together 
at either side of the box, with no one central.

They play a diagonal ball away from goal, 
where the innermost player of that cluster, runs 
around the back of the group, with the aim of 
heading the ball back across the goal for the 
other pocket of players to attack.

Conclusion
Due to the variety of the set-pieces, it is 

difficult to analyse. However, throughout 
everything they do there are consistencies 
which opposition teams can use to combat 
their effectiveness.

• The majority of deliveries, and certainly the 
most dangerous, are aimed at the six-yard 
line, close to the front post. 

• Corners, and free-kicks close to the goal, 
are most frequently in-swingers.

• Short corners are a threat but rarely used 
from the right-hand side. From the left-side 
they look to create numerical overloads 
in order to enter the 18-yard box through 
quick interchanges, or through a cross from 
a deeper angle from an on-rushing full-
back.

• If players are clustered together, opposition 
defences can expect the players to spread 
across the six-yard line, with Ake and 
Cook most likely to arrive where the ball 
is intended to reach, and the majority of 
players to attack the area between the 
front-post and middle of the goal.

• If players are not clustered together, it is 
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likely that some will be used to block as 
place holders whilst the players sat deepest 
in the 18-yard box will attack the cross 
by running through the gaps between the 
placeholders.

• Whether it is King or Wilson positioned 
in the six-yard box, if they don’t stay on 
the keeper, they will either seek to bring 
defenders away from goal with a short-run, 
or move to the back-post while the ball is in 
flight.

• Finally, with deep free-kicks, the cross will 
be aimed away from goal to the cluster 
furthest from the taker. This group of players 
will look to head the ball across goal. The 
cluster on the same side as the taker will 
then seek to attack the headed ball.
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In 2019/20, La Liga has been arguably one of 
the most competitive leagues in the whole 

world and so far, definitely closer than in many 
previous years. And while a lot of that is also 
due to the fact that the usual suspects and 
giants of the Spanish top-flight – such as 
Barcelona, Real Madrid, and Atletico Madrid – 
have stumbled more often than not, it is also 
because of the “smaller” teams picking up the 
pace and bringing their A-game to the table.

For some, like Real Sociedad or Granada, 
those great runs of form were visible in their 
standings, while others, like Villarreal, who we 
will analyse further in this tactical analysis, have 
been playing some beautiful and impressive 
football but not on a consistent enough basis 
for it to show in the table.

But despite their struggles almost on a weekly 
basis, the Yellow Submarine is one of the most 
exciting teams in La Liga but also one of the 
most confusing ones as well. 

Without further ado, this tactical analysis will 
now dissect their tactics and uncover both 
their strengths and weaknesses as recorded 
in the first 14 fixtures on the ongoing 2019/20 
campaign.

Team Overview: Villarreal
Villarreal are one of the biggest, if not the 

biggest, anomalies in the current La Liga 
season. Currently, at the moment of writing this 
tactical analysis, they are sitting in 12th spot 
in the table after another crushing defeat on 
matchday 14, this time 3-1 against Celta Vigo.

But just like in many of their other games, the 
Yellow Submarine showed courage, some 
good passage of play, interesting attacking 
mechanisms and were generally proactive on 
the ball. 

After all, they are the team leading La 
Liga in expected goals with 24.14 – even 
outperforming it with 27 goals scored – and 
according to expected points calculated by 
Wyscout, they should be fourth in the table with 
22.7 points and not 12th  with just 18 to their 
name.

With all of that being said, they also seem like 
a team torn between two clear ideologies and 
tactics, often failing to fully incorporate their 
coach’s new ideas and when failing to do so, 
often reverting to some old habits. 

But what exactly is the formula behind 
Javier Calleja’s team and how come they are 
struggling despite having obvious qualities in 
their ranks? Let’s take a look.

Clash of styles
Undoubtedly Villarreal’s biggest weapon is 

their attack. When it comes to pure stats, 
not many teams in La Liga are better than 
Calleja’s troops. We’ve already mentioned 
how they lead the league in the xG (expected 
goals) metrics but they are also second in most 
shots taken with 187, third in deep completion 
with 155 and are also among the top with 137 
through balls and 436 instances of 1v1 and 
dribbling situations.

Statistically, they should be much, much better 
than they are. When it comes to going forward 
and attacking, however, they don’t seem to 
have a clear plan in place. Interestingly enough, 
they are one of those teams that play the same 
brand of football regardless of who’s on the 
other side of the pitch and are, more often than 
not, always open, aggressive and expanding. 

This, of course, is also one part of the reason 
why they struggle but more on that a bit later. 

Generally speaking, Calleja will deploy his team 
in a 4-3-3 system, which was used in 47.4% 
instances this season, followed by a 4-1-4-1 
and 4-4-2 schemes with 32.4% and 13.3% 
respectively. 

When thinking back to the coach’s previous 
stint with the Yellow Submarine, he was a man 
who loved to hurt teams in transition and with 
pace. Now, however, Villarreal enjoy more 
possession of the ball than their opponents, 
averaging 52.3% and an impressive 14.05 
PPDA (passes allowed per defensive action) 
against them, meaning teams allow them 
longer spells of possession throughout the 
game, which in itself is a novelty as of this 
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campaign.

In a usual attacking setup, their system will 
change from an attacking 4-3-3 to a 2-4-1-3 
with a double-pivot often forming in the middle 
and the third midfielder assuming a more 
advanced position.

The midfielders who drop deeper vary but 
generally speaking, both Vicente Iborra and 
Andre-Frank Zambo Anguissa are more likely to 
position themselves deeper than Santi Cazorla, 
who is the very hub of this team, but more on 
that a bit later as well. 

Villarreal have also become a team that’s 
increasingly trying to build their attacks all the 
way from the back. As we will see further down 
the line of this analysis, these tactics can often 
backfire. Still, when they do work, Calleja’s 
troops definitely make it look pretty.

One thing that seems to be a recurring pattern 
in their play is the fluid relationship between 
their midfield trident. In a more general build-
up sequence, one midfielder, usually Iborra 
but here it’s actually Anguissa, will drop the 
deepest of the three to present the first passing 
channel for his centre-backs. 

The other two – Iborra and Cazorla in this 
scenario – will position themselves on two 
different platforms and in different areas of the 
pitch, effectively forming a stairway to the final 
third. Iborra’s positioning occupies Mallorca’s 

defender, leaving Anguissa free to receive the 
ball.

Iborra then moves into space so that the pass 
can be made vertically and then proceeds to do 
the same with Cazorla, who is the final piece of 
the trident, positioned on the highest platforms 
of the three players. 

It is actually in the middle third where Villarreal 
feel most creative. 54.4% of all of their through 
balls come from that middle third and it is from 
there that they orchestrate their attacks. Often, 
we will see forwards dropping deeper in order 
to drag markers away, create space and swap 
places with other teammates.

The wingers, Moi Gomez and Gerard Moreno, 
will often drop into their respective half-
spaces, allowing the full-backs to overlap. That 
interchange, however, is nowhere near the only 
sequence they use. 

Their full-backs can also underlap while the 
wingers stay wide and draw pressure from the 
opposition. Notice below how that happened in 
the example vs Deportivo Alaves. 

Moreno drops slightly deeper but stays out 
wide so that Mario Gaspar can underlap and 
burst forward. Since that would make them 
extremely susceptible to quick counters, 
Anguissa promptly drops behind Moreno for 
cover.

This sequence has one goal in mind: invite 
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pressure and isolate the other side of the pitch. 
Notice that with the whole opposition defensive 
block moving to the right, Cazorla finds himself 
without a marker and completely free to receive 
the pass from Moreno.

Before Alaves can get back into shape, the 
brilliant midfielder already finds Ekambi with a 
penetrating vertical pass and a quick one-two 
with Gomez creates an overload on the left 
flank.

Generally speaking, Villarreal put more focus 
on the left side of the pitch where Cazorla and 
Gomez combine along with the right-back of 
Calleja’s choice. 16.2% of their through balls 
arrive from that side as well as 29.8% of all 
dribbling and 1v1 situations, with the next best 
area being the right flank with 20.5%.

We have already mentioned that their players 
enjoy quite a dynamic relationship and we can 
often see various different attacking rotations 
in a single sequence of their march towards the 
opposition’s goal. 

Below, we can actually see Ekambi slot to 
the wide left, opening up space for Cazorla to 
dart into and pulling markers away from their 
shape. As soon as the veteran midfielder is 
found with a good long ball, Ekambi rushes 
back into the final third from a deeper position 
but unfortunately, Cazorla can’t find him in this 

instance since he was fouled in the process.

This tendency to slot wide and drop deeper 
enables Villarreal to create the overloads we’ve 
mentioned previously and escape situations 
in which they are being pressed heavily by the 
opposition. Despite that, they still struggle with 
getting the ball systematically out of danger 
and this is where this system ultimately fails to 
deliver on a more consistent basis.

When we take a closer look at Villarreal’s 
general style of play as depicted in the graph 
below, we can see that the two most prominent 
characteristics that stand out are “long balls” 
and “direct play” respectively.

This seems to be the gist of their problems in 
attack. Calleja is obviously trying to change the 
Villarreal blueprint by somehow transitioning 
from a counter-attack heavy style to a more 
possession-based system with lots of passes 
per possession.

Just by looking at the graph we can see that 
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despite those two main characteristics not 
necessarily completely cancelling out each 
other, they do suggest a possible clash of 
styles. What starts as a systematic build-
up involving long spells of possession and 
a multitude of short passes quickly turns to 
launching long balls into the final third once 
plan A fails.

And plan A – that being the build from the back 
scenario – doesn’t work for a simple reason: 
the players are still not used to it and Villarreal 
simply don’t have the personnel in the back to 
pull it off.

The central quadrant of their defence is 
the area where the second-most losses of 
possession happen for their team with a 
whopping 14.7%, followed by the right-back 
area with 13.7% and only behind the left-wing 
with 16.4%. 

If that was not concerning enough, the fact that 
in the top six players with most lost balls this 
season there are three defenders definitely is: 
Pau Torres with 38 (eight on average per game), 
Raul Albiol with 29 (six per game) and Ruben 
Pena with 19 (seven per game). 

An example of that can actually be seen below 
that was taken from Villarreal’s 3-1 defeat to 
Celta Vigo where once again their defence 
loses the ball in their own third and their 
opposition instantly get a clear-cut chance to 
test the goalie.

We’ve already discussed how stats suggest 
Villarreal are a team that’s either not pressed at 
all or are just good at keeping possession but 
the latter is hardly the case. Teams know they 
are deadly in transition and would seemingly 
rather wait for them to make a mistake in their 
build-up than open themselves up for a swift 
counter or run in behind.

Generally when pressed, Villarreal either lose 
possession or a break in play happens, rarely 
do they outmanoeuvre their opposition with 
their intricate passing, as was depicted in the 
previous example. 

We’ll now move to their defensive style where 
we will further analyse these issues and how 
despite this swap of styles currently hurting 
them, it could still potentially be key to their 
improvement in the future.

Defensive woes and 
transition play

So far in La Liga, Villarreal have tallied five 
wins, three draws and a total of six defeats. 

For a team that’s leading the charts or is among 
the top brass in most attacking parameters, 
this is a very disappointing statistic. 

But it’s also quite telling. The Yellow Submarine 
clearly has a knack of banging in the goals and 
sometimes doing it in incredible fashion and 
quantity but as good as they are going forward, 
they are as bad going the other way, already 
conceding a total of 22 goals, fifth-worst record 
in the league, at the moment of writing.

To further justify this statement of them being 
horrible defensively, we can mention the fact 
that they have conceded 176 shots and win 
58.6% of all their defensive duels, which puts 
them exactly where they are at the moment – 
middle of the table.

Generally speaking, and similarly to their 
attacking style of play, Villarreal seem unsure 
what to do in defence at times. Calleja is 
obviously opting for a zonal marking system 
that is deployed in a 4-4-1 or 4-2-3-1 formation 
with a lone striker up front but it yields rather 
mixed results so far.
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In a more usual setting, we’ll see Villarreal in a 
mid-block and only one man putting pressure 
on the ball carrier while others try to block 
the opposition’s entrance to the middle third 
and close passing channels but this can often 
switch to a man-marking press depending on 
the situation. 

The lone forward, however, is a constant that’s 
almost always present in their pressing tactics 
and an example of that can be seen above.

With 10.66 PPDA for their opposition on 
average, they are not among the most pressing 
teams in La Liga and mostly retain the ball 
in their own third with 16.2% and 14.3% 
happening in the centre and left side of their 
defence respectively. 

But interestingly enough, the third and fourth 
areas where most of their ball retentions 
happen are the flanks, and the list of confusing 
facts about this team just gets bigger.

The problem with their zonal marking is that 
it’s often simply not good enough. Villarreal try 
and move with the ball, blocking the entrance 
towards the opposition’s key players but in 
doing so, leave acres of space for them to 
exploit.

Notice below how instead of boxing in 
Barcelona’s midfield, they are too slow to react 
and Arthur can safely receive the ball and turn 
to send it to the final third in a second.

A similar thing happened multiple times 
throughout that match as Barcelona found 
ways to penetrate the block and find space 
even in Villarreal’s box at times. In the example 
below, Suarez’s bad attempt saves the Yellow 
Submarine from a clear-cut chance.

Notice that there are seven Villarreal players 
in the box as opposed to three Blaugrana’s 
and yet, Suarez receives the ball with no 
obstruction at all.

The following example, however, shows us that 
they also struggle with deciding which style 
of fully implement when defending as well. 
Switching from a zonal to a man-marking tactic 
is nothing particularly new and both have their 
pros and cons, but Villarreal are not sure when 
to utilise which.

Below, we can see them trying to closely 
mark all of Real Madrid’s players, even putting 
pressure on the ball-carrier as well but in doing 
so, they allow a clear open channel towards 
Casemiro who is happy to receive the ball and 
run forward with it. 

And despite these obvious structural issues, 
a lot of their problems actually stem from their 
plan B which we mentioned earlier. Villarreal 
are a team that loves to trade blows with the 
opposition, or at least, that’s what they used to 
be like. 

Their La Liga curtain-raiser against Granada 
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that ended in 4-4 is a clear example of that 
and this fast-paced, box to box type of play 
is something they both thrive in but are also 
highly susceptible to.

In 2019/20, they average three counter-attacks 
per game with 48.3% of them ending in a shot 
on goal. With the pacy players like Ekambi and 
Chukwueze up front, this becomes a much 
easier task than usual. 

As already discussed, in a more general 
defensive setup, one forward, usually Ekambi, 
will stay higher up the pitch for this very reason 
and when the ball is snatched away, it can 
easily be played into the striker with a minimal 
number of touches. 

Notice below how Villarreal get to Deportivo 
Alaves’ box in three passes: from the defensive 
line when the ball is recovered to Moreno out 
wide and finally to Ekambi who’s sprinting into 
open space behind the opposition defence’s 
backline.

The problem with this, however, is that once 
again Villarreal can’t really afford to trade 
punches with the opposition like that. When 
it’s them who’s initiating it and putting the 
opposition to the knife, it can and did work, as 
we’ve seen above, but when they are on the 
receiving end, it usually doesn’t bode well for 
them.

In these situations when the play is mostly 
come-and-go with both teams attacking 
relentlessly, Villarreal’s relatively slow backline 
often can’t cope and they end up being swept 
aside. This season, other teams have averaged 
2.1 counters per game against them with 31% 
resulting in a shot on goal.

Interestingly enough, mastering the slower and 
more systematical approach to the games with 

their build-up from the back could potentially 
solve these issues. Generally speaking, they 
would be less prone to actually be in foot races 
with their opposition if they stayed away from 
the end-to-end type of matches.

With a calmer approach and a safer plan B than 
“all-out attack”, they could potentially stabilise 
the chaos they often find themselves in. 

A key part of that, however, lies in some 
individual brilliance that often ends up carrying 
them on their shoulders. 

Santi Cazorla: The Alpha 
& Omega

Any kind of analysis on Villarreal without 
outlining the importance of Santi Cazorla 

would be incomplete and redundant. Luckily, 
and despite the fact that the genius that is 
this 34-year-old midfielder deserves a whole 
piece dedicated just to his greatness, this 
tactical analysis will conclude with his touch of 
brilliance.

The final piece of this confusing story of 
Calleja’s Villarreal is their (over)reliance on 
individuals, Cazorla being the focal point of 
that discussion along with Gerard Moreno, 
two of their best-rated players of the ongoing 
campaign.

Cazorla has bagged five goals and assisted 
four while Moreno has scored a total of eight 
and assisted two in La Liga. The midfielder, 
however, is the very hub of the squad. 

Just this season, Cazorla is first in La Liga in xA 
(expected assists) with 4.86, third in percentage 
of shots hitting the target (48.15%), eight when 
it comes to shots outside the box with 16, eight 
in total through balls with 24 and fourth in the 
percentage of accurate ones with 41.67%, 
third in key passes with 11 and fourth in deep 
completion with a total of 28. 

This makes for one impressive resume along 
with his goal and assist tally but he is much 
more than just numbers on a piece of paper. 
Despite being of a more attacking nature, he is 
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often the one to drop and orchestrate attacks 
from a deeper position, as can be seen in the 
example below.

Cazorla can be the one to initiate a quick 
turnover of play and the one to finish it as well. 
Usually, we’ll find him to the far left but since 
he is so active on and off the ball, we can often 
catch him in all areas of the pitch. 

His passing abilities are still unique to this 
Villarreal side and usually what sets them up 
for success. As we’ve mentioned, Cazorla can 
be the orchestrator from the deep but also the 
initiator that sets up the goal-scoring attack. 

In the following example, we can see him in 
a more advanced position as Villarreal are in 
the middle of one of their usual transitional 
attacks. The 34-year-old receives the ball in the 
opposition’s half and after a quick turn sends it 
flying behind the backline and into the path of 
his teammate.

But his passing is not nearly the only way in 
which he creates and attacks space. Cazorla 
is very much able to progress the ball via his 
dribbling abilities and pres-resistance. In the 
following example he starts the attack out 
wide and is quickly collapsed upon by two 
Mallorca’s players.

However, despite them being on him in a 
second, the midfielder can squeeze between 
them, retaining possession and quickly 

advancing the attack by first conquering some 
space and then sending the ball to the right 
flank to his teammate.

This season, he averages 3.41 dribbles with 
58.1% success rate and has managed to 
maintain 87.4% passing accuracy. But the 
fact that he is also active defensively makes 
him something of a complete midfielder in 
Villarreal’s ranks.

In 2019/20, he’s won 57% of all his defensive 
duels and has averaged 2.42 interceptions and 
5.22 recoveries with 48.4% happening in the 
opposition’s half. 

But as much as he is crucial to the Yellow 
Submarine, Calleja’s men tend to depend on 
him too much, which is the final reason why 
they struggle at times.

Cazorla is brilliant and also crucial to their 
system as he can initiate transitions, finish 
them off, set up goals and bang them in and 
also defend effectively. But at the end of the 
day, he is still just one man and while his 
skill will sometimes get the team out of jail, 
sometimes it just won’t be enough, especially 
with him being 34 already.

The same can be said for Moreno, who has 
been banging in the goals for fun. Villarreal 
are inconsistent because often they are trying 
to be a sum of their parts rather than a single 
whole and it shows, just like Barcelona struggle 
despite having Lionel Messi. 

Final remarks
Villarreal are truly La Liga’s anomaly and a 

team that’s as fascinating as it is confusing. 
Calleja has done a good job of creating a 
chaotic environment in which his squad 
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thrives but it seems that often, it is that same 
chaos that comes back to bite them in certain 
situations.

Yes, they are brave, sometimes reckless and 
incredibly aggressive but they are also on 
the path of adopting a more systematical, 
structural approach that could potentially 
solve their issues in the future if ironed out 
successfully.

Currently, they are a team with no clear 
identity but one that is striving to create one 
for themselves. If they can do that and also 
work on their defensive fragility, they could be 
making a much bigger mark on Spain than just 
an impressive stat next to their name.
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ALPHONSO DAVIES:

The profiteer of Bayern’s injuries in their defence?
BY FELIX PICHLER // @FelixPichler3
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Alphonso Davies is among the most talented 
players of the 21st century and already 

at the age of 19 an important player for the 
German giants Bayern Munich. However, his 
importance for the Bavarians comes as they 
have several problems in the defence due to 
injuries of the two first-choice centre-backs 
Niklas Süle and Lucas Hernández. Since they 
are not available, the usual left-back David 
Alaba has played within the last weeks mainly 
as a centre-back. However, Bayern haven’t got 
a second left-back in their squad and due to 
that Davies has to fill this role.

Until now, The Canadian has mainly played 
as a winger in his career but played in the 
four Bundesliga games against Union Berlin, 
Eintracht Frankfurt, Dortmund and Düsseldorf 
as well as in the two Champions League 
matches against Olympiacos Piraeus and Red 
Star Belgrade as a left-back. Considering this, 
it looks like he could be the profiteer of the 
injuries in Bayern’s defence. In this tactical 
analysis in the form of a scout report, we’ll look 
at his new role at Bayern and also examine his 
technical and physical abilities.

New role and movement
The 19-year-old Canadian has already 

played for the second team this season, 
with some of those appearances being a 
left-back. However, you have to add in the 
factor that he played against teams of the 
third German league where the level of play 
is clearly not as good as in the Bundesliga or 
Champions League. The fact that Davies is 
a huge talent and a player who can use his 
incredible pace and acceleration to go past 
defenders with the ball at his feet is already 
known. However, even though nowadays full-
backs should also support the offence of their 
team, they are still part of the back four what 
makes them essential for their team’s defensive 
organisation.

The Canadian’s strong foot is the left one, so it 
is logical that he’s the left-back when he’s part 
of the back four. In the image below we can

see him in his typical position during the first 
stage of the build-up. He stays central and near 
to the left centre-back Jérôme Boateng while 
the left-winger Philippe Coutinho is positioned 
wide. Either one of the full-backs or one 
defensive midfielder of Bayern usually stays a 
bit deeper during the build-up to create a kind 
of a back three with the two centre-backs. In 
this example, Davies stays deeper to have a 
kind of a back three while Thiago Alcântara is 
in the centre a bit higher positioned and right-
back Benjamin Pavard is in the wide area.  

  

Compared to the other three wingers in 
Bayern’s squad (Kingsley Coman, Serge 
Gnabry and Ivan Perišić) Coutinho is clearly the 
player who likes to move into different spaces 
to offer his teammates passing options. Due to 
that, the Brazilian likes to position himself more 
centrally in some situations even though he’s 
a winger on the team sheet. Considering this, 
in the games in which Coutinho played on the 
same side as Davies, the Brazilian’s movement 
often created space further up the pitch for 
the left-back. This can be seen in the example 
below. The left-winger, Coutinho, moves into 
the centre and his direct opponent follows him. 
This creates a vacant space on the wing which 
Davies can exploit with the aid of his pace.

The profiteer of Bayern’s injuries in their defence?
BY FELIX PICHLER // @FelixPichler3
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Besides, one of the most typical movements for 
modern full-backs is surely the overlapping run. 
The best full-backs of world football like Jordi 
Alba, Andrew Robertson, Daniel Carvajal or 
Alex Sandro are all well known for overlapping 
runs, and it’s undeniable how effective this 
movement is. Due to that also Davies tries 
to exploit this run to support his teammates 
in the wide areas as it can be seen in the 
image below. Coutinho receives a pass and is 
positioned quite centrally as Bayern just won 
the ball back a few seconds before the shot. 
This gives Davies space on the wing which he 
tries to use by starting an overlapping run.    

Confidence in every 
moment

Even though Davies is just 19-years-old, 
you wouldn’t notice that on the pitch. 

In some situations, you see that he needs 
more experience to improve his decision-
making, especially, however, this is normal for 
a 19-year-old. On the other hand, he always 
seems to be self-confident, and he hasn’t got 
any fear in his abilities as a player. 

This helps him in defensive and offensive 
actions. When we just look at the Bundesliga 
games in which he played as a left-back, he 
made 12.27 recoveries per 90 minutes. That’s 
not bad for a 19-year-old has mostly played as 

a winger throughout his career. However, you 
see on some occasions that he needs more 
time to work on his defensive abilities and 
decision-making.

He has no fear of going in defensive one-
on-one situations. Then, he tries to use 
his acceleration. The Canadian forces his 
opponents to slow down and then waits until 
they try to get past him. Since he’s as quick as 
almost every opponent, that’s the exact right 
way to defend, and it can be seen in the two 
images below. The opponent has to slow down 
due to Davies’ positioning and the Canadian 
offers the attacker to go past him on the right 
side to avoid the opponent going central. 
Besides, Davies stays calm and waits for the 
next step of the attacker instead of just trying 
to tackle. In the end, the opponent makes a 
bad touch which gives Davies the chance to 
win back the ball.    

Furthermore, since Bayern is a team which 
often want to put pressure on their opponents 
high up the pitch with an aggressive press, the 
back four of the German champions also has 
to be positioned high up the pitch to keep the 
vertical compactness. Besides, the full-backs 
also must shift forward in some situations to 
help the attackers to press. However, it would 
be expected from a 19-year-old that he’s not 
brave enough in every situation to do so since 
then there would be vacant space behind him. 
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But Davies has the self-confidence to try to win 
the ball in the opposition’s half. Due to that, it’s 
no surprise that 31.6% of his recoveries take 
place in the opponent’s half.  

Furthermore, he has, as already mentioned, 
such incredible speed and great acceleration 
which makes it almost impossible for the 
opponents to break through on his side with 
a through pass. He has to work on the ability 
to always stay on the same line as the other 
players of the back four, but that needs time. 
He often is positioned a bit deeper as we can 
see in the next image; however, this just helps 
him, in this case, to easily beat the attacker to 
the ball with the aid of his speed.

When the Bavarians play out from the back, 
they want to mainly use short passes and 
combinations. For that, the central midfielders 
Thiago and Joshua Kimmich are really 
important as they organise the build-up and 
also provide the passing options in the centre. 
Davies is in the build-up of Bayern quite often 
involved as he plays on average 60.5 passes 
per game with a solid success rate of 91.5%. 
The main teammates to which he plays the ball 
are logically the left centre-back and the left-
winger. However, he also often tries to find one 
of the central midfielders with a pass since they 
are the ones who should organise the build-up. 
In these situations, Davies almost always then 
looks to start a vertical run, to receive the ball 
once more and progress the ball further up the 
pitch. This pattern can be seen quite often in 

the game of Bayern and also in the shot below.

Offensive nature 
Davies is still in truth more a winger than 

a full-back, and you can see it in several 
situations. You have to mention that he does 
his job great as a left-back as he’s really 
disciplined and he does not always forward, 
but depending on the positioning of the right-
back, he’ll also sometimes stays deep to have 
more players in a deeper position to defend a 
counter-attack of the opposition. 

However, when he supports his teammates 
high up the pitch, then you can clearly see that 
he likes to give-and-go with one of the other 
players as we already have seen before in this 
analysis. However, in these situations, he tries 
to make a run in the space behind the last line 
of the opposition’s defence to then get into 
a dangerous situation as we can see in the 
example below. 

Even though he’s a full-back, he also tries 
to help his teammates in counter-attacking 
situations. Davies has the stamina to go 
forward in these situations as it can be seen in 
the image below. He once more uses his pace 
to make a kind of overlapping run and provide 
Coman with another option on the counter-
attack. In such situations, you can perfectly see 
that he wants to be involved in the creation of 
goalscoring opportunities.  
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Conclusion
Davies is already on a high level for a 

19-year-old, and he is already very 
disciplined. His self-confidence and the 
incredible pace are surely two of his greatest 
strengths, but he needs to improve his 
decision-making. However, to make that aspect 
of the game better, he needs to gain experience 
and play more games.

He surely will get enough games in the future 
since Süle and Hernández will need some time 
until they can be back on the pitch. It will be 
interesting to watch what then will happen to 
Davies. Maybe he will play in some games as a 
left-back when Alaba needs a break, but mainly 
as a winger. I hope so since he needs time 
on the football pitch to improve his decision-
making. He’s one of the most talented players 
in Europe, but Bayern need to give him the 
playtime to really exploit his potential. 
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Atalanta B.C. has been a surprise package 
in Serie A in recent years. Gian Piero 

Gasperini’s transformation of the club has 
brought a distinct style that has produced 
success. The Italian side is in their first 
Champions League campaign and has 
become one of the top sides in their domestic 
competition.

It was largely believed that Gasperini could 
have left the club over the summer, with 
potential suitors impressed with the work he 
has done since joining Atalanta. However, 
the Italian opted to stay, leading the side 
into Europe’s top competition. While their 
journey got off to the worst of starts, losing all 
three opening matches, the draw at home to 
Manchester City and victory against Dinamo 
Zagreb gives them hope to at least qualify for 
the knockout stages of the Europa League 
going into the final match.

With some bigger names taking the headlines 
usually, an essential cog in the side was 
brought in by Gasperini in the summer of 2017 
in the form of Josip Iličić. The Slovenian centre-
forward has truly found his best form of his 
career since reuniting with his manager who 
he met back in 2012 at Palermo. In this tactical 
analysis scout report, we will look at how 
Iličić proves to be the key piece of Gasperini’s 
Atalanta side.

Ilicic's career
During Iličić’s career, he has played with 

three clubs. He spent 2010 through 2013 
with Palermo, before joining Fiorentina for an 
undisclosed sum. The Slovenian spent four 
seasons with the side before Gasperini brought 
him along to Atalanta for 5.5 million, a sum 
which would prove to be a bargain.

In three seasons at Palermo, the centre-
forward scored 20 goals and 14 assists in 
98 appearances. Following this stint, his four 
seasons at Fiorentina produced 35 goals and 
14 assists in 129 matches. Under Gasperini, 
Iličić has finally begun to produce higher-
level numbers. In 82 appearances with his 
current side, he has 31 goals and 18 assists. 
Putting this in perspective, in 227 matches 

before joining Atalanta, Iličić averaged .37 goal 
contributions per match. Since his move, he 
has averaged .60 goal contributions per game, 
a significant increase to a very respectable 
striker production rate.

This rise in production has directly come 
from Gasperini finding a perfect system for 
the attacker. Alongside Alejandro Gómez and 
Duván Zapata, the three have established 
one of the most dominant attacking forces 
in Europe. In the 2018/2019 campaign, they 
led the Serie A with 77 goals scored. This 
production led Atalanta to their best league 
finish and qualifying for the Champions League 
for the first time in their history.

Atalanta's attacking set up
To get a full understanding of Iličić’s role 

in Gasperini’s system, it is important to 
understand the system as a whole. Atalanta 
play in a 3-4-1-2 formation. Gómez occupies 
the lone attacking midfielder role and supports 
Iličić and Zapata ahead of him. This trio all 
assume very different roles in this attacking 
structure. 

Atalanta’s usual structure

Zapata is Atalanta’s traditional number nine. 
During large periods of matches, he occupies 
a lone role up front. His aerial ability makes the 
Italian side extremely dangerous in crossing 
positions. Also, the Colombian is extremely 
adept with his feet and has the intelligence to 
make runs in behind the defence. 

This is an essential part of the side’s structure. 
Zapata’s threat paying off the shoulders of 
opposition defenders forces them to drop 
deep. This is a key piece in giving Iličić and 
Gómez room to operate in between the 
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opposition lines.

Behind Zapata and Iličić is the little Argentine 
Gómez, although oftentimes this is only his 
starting position. In reality, Gómez is constantly 
moving around the pitch. He must connect 
Atalanta’s initial build-up with the attack. In 
some instances, you will see him working 
directly alongside one of Zapata or Iličić, driving 
down a byline, or coming deep. As you can 
see below, Gasperini will have his side form a 
4-2-4 when possession is gained, with Marten 
de Roon dropping into defence and Gómez 
dropping into a midfield pivot. He operates 
mainly on the left side of the pitch, allowing 
Iličić space on the right. These positions are 
only formalities, however. The most brilliant 
aspect of Gasperini’s attacking structure is the 
freedom given to the front three. This allows 
them to have an unpredictable nature with their 
attacks throughout matches.

The Ilicic role
When all three of Gasperini’s first-choice 

front men are fit, Iličić plays on the 
right side of the attack. His role can best be 
described as a second striker or right forward. 
In this role, Iličić aids in helping build attacks 
as well as finishing them. Below you can see 
his heat map from the 2018/2019 campaign. 
You can see his tendency to drop into deeper 
spaces than a traditional striker. This allows 
Iličić to use his unique abilities to create scoring 
opportunities for his teammates.

Iličić’s heat map from 2018/2019

This role provides the attacker with the freedom 
that a traditional striker does not receive. A 
position designed by Gasperini’s, Iličić has

finally been given the perfect platform to take 
advantage of his unique characteristics. His 
mixture of skill and size make him a difficult 
player to defend against, and one that is 
not easy to replicate when opponents try to 
prepare their defences in training before these 
matchups.

His presence allows the other two attackers a 
better chance at success as well. For Gómez, 
Iličić’s ability to drop into this playmaker role on 
the right lessens the burden on the Argentine 
here. Instead, he can focus on the left side, 
often drifting out to the wing on this side of 
the pitch. In the event he does come to the 
right, Iličić and Gómez can combine extremely 
well and create situations with a numerical 
advantage over their opposition.

Zapata can take advantage of the room up 
high that Iličić vacates. One of the striker’s 
greatest strengths is his ability to time runs to 
the front post. Atalanta can generate a lot of 
chances out wide and look for crosses into 
the box. A common move used by Gasperini’s 
side sees Iličić dropping into midfield to assist 
in the build-up down the right side. When the 
wing-back receives an outlet ball beyond the 
opposition’s defence, Zapata uses the space 
up front to make a run towards the near post 
to get on the end of a cross. In the section 
below, we will take a look at an example that 
showcases both of these aspects from Iličić 
and Zapata.

Oftentimes, he is the third man that makes the 
contributions that often go unnoticed. While 
Gómez is known for his dazzling dribbling and 
dangerous speed, and Zapata consistently 
getting the plaudits for his goalscoring record, 
Iličić gains the respect of his teammates by 
efficiently making these outcomes possible. 
We will take a look at these ways the Slovenian 
makes a massive impact on this Atalanta side.

Space creation
One of Iličić’s best strengths is his ability to 

create space for players around him. The 
Slovenian is an expert at pulling defenders out 
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of their position. When he can do this, it allows 
a teammate to look to expose this gap.

The successful implementation of this tactic 
has to do with the forward’s movement. 
Italian football is well known for its usual man-
marking defending style. As Iličić picks up a 
typical right-striker spot, the left centre-half 
for the opposition is tasked with defending 
him. Alongside this defender, the full-back 
is occupied by Atalanta’s wing-back. Iličić 
frequently looks to exploit this dynamic by 
dropping into deeper positions when his side 
have possession.

There are two main purposes of these tactics: 
acting as a decoy and as a deep target man. 
Working as a decoy, Iličić looks to create space 
for Zapata and Gómez oftentimes. With both of 
these two playing to the left of the Slovenian, it 
creates a potential for overloads in the centre 
of the pitch. Gómez and Zapata can look to 
expose this space Iličić creates. One of the two 
moves towards the area exposed by Iličić’s 
movement while the other ensures the other 
centre-half is unable to close this area down.

Iličić is also adept at holding up possession 
with a defender on his back. This often allows 
the central midfielder or right-wingback to 
combine with the attacker and move forward 
into this space Iličić has created.

A perfect example of this came in this same 
Champions League match. Below you can 
see Ilicic receiving the ball from the wing-back 
Hans Hateboer. Upon noticing the opportunity, 
the forward has dropped deep to help his 
teammate, which has dragged out the Shakhtar 
defender from his defensive line.

Iličić holding possession while Hateboer makes run 
behind

Hateboer anticipates this movement from 
Iličić brilliantly and beats his marker with 
an inside run. He immediately targets the 
space left in behind, and Iličić plays a perfect 
pass into the marauding wing-back. Zapata 
acknowledges the space left on the near side 
in this attack and makes an angled run towards 
the front post, as we discussed above. While 
Atalanta did not punish Shakhtar for the error, 
it presented a perfect example of the threat 
Iličić’s movement provides.

Iličić plays Hateboer through, while Zapata makes 
near-post run for cross

Passing ability
With Iličić’s preference of dropping deeper 

than traditional strikers, his passing is a 
key part in the success of his style of play. Last 
season, the forward averaged 46.48 passes per 
match, with an 81% completion rate. His .28 
assists per match outperformed his expected 
assist rate of .25, emphasising his exceptional 
passing ability making a difference.

This skill is essential for Iličić to make the most 
out of the role Gasperini has provided him. His 
freedom to become more involved in play has 
helped him improve all around as a player and 
in turn, Atalanta has reaped the rewards.

Hateboer is another specific player that has 
benefited from Iličić’s role in the side. Because 
of the Slovenian’s excellent passing ability, 
the Dutch wing-back is given the license to 
look to get forward whenever possible. In the 
2018/2019 season, the 25-year-old produced 
an impressive five goals and five assists in the 
Serie A campaign.
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Iličić playing a pass through the lines into the space 
in behind

A perfect example of Iličić’s brilliance came in 
September in an international match against 
Poland. The Slovenian forward picks up 
possession deep in his own half. However, his 
composure on the ball allows him to look up 
and find his striking partner with a beautiful 
outside-the-foot pass splitting through the 
defensive lines of Poland.

Iličić’s pass finds his teammate who goes on to 
score

This ability is crucial for Atalanta to make the 
most of the space he creates. When Iličić can 
pull a defender out of position, teammates 
will look to playing into his feet to hold up 
possession. He averaged 4.81 passes to the 
final third and 5.2 passes into the penalty area 
last term. With a 75.3% and 70.7% success 
rates respectively, these statistics perfectly 
showcase Iličić’s eye for a final pass.

The combination of these two talents gives 
Gasperini a tactic often utilised to get in behind 
oppositions. When Iličić creates the room in the 
defensive line, his teammates immediately look 
for areas to exploit. Along with a runner looking 

to occupy the space left by the defender that
has been dragged out, others look to
provide options in the event of this space 
being exposed. Zapata and Gómez are often 
found making runs between the opponent’s 
centre-half and right-back, in anticipation of 
this play developing. They then look to provide 
an option across goal for the player in behind. 
Iličić averaged .19 second assists per match 
last campaign, showing how often this tactic is 
used in Atalanta’s attacking structure.

Iličić drops into a deep position to receive 
possession

Above you can see Iličić dropping deep in 
Atalanta’s attacking phase. With his movement 
away from the defensive line, it opens up space 
for his teammates to look to exploit. While the 
centre-half does not follow the forward into this 
midfield position, he fails to become aware of 
the threats he faces without Iličić in this area. 
Gómez drops a pass off into the Slovenian’s 
feet and bursts forward into the channel 
between Udinese’s centre-half and full-back. 
Iličić plays a brilliantly pass through the lines 
into the Argentine, who squares it back to 
Muriel for the goal.

Iličić plays Gomez into the space he vacated
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Creating space for 
himself

While Iličić stands at six-foot-three inches 
and represents an aerial threat at times, 

his best work is done with the ball at his feet. 
He is often able to create room for himself 
and teammates by attracting pressure and 
bypassing it using quick, clever moves. The 
forward averaged 11.39 dribbles per match last 
season, completing 56.6% of them. Gasperini 
gives him the freedom to look for space and 
draw pressure into him, before bypassing it 
himself.

Defenders are given a hard task of 
dispossessing the forward. He often draws 
fouls from baiting opponents before using his 
quick feet to get the ball out of their reach. 
Against Manchester City in the match at the 
Etihad, Atalanta knew they would need to take 
their chances if they had a chance to take 
anything from the match. Gasperini instructed 
Iličić to look to take a wide position when his 
side got possession and looked to counter. 
This area was left vacant often due to Benjamin 
Mendy’s high positioning.

Iličić taking up a wide position to exploit Mendy’s 
attacking tendency

In the 26th minute with the score at 0-0, this 
opportunity presented itself to the visitors, 
and Ruslian Malinovski broke forward with 
numbers. Reaching the halfway line, he found 
Iličić in this space. Here, the forward was given 
the duty to dribble inwards and look to

beat Fernandinho to create an opportunity at 
goal. The first chance from this saw a shot 
go harmlessly into the arms of Ederson. This 
opportunity, however, Iličić took his chance 
and drew Fernandinho into fouling him in the 
penalty area using his close dribbling ability.

Iličić dribbles inwards and forces Fernandhinho to 
foul him as he enters the penalty area

Another threat Iličić poses when getting 
possession with room is his shooting ability. 
He is known for scoring spectacular goals from 
anywhere using his left-foot. This ability creates 
a difficult dynamic for oppositions. If they leave 
Iličić in space, he is more than happy to look 
for an opportunity at goal. If they step forward 
onto him, he can beat his defender with his 
dribbling or find a player with a pass in behind 
the space left open. Iličić’s intelligence to use 
any of these strengths at the correct time 
allows him to be extremely effective.

Iličić lays off possession to try and find space

Above is an image of Iličić picking up 
possession in one of the deep positions he 
looks to find. Opposite to the example from 
above with Gómez, Iličić makes a pass into his 
midfielder before darting behind his marker and 
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finding a huge area of room in the half-space 
between the midfield and defensive lines. 
Possession is quickly recycled back to him. 
Iličić then uses this space he has found to turn 
and send an effort right into the top corner.

Iličić finds a pocket of space to turn and score from 
just over 20 yards from goal

Ilicic's flexibility
An unfortunate event occurred for Atalanta 

this campaign in the form of an injury to 
Zapata early on. Changes were forced to be 
made, and Gasperini has used multiple set-
ups in an attempt to replace the Colombian’s 
production. One of these has been Iličić moving 
into a more traditional number nine role. The 
Slovenian has not missed a beat in this area, 
proving his versatility.

Gasperini allows Iličić to make this role his own. 
While maintaining a higher position more often, 
the forward is given the ability to drop deeper 
to receive and recycle possession, and this 
offers the side a different dynamic.

Iličić playing as a more traditional number nine in 
place of Zapata

In the image above, you can see Iličić taking up 
the position as the central striker. In this match 
against Napoli, Mario Pašalić was brought in in 
place of Zapata, taking Iličić’s normal position, 
pushing the Slovenian forward. His intelligence 
has allowed him to fill into this spot excellently 
well when called upon. When possession is 
moved back into a central position to Rafael 
Toloi, Koulibaly attempts to anticipate a pass 
into Luis Muriel trying to get an interception. 
This opened up space in the defensive line that 
Iličić was quick to exploit, before bringing his 
side level in this important match.

Iličić making a run into the space behind Koulibaly 
to score the equaliser

Conclusion
Iličić has found the form of his career under 

Gasperini and is showing no signs of slowing 
up. The 31-year-old struggled to showcase his 
unique ability for much of his early career but 
has put that all behind him. He has found the 
confidence he lacked for large periods of his 
career in Atalanta’s side, showing his ability 
to play in positions like a traditional striker 
with success that he was unable to conjure up 
before.

Gasperini will continue to put his faith in the 
striker. With a pivotal stretch coming up, the 
last two Champions League matches and 
attempting to climb back up the Serie A ladder 
after falling into 6th place as of writing this, 
Iličić will need to be on the top of his game to 
lead this side back into top form.
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November saw Mauricio Pochettino leave 
Tottenham Hotspur after five-and-a-half 

years at the club, with Spurs’ slow decline 
this year proving too much for Daniel Levy. He 
acted swiftly in appointing José Mourinho as 
the new manager, with the Portuguese tactician 
returning to the Premier League following his 
departure from Manchester United last year. 
While Pochettino’s sacking came as a surprise, 
it was arguably the right decision, with the 
club having been in a downward spiral since 
the Champions League final loss to Liverpool 
in June. Mourinho’s approach to the game is 
quite different to that of his predecessor, and 
this piece will look at how one can expect to 
see Spurs play this season under their new 
manager.

José Mourinho is famous, or perhaps infamous, 
for being a defensively-minded coach. This 
reputation is more than just a little unfair, as 
his sides have often shown themselves to be 
clinical and efficient attacking sides, especially 
on the counter-attack. Make no mistake, 
his sides have usually been extremely good 
defensively, but as his tenure as Real Madrid 
manager, as well as the first half of his second 
spell as Chelsea manager showed, his teams 
were also capable of playing devastating 
attacking football. He inherits a very good side 
with some impressive individual players at 
White Hart Lane, and thus has the ingredients 
to build a very good defensive and counter-
attacking team; one which could shoot up the 
table in the weeks ahead.

Expected formation
At the time of writing, Mourinho had taken 

charge of Spurs for two games – the 3-2 
win over West Ham United in the Premier 
League and the comeback 4-2 win over 
Olympiakos in the Champions League. Both 
games saw Spurs line up in a 4-2-3-1 shape, 
and this looks like being the default shape 
under Mourinho. However, the Olympiakos 
game saw him make a change midway through 
the first half and move to a 4-1-4-1, taking Eric 
Dier off and bringing Christian Eriksen on. It 
seems as if he may turn to this system against

teams where a little more guile and attacking 
impetus is needed, with the 4-2-3-1 used 
against opponents where more control over the 
middle and defensive thirds is needed.

We will now delve into the specifics and the 
individual roles that the Spurs players will be 
expected to perform in these systems under 
Mourinho.

The return of the 
playmaker

Given Mourinho’s reputation, it is 
incongruous that he actually has had great 

success with playmakers in his career. His use 
of Deco as a #10 at Porto brought the young 
Portuguese midfielder into the spotlight across 
Europe, while Wesley Sneijder and Mesut Özil 
had extremely productive seasons under him 
at Inter Milan and Real Madrid respectively. 
Even back in the Premier League, the likes 
of Oscar and Cesc Fàbregas were integral to 
his title win at Stamford Bridge in the 2014/15 
season, with Fàbregas recording 18 assists in 
the league. The start of his Spurs tenure has 
seen him provide public support to Dele Alli, 
and subsequently use the England man as a 
#10 in support of Harry Kane. Mourinho, in 
his second spell at Chelsea, had stated that 
he wants his #10 to be a ‘nine-and-a-half’ in 
possession, and an ‘eight-and-a-half’ when 
out of possession, which seems perfectly 
suited to Alli’s skill-set. Pochettino had used 
Alli in a variety of positions across midfield, 
but it seems as if Alli is going to be Mourinho’s 
playmaker on the pitch.

Alli finding space between the lines

BY HARSHAL PATEL // @harshalp93
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Here, Alli makes a quick dart in towards the ball, 
which leaves him unmarked and open to receive 

Harry Winks’ pass…

…and then sees Lucas and Son make runs into 
the box on either side for him to pick out with 
a quick through ball. This sort of move will be 

quite common under Mourinho as he looks to get 
attackers in on goal quickly

Lucas Moura's role
Lucas Moura looks like being another 

beneficiary of José’s arrival at the club. He 
was certainly a useful player under Pochettino, 
but the Argentinian used him as a central 
attacker rather than on the right wing, where 
he had played the majority of his club football. 
Additionally, he was usually used an impact 
substitute and not from the start. Mourinho, 
however, has been a fan of the Brazilian for a 
while, having tried to sign him at Real Madrid, 
and his first two games in charge have made it 
clear that he sees Lucas as a wide attacker.

Lucas making a run into the inside-right channel

However, Lucas will not be expected to hug 
the touchline as an old-fashioned winger. 
Mourinho’s setup, at the moment, is one 
where the right-back has the freedom to surge 
forward, while the left-back tucks inside and 
stays back to provide cover. Thus, Serge 
Aurier will provide width on the right flank, with 
Moura expected to drift into the channels and 
half-space to link up with Kane and Alli. Given 
his pace and dribbling ability, the Brazilian 
will also be a potent weapon on the counter-
attack, as well as provide a threat in behind the 
opposition’s defensive line.

The build-up to Spurs’ third goal at West Ham saw 
Lucas come into a central area, thus creating space 
for Aurier to overlap on the right and provide a cross 

for Kane to score from

On the opposite flank, it will be Son Heung-min 
who will stay wide and provide width, given 
that the left-back will generally stay behind the 
play.

Midfield duo
While Mourinho has used a 4-3-3 quite 

regularly in his club career, most recently 
at Manchester United, it seems like he sees the 
Spurs squad as being more suited to a 4-2-
3-1. Thus, he has employed a double pivot in 
midfield, with Harry Winks and Eric Dier. Dier 
was coveted by Mourinho while he was at Old 
Trafford, and he wasted no time in bringing 
the Englishman back into the starting lineup. 
Winks will be expected to keep the ball moving 
and launch quick counter-attacks, while Dier 
will be the ball-winning midfielder tasked with 
protecting the defence.
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Spurs’ midfield pivot

This does mean that we are unlikely to see 
Moussa Sissoko play in central midfield under 
Mourinho. It does not look like the Portuguese 
manager’s system has the space for a box-
to-box midfielder, which will be a concern 
for new signing Tanguy Ndombele as well. 
Indeed, while Sissoko was on the bench for 
both of Mourinho’s first two games in charge, 
Ndombele only made the squad for the clash 
against Olympiakos. It seems like Sissoko 
will be used as a backup for Lucas on the 
right flank, in a role similar to the one he has 
often played for France. Where this leaves 
Ndombele, though, remains to be seen.

Defensive shape
As alluded to previously, Mourinho has 

used an asymmetrical backline in his two 
games so far. The right-back bombs up the 
pitch to support attacks and provide width, 
while the left-back stays back to provide 
protection against counter-attacks. This has 
proven to be a boon for Serge Aurier, whose 
Spurs career looked over under Pochettino. 
The Ivorian was superb against both West Ham 
and Olympiakos, and this role seems perfectly 
suited to his abilities.

Note how Rose stays back to form a back three with 
the centre-backs, while Aurier is high up the pitch

On the opposite flank, Danny Rose’s contract 
situation and attacking tendencies seem to 
give Ben Davies the edge. However, it is not 
necessary that Mourinho will maintain this 
exact relationship between the full-backs. 
There is every chance that he could use Juan 
Foyth in a more defensive role at right-back 
in certain matches, and allow Rose to be the 
attacking full-back. What does seem certain, 
however, is that we are unlikely to see both full-
backs bombing forward under Mourinho.

This back three of sorts, especially when in 
possession, along with the two midfielders, 
gives Mourinho five players to look after things 
defensively, with the remaining five outfield 
players tasked with the attacking side of things.

Spurs’ defensive five

Attacking shape
In attack, we can expect to see Spurs’ move 

the ball quickly and be lethal on the counter-
attack. Mourinho has set up the side to provide 
as much support to Kane as possible, with Alli, 
Lucas and Son all playing close to the England 
captain and also looking to make runs beyond 
him.

Kane has dropped deep, with Lucas and Alli making 
runs beyond him. Note how Son and Aurier are 

staying wide, as mentioned earlier
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Another example of Kane dropping into midfield, 
with the other attackers making runs ahead of him

This works well with Kane’s skillset, as he is 
accustomed to dropping deep and turning 
playmaker for rapidly attacking teammates, 
both for England and Spurs. At the same time, 
he is the kind of robust centre-forward who 
has thrived under Mourinho in the past, and 
one can expect him to continue his goalscoring 
exploits.

Spurs will thus have a front five, with Son and 
Aurier providing width and Kane, Alli and Lucas 
playing close together centrally. Of course, the 
players can change, as we saw in the West 
Ham game where Lucas played on the left for 
some time with Son on the right, but the roles 
will stay the same.

Spurs’ attacking five

Conclusion
Daniel Levy’s decision to appoint Mourinho 

was unexpected, but it seems as if the 
Portuguese manager has a squad at his 
disposal that is more suited to his approach 
than would appear at first glance. He has 
started well at White Hart Lane, restoring 
players to their preferred roles and improving 
confidence across the squad. Mourinho’s 
tactical acumen will be tested before the end of 

the season when he faces the likes of Liverpool 
and Manchester City, but at the moment, it 
seems like he has got the mojo back for this 
Tottenham squad.
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Coaching penetration by 
changing the point of 

attack
When we examine the key qualities of 

proficient attacking teams in Europe 
such as Liverpool, Man City, & Barcelona, one 
aspect that cannot be overlooked is the ability 
these teams have to get success by ‘changing 
the point of attack’. This is not a trait exclusive 
to these teams, however, with frequent 
showcases of European and domestic action, 
it is impossible not to mention the teams that 
own it week in week out.  

It is not incorrect to use the term ‘switching the 
play’, however we want to distinguish that we 
have a purpose when we transfer possession 
from flank to flank, to attack and penetrate 
the defence. Instead of aimlessly playing the 
ball horizontally away from pressure, there is a 
tactical purpose to the strategy.

Using examples of top-flight European teams I 
have highlighted some important points below 
and explain the value they serve. Following that 
there is a step by step training session that will 
challenge players on the technical and tactical 
aspects of ‘changing the point of attack’. This 
session will help them proactively identify the 
right moments in a game to execute a ‘switch’ 
and also help them learn to move into the 
correct positions in relation to one another and 
most importantly… get success. 

How does it help create 
goal-scoring success?

For a start, let’s look at it from a defensive 
standpoint. 

Proficient defending usually means being 
compact relative to the position of the ball, 
such that the attacking team is denied 
numerical superiority and space to attack. 

The trade-off here to the defensive team is 

that, if defending in wide areas they will often 
become stretched and leave gaps on the 
opposite side of the field. 

This is commonly referred to as the ‘Weak Side’ 
of the defensive team.

Now when you think in terms of the attacking 
team, you have developed a prominent and 
well-organized attack inside your opponents 
final third, your LB is high and wide in 
possession on the left-wing, we have no more 
space to dribble, no numerical superiority and 
no opportunity for a penetrating pass or a cross 
into the box. Where can we get success?... I’m 
sure you see where I’m going with this.

In principle . . .
The challenge for the attacking team now 

is to transfer the ball to the other side of 
the field at a pace to one or more attacking 
players, in time before the opponent can shift 
across and get organized. At this point, the 
player receiving the ball in open space is very 
often a full-back or wide midfielder. This player 
must be a good decision-maker, to decipher 
all options and execute the best decision at 
the optimal moment to score or set up a goal-
scoring opportunity. Below we will look at 
three important roles in achieving the ‘switch’, 
and these are the full-back, the striker and the 
defensive-midfielder. 

Perhaps it is appropriate to borrow a phrase 
made by Pep Guardiola during the infamous 
‘Tiki-Taka’ era, “we move the ball to move the 
opponent”.

Functions of the Full 
back

BY IAN O’NEILL // @ianoneill90

http://twitter.com/ianoneill90
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In the most recent game between Liverpool 
& Tottenham Hotspurs, it was regular service 

with full-backs Trent Alexander-Arnold & 
Andy Robertson commanding the wide areas. 
Liverpool were dominating possession and 
territory for most of the game which allowed 
both full-backs to be regular features in the 
attack. Off the ball, both full-backs frequently 
took the ‘optimal position’ meaning they had 
to be best placed to receive a long horizontal 
pass without the chance of interception, and 
still be in a threatening position to enter Spurs’ 
box or deliver an effective cross to the strikers. 
Salah, Firmino & Henderson had an important 
role at this moment, to occupy Tottenham’s 
back four so to allow Trent Alexander-Arnold 
to come on to the ball in a dangerous area, 
secondly, to take-up goal-scoring positions 
between the width of the posts if a cross is to 
be delivered. The full-back’s starting position is 
crucial for getting success in this strategy.

Functions of the Striker

Firmino is a very good example of a striker 
who drops between the lines to start a 

promising attack and gets himself back in goal 
scoring positions to claim the reward. Yes, we 
can brandish him as a textbook ‘false 

9’ not much debate needed there. However, 
an important function of Firmino’s role in the 
Liverpool team is to help the team successfully 
change the point of attack higher up the pitch.
The significant value in this is, the higher up 
the field a team can remain while switching 
the play, the more valuable and promising the 
attack is likely to be. This is because typically 
teams go back very deep to about the halfway 
line so that a centre-back can continue the 
transference of possession to the other side, 
allowing ample time for the opposition to 
become balanced, compact, and organized to 
defend another wide attack. Considering the 
difference when an attacking team transfers 
possession from one side to another, with 
quick passes only 25 or 30 metres from goal. 
This makes for a more promising attack as the 
defending team has insufficient time to shift 
across and get organised. 

In this image from the recent Liverpool v 
Newcastle match, we see Firmino, drops 
to receive the ball and change the direction 
of play to the left. After releasing a pass to 
Robertson the left-back, Firmino makes an 
unmarked run into the box, although no supply 
comes with it, Firmino arrives and occupies the 
Newcastle centre-backs, pinning them back 
and allowing space for Robertson to cut inside. 
Such that Robertson’s options are to; (1.) Play a 
safe pass back to Fabinho (2.) Play the striker’s 
feet for combination, or (3.) Play a pass across 
for Trent A-A. to help finish a promising attack.

A high-value attack that started from a striker 
dropping between the lines to receive and 
change the point of attack higher up the field. 
Complemented by attack-minded full-backs, 
there are many rewards to having a playmaking 
striker who can perform this role well.
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Functions of the CDM

In the adjacent image, we see Ivan Rakitić 
for Barcelona, offers a diagonal ball for 

Ousmane Dembélé to run onto. In this phase, 
Rakitić positioned in the left half-space plays 
a lofted pass to breach the high defensive line 
of Getafe with an equal measure of precision 
for the ball to meet Dembélé’s run. Although 
the penetrating pass is coming from deep, it 
is still a difficult ball for the Getafe Defence as 
they are tasked with neutralizing the strikers as 
well as being compact, relative to the central 
position of the ball. The CDM has to be able to 
take up good positions to support the play as 
much as to allow enough depth in his position 
to receive and play a long diagonal pass to the 
weak side. This function is required most often 
of the deeper defensive midfielders, such as 
Fabinho for Liverpool & Fernandinho for Man 
City. Although long diagonal passing is a skill 
tasked to the CDM, It is still a requirement 
attributed to all players based in key pass 
positions. Consider Jordan Henderson for 
Liverpool, Kevin De Bruyne for Man City  & 
Messi for FC Barcelona who will often come 
short to support and change the point of 
attack. 

Summary
Understanding the relationship of every 
position to each other in the team is important. 
A winger or a full-back may find themselves 
within metres of the opposition box and may 
look to force an unrealistic charge at the 
defence as we see so very often. However, 
this high point position and urgency to get 
the reward often leaves teams sprinting back 
towards their own goal, defending a counter-
attack seconds later. A team with, patience, 
vision and a proactive approach to execute 

it, can get the full value of this attacking 
scheme. Consider the relationship of all the 
positions: Full-Back | Creating imbalance in 
opposition by supporting high wide attacks 
then looking to offset possession to an outlet 
player. CDM & CM | Remaining at a sufficient 
distance to support wide attacks, and still be 
withdrawn enough to be an outlet that transfers 
possession horizontally or set back a deeper-
lying centre-back. Strikers | fulfill the dual 
purpose of occupying opposition defenders 
higher up the field and still offer movement in 
support in the right moment to switch the play 
between the lines and progress forward to gain 
an advantageous position to meet an attacking 
cross in the box.

Coaching
This session on ‘changing the point of attack 
will’ to get success is split into four parts. The 
design of the session is making a series of 
progressions before we simulate it in the 11 v 
11 format.

1. Technical > high ball engagement, body 
shape, and passing related to the game.

2. Game Realistic Scenario > Tactical 
dimension, exploiting weak side.

3. Game Realistic Scenario Progression > 
Offering further distances of support and 
penetration.

4. Conditioned Game > Conditions that create 
habits & teach players their role when 
executing the ‘switch’ successfully.

Technical 

• 12m x 30m
• 4v1, 2 outside & 2 inside vs 1 inside.
• The objective is to transfer possession from 
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one FB to the other without an interception.
• FB can play to opposite FB when possible.
• Should the yellow defender force a ‘Red’ 

player out of play or win possession back 
they rotate & change roles and game 
restarts.

• To get success ‘Red’ should consider, open 
body shape of the receiver to play out of 
pressure

• Quality of passes, play to back foot of 
receiver when possible. Continue for 4/6 
minutes.

Game Scenario #1

• 2x Zones (A & B) of 18m x 18m approx.
• Defending team: Each zone has 1 fixed 

defender supported by 1 ‘CM’ who can 
move across both zones. When the 
Defending team wins possession their aim 
is to score in the central goal (counter-
attack aim).

• The attacking team has 2 fixed players in 
each zone left-sided & right-sided players 
in their respective zones.  Including 1 ‘CM’ 
who can transfer across ‘A’ & ‘B’ & 1 ‘CB’ 
who can support the play from outside the 
zones using the full width. 

• *The key condition in players have no more 
than 6 seconds to score when in a Zone, 
any longer than 6 seconds and players then 
the attacking team switch play to opposite 
zone when ready and aim to score there in 
under 6 seconds.

• *For coaching consider, exploiting weak 
side dictated by Yellow ‘CM’ as well as Red 
‘CM’ switching the play at his or her highest 
possible point. 

• Do not be afraid to modify conditions to get 
success with your team.

Game Scenario #2 
(progression)

• This time, Zones ‘A’ & ’B’ are separated 
by a distance of 15+ or more metres. This 
now challenges players on various passing 
and receiving qualities as well as offer more 
realism with regards to distances in games.

• In order to get success same principles 
apply, however allow for 8-10 seconds 
scoring condition in each zone before 
‘switch’.

• * This time ‘CB’ can carry the ball into the 
opposite Zone when ‘switching’ the play 
however if this happens the attacking ‘CM’ 
must drop and fill for the ‘CB’ temporarily.

• Promote vision, patience, communication 
and good passing qualities.

Conditioned Game 
(Attacking team in a 4-3-3)

• Using half of a full field set up two teams 
‘Red’ v ‘Yellow’

• ‘Red’ Attacking team: (2x FB’s, 3x CM’s, 3x 
FW)

• ‘Yellow’ Defending team: ( GK, 4x Def, 3x 
CM’s)
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•  ‘Red’ team begins with possession at the 
halfway line. 

• Other than the conditions assume natural 
laws of the game such as offsides etc.

• *Condition: ‘Red’ team must bring the ball 
to both wide zones ‘A’ & ‘B’ in no particular 
order before scoring and repeat every time 
they win back possession. 

• *Consider the functions of every player’s 
role in successfully switching the play such 
as ‘Angles, Distances, passing qualities and 
communication’

• If ‘Yellow’ win possession back they will 
look to counter-attack and score a goal at 
halfway line at the earliest opportunity on 
either side.

• *Full-backs out of possession must honour 
natural positions that they are in the correct 
position when they transition to defend.

• *Allow players to pick new conditions after 
some time, such as ‘transferring 4 times 
before scoring’ or ‘we cannot cross or make 
a penetrating pass if we are in a zone for 
more than 6 seconds’. Allow the players to 
own it and debrief learning objectives and 
experiences with players at the end of the 
session.

• Most importantly, observe the mindset of 
the players, high urgency and a desire to 
engage 1v1’s constantly will not lead to 
success. Promote patience in the players 
still with an adequate tempo of play.
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What has contributed to his success so far at Manchester United?

BY JAMIE BRACKPOOL // @jamiebrackpool

DANIEL JAMES:

http://twitter.com/jamiebrackpool
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Since his arrival at Manchester United, 
Daniel James has been a breath of fresh 

air for Manchester United fans. As well as 
contributing with goals and assists, the young 
Welshman brings a much-needed pace to the 
Red Devils’ side. When he was purchased in 
the summer, there was a lot of doubt about 
how much he could actually influence the 
team. He was labelled as a future investment 
with many assuming that he would not see 
regular football for a majority of the season. 
But his triumphant start has given Ole Gunnar 
Solskjaer no option but to include James in his 
starting XI on a regular basis. This analysis will 
look at the aspects of James’ game that make 
him such an asset to his new side.

Pace and spatial 
awareness

Pace is one of James’ most crucial 
characteristics. This was something that 

was already well-known about the Welshman 
before he arrived at Old Trafford. In his first 
professional outing for the Red Devils, against 
Chelsea, James recorded a top speed of 33.51 
km per hour. He once also ran from box-to-box 
in less than 10 seconds last season.

Of course, this is a huge asset when attempting 
to beat players down the line in 1v1 situations, 
but it also helps Manchester United on the 
counter-attack. On the transition it is virtually 
impossible for defenders to keep up with the 
22-year-old as soon as he puts his afterburners 
on. He likes to explode into free space, which 
not only makes him available to receive passes 
but pulls opposition defenders out of position.

In the following example we can see James 
explode into space on the counter, pulling 
Arsenal’s Matteo Guendouzi out from his 
central position. Scott McTominay plays the 
ball into the space for James to run onto, 
forcing Guendouzi to defend James in a 1v1.

We can see a 3v3 scenario back post, created 
because of James’ run which eventually leads 
to a goal for McTominay after the ball is played 
back into the path of the Scottish midfielder. 
This occurs after James sprints past Guendouzi 
and plays a dangerous ball across the face of 
goal.

James also has the ability to exploit these 
areas by dribbling into unoccupied spaces 
with the ball at his feet. Right before assisting 
Marcus Rashford against Liverpool, James 
explodes into Liverpool’s half on the counter-
attack. While he has the opportunity to dribble 
towards Virgil Van Dijk and into the box, he 
instead attacks the free space in a wider area. 
This pulls Van Dijk out to close him down, 
leaving Marcus Rashford in a 1v1 on the far 
side. 

What has contributed to his success so far at Manchester United?

BY JAMIE BRACKPOOL // @jamiebrackpool
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While he has the ability to blaze past 
opponents in 1v1s, James has the awareness 
to use his pace to pull defenders towards him. 
This creates space centrally for players such 
as Anthony Martial and Rashford, making 
Manchester United’s counter-attack deadly. 
With his attacking partners preferring to 
occupy central locations, James’ tendency to 
exploit wider areas is the perfect addition to 
Solskjaer’s side.

Draws fouls
His pace makes him a handful for defenders 

as we saw in the above section of this 
analysis. This pace leaves many defenders with 
no choice but to foul him. In fact, James suffers 
2.42 fouls on average every 90 minutes. In 
contrast, Marcus Rashford is fouled 1.32 times 
every 90 minutes, Martial 1.28 times, Andreas 
Pereira once per game and Mason Greenwood 
0.5 times every 90 minutes.

In the below example we can see James 
explode away from Chelsea midfielder Mateo 
Kovacic. As he closes down on the centre-
backs, Kovacic has no choice but to pull him 
down.

We have seen examples of this on multiple 
occasions this season. James was fouled 
twice in both encounters against Chelsea. 
Against Wolverhampton he was fouled 6 times 
and was fouled four times against Partizan 
and Bournemouth. He has been fouled three 
times on five occasions this season. Last 
season, against Stoke City, James was fouled a 
whopping eight times.

Passing
James has been able to not only impact 

Manchester United with his blistering pace 
but also in his ability to assist his teammates 
as well. While he has played all three positions 
in Manchester United’s front three so far this 
season, he is most commonly positioned 
on the left or right side of the attack. He 
brings a different dimension to Manchester 
United’s game than previous wingers. James 
contributes 4.77 crosses on average per 90 
minutes of football for Manchester United. 

Having played a majority of his time on the 
left-wing last season, before being made 
Solskjaer’s go to centre-forward, Anthony 
Martial averaged just 2.3 crosses per 90 
minutes. In contrast, Martial averaged 5.61 
dribbles per 90 minutes last season. James 
attempts 5.94 dribbles every 90 minutes for 
Manchester United. It is clear, not just from 
these statistics but from watching him play, that 
James’ diversity in his wing play is a massive 
asset to Manchester United.

Players like Martial and Marcus Rashford more 
frequently find themselves cutting into the 
middle of the field in an attempt to dribble at 
defenders or take a shot at goal. James 
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is comfortable both cutting in to shoot and 
occupying wide areas to deliver dangerous 
crosses.

In the above example we can see James use 
a combination of both his pace and passing 
ability to set up a goal against Sheffield United. 
After playing the ball into Martial, James 
explodes past the Blades’ defenders. He then 
receives the ball back from Martial before 
driving deeper into the box.

Despite having the option to shoot himself, 
James cuts the ball back to Rashford who has 
a simple tap-in. We can see this in the above 
image. Once again his powerful run into the 
box pulls defenders towards him, freeing up 
space for his teammates inside the box. His 
vision to identify Rashford’s run is vital as well. 
This goal showcases most of the aspects that 
make James such an asset to his team.

Goals
While it is not something we have seen 

on a consistent basis, Daniel James 
has shown his ability to score brilliant goals. 
He scored three goals in August for his new 
team before being named the club’s Player of 
the Month. Three of his Manchester United 
goals have come from inside the box, two of 
which were almost identical situations. He has 
great composure in goal scoring areas and 
is not afraid to wait until the right opportunity 
presents itself before taking the shot. We saw 
this in his goal against Chelsea, when he forced 
Emerson to commit with a faked shot before 
letting the ball roll across his body to finish past 
Kepa. 

However, since August, he has not contributed 
with a goal for Manchester United. In fact, 
there have only been three games in which he 
has taken more than one shot. He took four 
shots against Crystal Palace, five shots against 
Southampton and two shots against Leicester 
City. It is much more likely for him to put in a 
cross than it is for him to shoot. Considering 
he has shown his finishing ability, it is time for 
him to start stepping up in the goal scoring 
department.
 

Conclusion
Manchester United fans will be happy with 

James’ progression so far this season. He 
is miles ahead of where fans expected him to 
be but must continue to meet the standard that 
he has set. The only worry for James is that 
he becomes a victim of his own success. After 
scoring three goals in his first four appearances 
for the club there is a high expectation for 
the young winger to find his name on the 
scoresheet more regularly.

He is now beginning to add assists to his 
name as well. If he can manage to do both on 
a more regular basis he will make it extremely 
difficult for Solskjaer to consider dropping him. 
However, considering that he is only 22, and 
part of such a young and vibrant Manchester 
United side, there is still plenty of time for 
James to develop into a top player.
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at Brentford

BY LEE SCOTT // @fmanalysis

THOMAS FRANK
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Brentford are an extremely interesting club. 
Traditionally found in the lower reaches 

of the English football pyramid their fortunes 
changed before the 2009/10 season when 
lifelong fan Matthew Benham bought a 
controlling stake in the club. Benham had made 
his fortune through professional gambling and 
he was quick to use his company Smartodds 
as a tool to provide recruitment advice to the 
football team.

Through the use of expected goals (xG) data 
the club were able to recruit intelligently from 
a variety of markets in order to improve the 
playing squad and ensure that there was 
a steady supply of talent moving through 
the football club. It was not unusual to see 
Brentford sign a young player before selling him 
on for a significant profit a matter of months 
later. What was telling, however, was that this 
turnover was balanced by the club already 
having a replacement for the departing player 
ready and waiting.

This intelligent recruitment model was 
replicated on the pitch as Brentford built a 
reputation for playing an attractive brand of 
attacking football. This was the case through 
a succession of coaches and when former 
incumbent Dean Smith left the club to join 
his boyhood club Aston Villa the natural 
replacement was already at the club. While 
Smith was still at the club Brentford moved to 
appoint the former Brondby coach Thomas 
Frank to the coaching staff. This allowed the 
Dane to acclimatise to English football and 
the club as he assisted Smith in a variety of 
different areas. When Smith left then the club 
turned to Thomas Frank and appointed him as 
the head coach.

The slightly different approach from Brentford 
is not limited to just player recruitment but to 
the recruitment and assessment of coaches 
as well. Once again using Smartodds data 
Brentford are known to use their own justice 
league as a tool to gauge the performance of 
the team and the coach. This is a tool that is 
build using xG to come to a score of expected 
points (xP) a teams xP score then gives a more 
accurate reflection of the performance of a 
team with a lot of the noise of luck taking out.

The 2019/20 season has been an interesting 
case in point as Brentford seemingly started 
very poorly and were sitting in the bottom half 
of the table after the first eight matchdays. For 
many Championship clubs this would have 
seen pressure growing on the board to make 
a change in coach. Not though at Brentford. 
The xP table showed that they were, in fact, 
performing very well and should have been 
in the top three of the table. Since that point 
results have matched performances and we 
have seen Brentford move up the table. Indeed, 
in many eyes, Brentford are now amongst the 
favourites to get promotion to the Premier 
League.

In this tactical analysis, we will examine 
the game model used so far this season by 
Thomas Frank.

A change in system
In the early stages of the season, Brentford 

lined up with a back three in an attempt to 
provide a solid base from which to build out. 
This proved to be frustrating for Brentford fans 
who felt that this system blunted the team’s 
attacking output.

This led, eventually, to a switch back to the 
4-3-3 shape that had become synonymous 
with Brentford over the last few seasons. 
The recruitment in the summer of Danish 
midfielders Christian Norgaard, from Fiorentina, 
and Mathias Jensen, from Celta Vigo, not 
only showed that the club had real ambition 
but it also added balance to the midfield with 
Norgaard as the holding midfielder and Jensen 
playing a more advanced role, alongside the 
likes of Josh Dasilva. 

at Brentford
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The build-up phase
Under Frank, we have seen Brentford adopt 

a very structured approach to building their 
attacking phase from the back. The two central 
defenders split to the width of the penalty area 
to give passing angles while the fullbacks only 
advance as high as the two most advanced 
central midfielders. With the addition of the 
deepest midfielder sitting centrally, this gives 
a 1-2-1-4 notation to the build-up when you 
include the goalkeeper.

That, of course, leaves the front three 
unaccounted for and they stretch across the 
width of the pitch in a high position. The two 
wide attackers maintain wide positions to 
stretch the opposition defensive block out. 
This positioning allows the fullbacks a vertical 
passing option when they are in possession of 
the ball but it also creates spaces that can be 
exploited by the two more advanced central 
midfielders when they move higher as the ball 
is progressed into the opposition half.

This example is taken with the ball in a slightly 
higher position on the pitch as Brentford 
enjoy possession. You can see the two central 
defenders on the same line with the number 
‘6’ positioned to split between them. The two 
fullbacks are wide on a similar line to the ‘6’ 
with one of the more advanced midfielders in 
a similar line while the other splits into a more 
advanced position on the ball far side of the 
field.

This split of the two advanced midfielders is 
a regular occurrence with the player on the 
opposite side as the ball moving higher. This 
gives a vertical passing option to the central 
defender in possession of the ball and gives 
another option for progressing the ball.

Here we see the shape in a deeper position. 
Once again we see the two central defenders 
split by the ‘6’ and this time the fullbacks are in 
line with the two more advanced midfielders. 
There is no option for a deep progression 
at this stage and instead, the play will be 
advanced through more secure passing with 
the ball either travelling into the central 
midfielders and then out to the fullbacks or 
into the fullbacks and then into the central 
midfielders.

In setting out to build the play in this manner 
Brentford ensure safe progression of the ball 
into the opposition half of the field and then 
into the final third. The ball can be progressed 
centrally or out into the wide areas and from 
there Brentford can push the opposition back.

Midfield runners
As Brentford then progress from the 

initial buildup phase they rely largely on 
progressive runners from the midfield to break 
the final line of the opposition defensive block. 
With the fullbacks and wide attackers looking 
to collect possession in wide areas where they 
can look to overload opposition fullbacks, there 
is space inside to exploit. This space is created 
by forcing the opposition defensive block to 
spread out with their fullbacks having to cover 
the threat in the wide areas. This creates space 
that Brentford will look to utilise in the final third 
with vertical runners from midfield.
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We see this movement from a deeper area in 
the example above. As Brentford move into the 
final third in the opposition half of the field we 
can see the front three spread out across the 
highest line. 

With one of the opposition central defenders 
out of position slightly there is a large gap 
between the left-back and the central defender 
and with the ball on the left side of the pitch, 
there is a run from the opposite side central 
midfielder to use that space. As he moves 
high the ball will not necessarily be played 
through to him. Instead, this run can cause 
a chain reaction in the defensive unit of the 
opposition and as they move to cover the run 
there are spaces created elsewhere that can be 
exploited.

A similar situation here as Brentford look to 
attack in wide areas. As the ball is played out 
wide and with the wide player right against the 
touchline we see the defender quickly moving 
to engage the ball. This creates space between 
the fullback and the central defenders again 
and once more that space is exploited. 

These runs are made by the midfielders as they 
break the lines of the opposition defence and 
create overload opportunities not only centrally 
but out in the wide spaces as well.

These progressive runs from the central 
midfielders and indeed from the fullbacks when 
they move into the final third are key in allowing 
Brentford to create and maintain effective 
attacking structures.

Defensive compactness
Prior to the start of the 2019/20 season 

Thomas Frank was clear in his intentions 
and his desire to create a stronger defensive 

structure at Brentford. Past seasons have seen 
the club develop a reputation as an excellent 
attacking unit who were let down by lapses in 
the defensive phase.

This desire from the coach could well have 
been the catalyst for the switch to a back three 
system at the start of the season. We also saw 
significant recruitment of central defenders 
from the club in the summer. Both Pontus 
Jansson, from Leeds, and Ethan Pinnock, from 
Barnsley, came in to strengthen the defensive 
unit. Now, with the shift back to a back four unit 
we see Brentford retain defensive solidity and 
compactness when they are out of possession. 

We can see here the compactness of the 
defensive block from Brentford. With Swansea 
trying to build on the left of their attack we 
see that the defensive block for Brentford 
was orientated to that side and to the centre. 
They maintain depth in their block through the 
positioning of the ‘6’ who is deeper than the 
other two central midfielders. This staggered 
shape without the ball makes it harder for the 
opposition to play into the space between the 
midfield and defensive lines.

Instead what we tend to see is the opposition 
either trying to hit Brentford quickly in transition 
or switch from one side to the other in order 
to unbalance the defensive block. As they 
look to play across to the other side, however, 
Brentford then swing back across to block that 
side of the pitch.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Run.png
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Here we see the opposition building down the 
left-hand side of the pitch. The attack was 
initially in transition as the opposition looked 
to catch Brentford out of position. As the 
Brentford players moved back to recover their 
shape the take up their compact defensive 
shape. The initial movement is towards the ball 
with one man moving to press while the others 
cut off passing lanes that would allow the ball 
to circulate inside.

They do not look to press high, aside from the 
front three who try to prevent the first ball, and 
the first action for the defensive players is just 
to recover their shape behind the ball.

Conclusion
Brentford are something of a model club in a 

number of ways. Innovative recruitment and 
statistical analysis has given them an edge that 
allows them to perform above their means. This 
does not, however, mean that performances 
on the pitch do not match those off the pitch. 
Thomas Frank has developed an interesting 
and flexible game model that suits the players 
at his disposal. 

The ball is progressed forward safely and 
then when the play enters the final third we 
see more creative freedom allowed to force a 
breakthrough. Out of possession, Brentford 
work tirelessly as a unit to deny the opposition 
space in which they can play and enjoy 
comfortable possession of the ball.

As we enter the second half of the season there 
is a very real chance that Brentford could be 
challenging towards the top of the table come 
May.
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There have been a few surprising performers 
in the Bundesliga this term and similar to 

last year we keep on seeing new teams in the 
top six of the league. The regular dominant 
teams have been performing inconsistently 
and that has brought new ‘faces’ under the 
spotlight.

One of the teams that have impressed since 
the start of the campaign are Borussia 
Mönchengladbach. They have stayed on the 
top for quite some time now and continue to 
grow tactically under their new manager Marco 
Rose. The 43-year-old coach has improved 
the team’s strategy tremendously, managing to 
embrace what he already had on the table and 
trying to improve it with some new additions.

The transfers made had a huge impact on 
Gladbach’s performance and fit perfectly to 
Rose’s vision.

The attack-minded free-flowing football they try 
to employ has caused a lot of struggle to their 
opponents, although they still have some work 
to do when it comes to defensive transition and 
awareness in the box.

What are their strengths? What is still a work 
in progress? And what has made them title 
contenders in the 2019/20 Bundesliga season? 
Find out in this tactical break-down.

Squad and formations
Head coach: Marco Rose

Goalkeepers: Yann Sommer; Tobias Sippel; 
Max Grün; 

Defenders: Mamadou Doucouré; Jordan 
Beyer; Oscar Wendt; Stefan Lainer; Tony 
Jantschke; Matthias Ginter; Ramy Bensebaini; 
Nico Elvedi; Andreas Polusen;

Midfielders: Tobias Strobl; Christoph Kramer; 
Denis Zakaria; Lars Stindl; Fabian Johnson; 
László Bénes; Jonas Hofmann; Torben Müsel; 
Florian Neuhaus

Attackers: Patrick Herrmann; Marcus Thuram; 
Raffael; Alassane Plea; Ibrahima Traoré; Julio 
Villalba; Breel Embolo; Keanan Bennetts;

Marco Rose has not been sticking to only 
one certain formation in the season so 

far. He has been building the team’s strategy 
depending on many different factors and has 
been drifting between a few schemes so far. 
His favoured one is the 4-2-3-1, but he has 
also switched to 4-3-1-2 and 3-5-2 on a few 
occasions. Despite the different formations, 
though, there is one thing in common in all 
of their approaches – Gladbach commit a lot 
into their attacking actions and outplay their 
opponents with smart movement and pace. 
They would sometimes re-structure in 3-5-2 
when in possession, reaching the opposition’s 
half.

Gladbach’s 3-5-2 formation in possession. 

They build-up from the back and get the 
goalkeeper and the defenders highly involved 
in retaining possession and distributing the ball 
further. Circulating the ball on the flanks is only 
a way to drag players and open spaces for the 
attacking players to exploit and attack centrally.

Gladbach tend to use the full-backs to support 
their attacking actions and they most frequently 
stay highly positioned when in possession. 
Although there is a pattern of them staying in 
a more narrow line, next to the centre-backs, 
against teams that commit more players 
upfront. 

Their attackers also tend to drop in to the 
midfield line occasionally, especially when 
playing against teams applying mid-block. 
They would rarely allow being stuck around the 
midline though, thanks to the intelligent off the 
ball movement of the attacking players.

What made them title contenders 

BY LORIHANNA SHUSHKOVA // @LorihannaSh
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The low positioned attacking line.

Build-up and attacking 
ventures

As already mentioned, Gladbach tend to 
build-up from the back, with the vivid 

contribution of the goalkeeper Sommer, who 
is often part of the most frequent passing links 
in their games. When trying to build-up and 
escape the applied press they would always 
use the central defenders. What makes the 
difference, though, is the way they deliver the 
ball further. They would either directly use the 
highly positioned full-backs or form short-pass 
combinations with the defensive midfielders, 
as one of them would drop deeper as a third 
centre-back. 

Kramer dropped as additional defensive support 
and Zakaria served as additional passing option for 

retaining possession and build-up.

What makes an impression is that they would 
mostly use the flanks to progress the ball to the 
final third, making player rotations and using 
the full-backs movement to drag players, either 
with running up and down the flank or with 
cutting inside. 

Once reaching the final third they would try to 
free up spaces by rotations on the wing, using 
a combination of smart passes and off the ball 
movement. If they are being tightly marked, 
the attacking players would use their excellent 
dribbling skills to take on defenders and supply 
the ball to the box. They send 8.94 smart 
passes per game on average, breaking the 
opposition’s defensive structure and causing 
chaotic actions leading to mistakes.

Their excellence in targeting free spaces and 
their ability in crossing have resulted in 76% of 
their shots being sent from the central areas. 
What is impressive is Gladbach’s attacking 
players’ movement and flair. They have been 
producing a good number of crosses (14.65 
pg) and shots (12.89 pg) in all competitions 
this term. Their good partnership and strong 
finishing get them on top.

When their build-up is troubled, the forward 
line would drop deeper and pick up the ball 
in order to deliver it further. That is often the 
role of Breel Embolo and Alassane Plea, who 
would occasionally go back. Another way they 
escape the press is by sending long balls, 
which is a pretty successful one due to their 
high accuracy. Plea is the one to contribute 
with long passes directly to the box when he 
has positioned deeper.

Plea dropping back and sending long balls to the 
edge of the box.

Their midfield involvement is strong, since the 
central midfielder would support the attacking 
ventures with late runs into the box. They often 
manage to sneak behind a perfectly structured 
defence in the blink of an eye. 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Lorihanna-2-1.png
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The players between the defenders served as a 
distraction. Thuram used his dribbling to take on his 

markers and send a perfect through ball. Wendt’s 
off the ball movement allowed him to sneak in and 

score. The key moment was Wendt’s perfect timing, 
since he stopped in the marked area for a split 

second and confused the defender.

As mentioned one of the defensive midfielders 
would drop as defensive support, but the other, 
most frequently Zakaria, would cover wide 
areas and be an additional pass option all over 
the pitch.

Counterattacks and 
offside awareness

Being that creative and skilful upfront is not 
their only attacking attribute. They have 

been a huge threat on the counter. Performing 
4.11 counter-attacks on average per 90 
minutes catches many of their opponents off 
guard. The pace and precision they use when 
executing counters have added additional 
value to their attacking performance.

The reason behind them being able to perform 
counters that successfully is that they are very 
strong at stealing the ball from the opposition. 
Many players contribute by recovering the ball 
which is a huge weapon when your players 
have the needed speed.

There is, though, something that they miss on 
when attacking. Their lack of offside awareness 
has turned many of their efforts into dust. They 
commit 2.78 offsides a game on average. The 
team struggle with timing their movement in a 
way to beat the offside trap, which affects their 
effectiveness immensely.

Individual skill 
Their strong performance is also a result 

of the players’ individual skills. The new 
additions, Thuram and Lainer, fit extremely well 
into the coach’s philosophy and add a lot of 
value using their skills successfully.

Thuram has been one of the best performers so 
far scoring eight goals and assisting five in 18 
games in all competitions. His strong finishing 
and attacking flair for the perfect through ball 
have turned him into an excellent addition to 
the final-third activities. 

Thuram often opens spaces for his teammates and 
has the ability to send a perfectly measured through 

ball to exploit them.

The other attacking player, Plea, has scored 
four goals and assisted five, but his overall 
contribution has been impressive. His 
dribbling skills are very important for retaining 
possession and delivering the ball into the box, 
with his 14.33 attempted dribbles per game, he 
takes on defenders easily. 

Plea wins the defensive duel and immediately send 
through ball to the box where Neuhaus had moved 

off the ball.

He is occasionally used for applying a high 
press which often affects both the team’s 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Lorihanna-5-1.png
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defensive and offensive performance. This way 
he troubles the opposition’s build-up but is also 
useful for recovering the ball in and around the 
box, helping to create more opportunities.

Plea applying high press and eventually recovering 
the ball.

Lainer’s movement on and off the ball adds 
additional versatility to Gladbach’s attack. His 
positioning deep in the opposition half helps for 
dragging defenders out of position and opening 
spaces for his teammates.

Lainer dragging players out of position.

The defensive midfielder Zakaria has a huge 
contribution too. He provides an additional 
option for a pass and also drifts in the central 
areas and delivers the ball all over. He is a 
key part during defensive transitions since he 
dives into 7.56 defensive duels per 90 minutes 
and wins 69.1% of them. That results in 9.9 
recoveries on average which often happen in 
the opposition’s half.

Zakaria’s pass map vs Union Berlin.

Defensive transition and 
duels

Despite the additional support by the 
abovementioned players, the team has its 

defensive flaws too. As per usual, using the 
full-backs upfront can cause struggles during 
transition. They often fall victim when their 
opponents keep the possession and allow 
many shots relative to it. Committing too many 
players on covering the ball carrier and leaving 
gaps is often the reason for the conceded 
chances. They also sometimes fail to cover the 
wings which allows their opponents to deliver 
many crosses.

On other occasions, they would fail in their 
efforts to cover the wings. They would try to 
press the ball carrier on the wing and allow 
being stretched out and exposed in a split 
second.

Being stretched out and leaving gaps in the box.

A huge part of their defensive struggles are in 
their defensive and aerial duels. Despite the 
more advanced players’ support and the overall 
good percentage of defensive duels won 
(59.6%), they do lose duels in key areas.

Lost defensive duels vs BVB.
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Here, is the game against Borussia Dortmund 
in the Bundesliga as an example. Gladbach 
ended up losing 37 defensive duels. In the 
image above, it could be seen that most of 
their unsuccessful attempts happened on the 
flanks. That is a vulnerable area for the team 
since they struggle defending crosses. Losing 
that many duels on the wing results in their 
opponents sending more crosses, relatively 
creating more chances. 73% of the shots 
allowed have come from the central areas.

Gladbach’s marking strategy when defending is 
sometimes uncertain. In the image above they failed 
to put enough pressure on the ball carrier and the 
possible receivers. This allows their opponents to 

reach the final third easily.

Despite being good while countering, they do 
struggle when defending counters themselves. 
Most frequently they are exposed either on 
the left or in the middle. Due to Lainer’s, the 
full-back, active contribution up front, they 
often lack coverage on his area. That is why 
Gladbach are extremely vulnerable on the 
flanks. That is tightly connected with losing 
duels out there too. They concede 3.72 
counters per game on average. 

When defending this counter, they managed to 
reach the ball carier but left the central area wide 

open for him to get support.

Defending in the box
Gladbach are good at attacking set-

pieces, they have scored five goals in the 
Bundesliga after a set-piece. But their actions 
when defending set-pieces and especially 
corners need some improvement. Half of the 
conceded corners on average end with shots. 
Similarly to other cases, they allow being 
dragged, but also their inconsistency when it 
comes to winning aerial duels in the box gets 
them in trouble.

As already mentioned, they also struggle when 
defending crosses. Their opponents send 14 
crosses on average per game, and a third of 
them end with shots too.

What made them title 
contenders?

Being able to protect the lead, steal the ball 
from the opposition and attack tirelessly 

are among the reasons behind Borussia’s solid 
performance this term. The new manager and 
the new additions pushed the team further and 
brought both balance and explosiveness that 
were needed to conquer the top of the league. 
Marco Rose’s clear vision and strong work 
ethic have been the driving force for a well-
functioning team. Improving their defensive 
lapses, though, would be very important for 
keeping the highest of performances in the 
second half of the season too. But if fully 
focused, they, with no doubt, have the full 
package to keep the leading spot. 

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Lorihanna-13-1.png
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The art of defending has become a thing in 
recent footballing years and so it brought to 

light a lot of up and coming defenders who will 
remodel the shape of the game in the future, 
starting right now.

From the start of the millennium, we have 
seen the likes of Rio Ferdinand, Paolo 
Canavarro, Virgil van Dijk and Nemanja Vidić 
change the site of playing in the line in front 
of the goalkeeper. They’ve developed what is 
nowadays seen as an all-around centre-back, 
important in the in-possession phase as he 
is when his team doesn’t have the ball. The 
need for ball-playing tough guys with high-
level courage was set by today’s coaches who 
constantly do the job of transforming the play 
and restructuring the roles of footballers.

Mathijs de Ligt is one of the main young 
leaders who are an embodiment of the new 
style of defending, but he isn’t the only one 
who accepted the changes and implemented 
them in his game. The last one of the up-
said role-models – Nemanja Vidić – was the 
player who obliged future generations to play 
with their heart along with their mind and 
feet and, after the years of searching, he got 
his successor. Interestingly, once again from 
Serbia.

The new Fiorentina’s star defender Nikola 
Milenković continued where his famous 
compatriot finished his career, playing as an 
omnipotent centre-back in one of the world’s 
strongest leagues and performing very well 
week in week out.

His defensive qualities pointed him out when it 
comes to club football, while he’s at the same 
time a real leader of his country’s national team 
even though he is still 22 years old. The role 
he has in Florence is quite different than the 
one he has in Ljubiša Tumbaković’s team and 
that indicates how good and adaptable he is 
and why is he one of the hottest goods on the 
market at the moment.

The biggest teams of the world stay in the 
line for the Serbian, with Barcelona leading 
and considering him as a true replacement for 
Gerard Pique who is not getting any younger. 
That clearly shows that Milenković is a top-

defender potential, but what are his main 
characteristics that made top clubs look in his 
way?

Positioning and 
anticipation

Milenković has a lot of dissimilar duties in 
his club and in the national team, but they 

interlace in the fact that he is seen as a leader 
in both of the sides. His best qualities are good 
off the ball movement and smart positioning 
which make him a versatile centre-back flexible 
to play in many different formations.

That being said, as Fiorentina most commonly 
sets up in the lineup with three in the back, 
the Serbian is often used as an attacking 
progressive player in the build-up while in 
defence he’s the one providing security. His 
instincts enable him to organise the out-of-
possession structure of his team and make him 
responsible for shaping the defensive line.

Here we can see him in his usual position 
guarding the zone and protecting the possible 
shooting lane. He’s time and again the player 
who pulls the strings in defence and adjusts 
the line controlling the situation in front of him. 
From this position, he’s always close enough 
to the goal and to the action if his reaction and 
support are needed by his midfielders, or by 
the goalkeeper.

The Serbian senses the space pretty good 
but his movements depend mostly on 
him observing the action around him. He 
very frequently glances to see for what’s 
surrounding him and makes decisions 
according to what he notices while doing it, so 
his motions towards the opponents or negative 
moves closer to his own net lean on his field 
observing skills.

Serbia’s new Vidić
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Milenković senses the threat coming from the 
attackers and positions his body in a manner 
to protect both the passing lane to the further 
post providing correction and to close down 
the direct rival get the ball on at the edge of the 
six-yard box. Those actions make it possible 
for him to make clearances in the dangerous 
areas in front of his goal and make him an 
intransitive obstacle for the opponents in 
similar scenarios.

The same happens higher up the pitch where 
he mostly relies on his great aggressiveness 
and anticipation. He tends to provide support 
to his forwarding teammates even out of his 
usual position repeating supportive runs that 
would bring his side in a defensive surplus area 
over the opposition in the restricted area of the 
pitch.

In the picture above, it is shown how the young 
centre-back brilliantly senses that his help 
is needed in the higher zone of the field and 
comes to support his midfielders which lead his 
team to regain possession over the numerically 
inferior attacker. His toughness is also an 
important factor in this situations as he is hard 
to play against in a physical way and wins a lot 
of „clear“ „1v1“ duels when he is in full steam.

Milenković has a satisfying pace, he isn’t one 
of the fastest players, but his good positioning 
and timing hide his disadvantages in that 
segment of the game. Even though that is 

the fact, he oftentimes goes to pressurize the 
opponents high, because he has a reason 
to believe in his anticipation skills which, in 
fusion with his aggressive style of defending, 
enable his team get the ball in counter-pressing 
situations.

The Serbian isn’t shy on staying close to the 
action, which is possible for him because of 
the „three-at-the-back“ formation Fiorentina 
plays in so he can be the one included in 
the attacking plays of his team. Out of that 
scenarios he cames as the one in the second 
line of the counter-press which is good for 
them due to his defending abilities, but now 
used in a different environment then the one he 
is used to. Either way, he has a huge success 
in these settings and makes it possible for his 
side to win the ball back in various zones all 
over the pitch.

Also, he tracks the game very well and controls 
the depth for his side. The centre-back covers 
the backs from his wing-backs and closes the 
passing lanes to the opposing teams forward 
who tends to attack those zones. 

His good timing permits him to always be one 
step faster than the direct rival and to protect 
in-deep areas with as little trouble as possible. 
Physical abilities also help him in getting the 
ball in those scenarios as he has a strength-
advantage over most of the players who try to 
exploit those areas, and even if they have pace 
advantage over him, his well-timed positioning 
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expells the speed-factor out of the duels.

Play in correction and 
providing support

Milenković role is very often the „last man 
standing“ one as he’s routinely seen as the 

corrector of his teams’ defences. Once again 
his skills in this segment of the game hugely 
rely on his vision and action observation so his 
reactions very much depend on his feel for the 
game.

His characteristics allow his side to play it 
with a high-positioned defensive line due 
to his excellent negative transition and fast 
transformation. Even in those fast breaks from 
the opposition, he finds the time to perceive the 
surroundings after which he’ll position his body 
in a best possible way to cover as much space 
as possible while at the same time he provides 
support to his teammates.

As we can see in the picture, Fiorentina’s 
number four glances over the shoulder to see 
where from the danger is coming, and then 
moves fastly in the shown space to disable the 
player with the ball to cut towards the goal. 
Anyhow, his teammate made a return and 
managed to face up the wide attacker which 
lead Milenković in a good situation where he is 
faced towards the ball and plays as a second 
line of the defence in this situation.

Those scenarios happen commonly and 
Serbia’s national team member copes with 
them magnificently maintaining the connection 
with his teammates and supplying them with 
help and correction option.

Fast-breaks are good examples of his sense for 
the game as his positioning strictly depends on 
the movement of the opponent’s forwards. He 
tends to keep a distance from the direct rival, 
but keeping him close enough the whole time 
and also closing the spaces behind the other 
centre-backs’ backs.

In the situations similar as the one above, 
Milenković observes the setting from his 
teammates who have an unclear „2v1“ against 
the player with the ball so he comes to help 
them and provide correction in the space that 
is marked. At the same time, he watches for 
the potential run-in from the furthest attacker 
and doesn’t let him have too much space. The 
Serbian’s long step enables him to position 
higher and closer to the rival, because even 
though it looks like he’ll be late for reaction, 
he manages to arrive right on time due to his 
timing and physical abilities.

The youngster is quite versatile and can be 
used both in the right-back position, which is 
what Serbia’s national team coach often picks 
for his player, but the truth is that the 22-year-
old is way better in the centre of defence. Even 
from the central defensive position, he repeats 
providing support to the teammates on the 
flanks, playing as a security-link and enabling 
them to have a defensive surplus over the 
opposition.
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One of his main qualities certainly is help-
providing. He can often be counted on as the 
player in support, who enables the double-
teaming or even triple-teaming in some 
situations, and he does that in various area of 
the pitch.

On the ball engagement
Milenković is used as a build-up opener 

in both Serbia national team and in 
Fiorentina, because of his great passing skills. 
He isn’t much of a risk-taker but he is secure 
on the ball and guarantees an accurate-passing 
game for his team.

His stats show us that he could be a strong link 
for possession-based teams so it is no wonder 
Barcelona has their eye on him. The Serbian 
averages 44 passes per 90 minutes with a 
success rate of 87% often thinking and playing 
them forward, which glorifies those stats even 
more.

As we can see in the picture above, 40% 
of his passes are aimed towards his higher 
teammates and he has a very high success 
rate on them. Also, as a central defender, the 
fact that he gives six passes per game into the 
final third is astonishing and points him out as 
a ball-playing centre-back even though his best 
qualities lie in the off-the-ball game.

The 22-year-old is frequently included in 
the action organisation and can be the one 
breaking the opposition’s lines with his smart 
balls. His most common idea is to address his 
balls to the flanks and to skip the first line of 
opponent’s pressing with semi-long passes.

Milenković’s teammates who play next to the 
sidelines profit from similar scenarios time and 
again as he is very precise in supplying them. 
His long-ball rate shows that he isn’t shy of 
playing it this way and that he from time to time 
decides to skip the action if he sees an open 
space for his team’s player.

Long passes are a known turf for him so he 
periodically tries to find his attackers with alike 
balls. Those passes are mostly oriented to the 
flanks or are aimed towards the striker who 
runs into the spaces in inner-corridor with the 
clear intention to break free from pressure and 
to play it more directly.

He attempts those balls more often when he 
plays closer to the sideline from the full-back 
position but he oftentimes manages to employ 
his high teammates and to set them in good 
threatening situations.

When it comes to pressure, he doesn’t panic 
under it and keeps his head cold remaining 
calm enough to find the midfielders positioned 
in the gaps with his smart passes. His ability to 
break the lines is on a very high level and help 
his teams to play it in a progressive manner 
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which can often be seen when he plays for 
Serbia.

Here we can see how Milenković expels three 
opponents with just one pass to his teammate 
in the empty space between the lines. As in 
the picture above, he often copes with the 
pressing in the same way and thrives under 
it providing his side with needed security and 
cold-bloodedness.

As we said, he can also be used as a fullback, 
and even it isn’t his natural position and 
he plays it when his team needs a tactical 
discipline and organisation, he can sometimes 
be useful in the offensive actions. In spite of 
doing it rarely, his overlapping runs are quite 
direct and open up an extra-passing option for 
his teammates in the final third as he tends to 
repeat them more in the inside-corridors then 
through the outer ones.

Due to those runs, he comes to situations from 
which he could assist or even endanger the 
goalkeeper with a shot but commonly decides 
himself go with a return-pass and find an open 
player in the box.

Conclusion
Besides the shown factors of his game, 

Nikola Milenković is a real aerial threat and 
has a good jumping timing and usage rate. 
Even though he is still very young, he perfected 
the „art“ of positioning and correction and is 
one of the most disciplined upcoming centre-
backs in the world. He developed his instinct 
and sense for the game and tends to make the 
most out of his aggression and anticipation, so 
he can easily be seen as one of the „hottest“ 
players that need to be looked by the biggest 
clubs in Europe.

The passing game brings him to a whole new 
level, and if he brushes his flaws and keeps 
on developing the way he did in the past two 
seasons he will be close to perfection and will 
deservedly be Nemanja Vidić’s successor.

That’s what Serbia surely needs.
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create goal scoring opportunities from wide areas
BY MAX BERGMANN // @MaxBergmnn
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Throughout the recent years, with many 
teams focusing on a compact defence 

within their own half, it has become more and 
more important to find different solutions to 
break the opposition defence and create goal 
scoring opportunities.

In this tactical analysis, we will examine 
possible strategies to create promising 
chances from wide areas. Moreover, we will 
outweigh the advantages and disadvantages of 
the mentioned attacking strategies.

The idea behind wing-
attacks

Since a lot of sides focus on shutting down 
the central area in front of the penalty area 

(Zone 14), attacking through the wide areas of 
the pitch is associated with less resistance. As 
one can see in the image below, Liverpool shut 
down Zone 14 with eight players. The flanks 
are unoccupied though and therewith offer 
space to attack.

That is due to the fact that the defending 
sides lay emphasis on closing spaces in front 
of their goal to decrease the chances for the 
opposition to score. However, one way to get 
towards the goal is to play the ball onto the 
wing first in order to occupy the opposition box 
with attacks and play into more threatening 
areas again. 

After having played the ball out wide, there 
are plenty of different ways to get back to the 
goal near areas. Apart from outside-inside 
combinations which allow the attacking side 
to create a chance in the centre or within the 
half-spaces, many sides follow the philosophy 
to penetrate the opposition defence on either 
wing to put in crosses.

As when attacking through the centre, the 
most threatening action is to get behind the 
last line of defence. There are two main ways 
of achieving this. One option is to dribble 
past a defender and therewith get behind the 
defence. Alternatively, one-twos, third-man 
combinations as well as overlapping runs are 
useful strategies to get behind the defence.

Another way to create a finishing opportunity 
is to cross the ball into the area between goal 
and opposition back line before penetrating 
the opposition block. In the following analysis, 
we are going to focus on the different ways 
of crosses including their advantages and 
disadvantages.

Crosses: High or 
grounded?

Whether crosses should be high or low 
depends on the platform from where the 

cross is sent in. Being further away from the 
end-line often comes along with the situation 
that the opposition defensive department is still 
positioned between ball and goal. As a result, 
there is only few space between the lines and 
to get the ball over the first defender, crosses 
are often sent in high in these situations. The 
effectiveness of putting in high crosses is highly 
dependent on the aerial ability of the attackers 
compared to the defenders.

When deciding to put in crosses before 
entering the areas next to the box, teams do 
not have to combine quickly or dribble past 
a defender. Therefore, this might be the way 
with the least resistance. However, the strategy 
to send in early crosses also entails some 
disadvantages. Firstly, the defenders are often 
in a static position since the attacking team 
is not threatening the space behind the back 
line. As a consequence, the defenders are in 
a sideways position and capable of defending 
into either direction. This also facilitates 
clearing the ball into non-threatening areas, 
away from the goal.

On the contrary, when having reached the 
same height as where the opposition back 
line is positioned, the defender need to move 
towards their goal to defend the space in 
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front of their goal. If there appear to be gaps 
between opposition defenders in these cases, 
one can also send in a grounded cross. Those 
are often easier to control and more likely to 
result in a goal if they find their target.

The above displayed image shows Manchester 
City finding attacker Leroy Sané between 
opposition defenders. City’s full-back can 
assist with a grounded ball which enables Sané 
to finish with his strong left foot.

When being offered much space behind the 
back line, a simple horizontal grounded ball 
seems to be the easiest option. Below, one 
can see how Manchester City score after a 
grounded cross. Nevertheless, these scenarios 
almost only occur during counter-attacks.

Last but not least, if the space between 
opposition defence and goal is reduced but 
a grounded ball is still possible, a curved ball 
can be useful. The following image displays 
how Manchester City’s left-back curves the ball 
away from the goal. That enables striker Sergio 
Agüero to score at the first post.

High crosses: Inswinging 
or outswinging?

High crosses can be divided into two 
different ways. Either the crossing player 

sends in a cross which is swinging in or out. 
Inswinging, in this case, means the ball curves 
towards the goal while outswinging means that 
the ball curves away from the goal. Most of the 
crosses are outswinging due to the fact that 
most right-backs and right wingers are right-
footed while players attacking down the left are 
mostly left-footed.

Outswinging crosses allow attackers more 
time to get to the ball without being caught 
offside. Since they curve away from the goal, 
they curve towards the attacker making a run 
towards the goal. Below, you can see Eintracht 
Frankfurt scoring with an outswinging cross. 
Also note the short way for Frankfurt’s attacker.

Inswinging crosses, on the other hand, increase 
the running distance of the striker as the ball 
curves towards the ball but away from the 
attacker. Nevertheless, they hold the advantage 
that they could also threaten the goal without a 
further touch. In the image below, Manchester 
City midfielder Kevin De Bruyne sends in a 
dangerous inswinging cross.
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The goalkeeper therefore needs to wait longer 
to realise whether he has to save the cross 
or a possible finish. De Bruyne’s cross gets 
deflected by a defender and the goalkeeper 
cannot save the ball.

When doing so, a promising strategy is to 
outnumber the opposition defenders at the 
second post. Since the defenders face the ball, 
they often need longer to identify this issue 
whereas they could react more quickly when 
the attacking side overload the first post as 
this would happen within their field of view. 
Below, you can see an example of this strategy 
executed by Freiburg in the Bundesliga.

Crosses from the end-line
Teams with wingers that feel comfortable in 

offensive 1v1 situations often try to get past 
the last line of defence before playing the ball 
into the penalty area when attacking through 
wide areas.

To get into the back of the opposition defence 
comes along with the advantage that the 
defenders need to drop further towards the 
goal to prevent from a simple horizontal pass 

into the penalty area. As a consequence, the 
defenders open up space at the edge of the 
penalty box. Depending on how quick the 
defensive midfielders close the space, there 
might occur a gap in which players of the 
attacking side can receive to finish.

The image below displays such a situation. 
Eintracht Frankfurt got towards the end-line 
which forced the opposition defenders towards 
the goal. Behind them, space opened up for 
Frankfurt’s attackers to receive and finish.

Moreover, facing their own goal, it is more 
difficult for the defenders to clear the ball away 
from the goal. For the attackers, however, it 
becomes easier to finish as they face the goal. 
That enables them to finish with their first touch 
and with the awareness of the positioning of 
opposition defenders and the goalkeeper.

Conclusion
All in all, there are several different ways 

of creating chances from wide areas. In 
general, creative ways of attacking through 
wide areas has become extremely important.

To sum up, depending on the players’ abilities 
certain strategies might be more promising 
than others. One has to be aware of the 
advantages and disadvantages that come 
along with the crossing strategies in order 
to find the right way to create goal scoring 
opportunities for the own side.
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Dunajska Streda’s defensive wall and Ukraine’s potential 
star centre-back

BY ROFIQ NAUFAL // @rofiq_naufal
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Ukraine brought home the U20 World Cup 
trophy in June, marching past group D with 

ease and knocked out the likes of Panama, 
Colombia, and Italy, before facing South Korea 
in the final. They were undoubtedly impressive 
upfront, but their defensive solidity was 
certainly key to their success. Ukraine U20 only 
conceded four goals in seven games and they 
never conceded more than one per game. 

Several names were always mentioned and 
praised extensively throughout the competition. 
Names like Andriy Lunin, Denys Popov, 
Giorgi Tsitaishvili, Vladyslav Supriaha, and 
Sergiy Buletsa had been getting all of the 
attention at the time. But what about Danylo 
Beskorovainyi?

Playing on the left side of a three-centre-back 
partnership with Valeriy Bondar and Popov, 
Beskorovainyi has been one of the team’s most 
solid and consistent performers. He might not 
have always been visible, but his contribution 
was immense.

The large-framed central defender has been 
very impressive in Fortuna Liga too with 
Dunajská Streda, being an indispensable 
player and ever-present throughout the 
current campaign after returning from a highly 
successful loan from fellow Fortuna Liga side, 
Zemplín Michalovce, in the previous season.

Beskorovainyi is quite similar to Borussia 
Dortmund’s Dan-Axel Zagadou and Bayer 
Leverkusen’s Jonathan Tah due to their 
physicality and style of play and I’ll be making 
comparisons of the three players in this scout 
report.

Physical
Beskorovainyi is 1.94m (6’4”) with a normal 

build and a decent muscle size. He isn’t 
exactly stocky like Zagadou or Tah, but he isn’t 
lanky either. With that height and build, it’s 
quite clear than the 20-year-old Ukrainian is a 
powerhouse and it’s very much visible in his 
game.

He’s pretty much immovable, especially on 
the ball. He uses his large frame and powerful 

physique well to shield the ball when under 
pressure from his opponents and he’s really 
difficult to beat in both defensive and offensive 
duels as well as aerial duels.

The Ukrainian defender averages around 
4.5 attacking challenges this season with a 
success rate of 70% which is very impressive. 
He has a rather high amount of attacking 
challenges for a centre-back which is due 
to the team tending to start their build-
up from deep and attract pressure. As a 
result, Beskorovainyi is often faced with a 
1v1 situation against an opponent. His high 
success rate means that he’s quite proficient 
in winning the duel and retaining the ball in this 
situation. Zagadou, for comparison, averages 
only around 1.4 offensive challenges per game, 
however, he’s virtually always successful in 
these duels – winning 1.2 (86%) per game. Tah, 
on the other hand, averages a slightly higher 
2.8 offensive challenges, winning 69% of them.

Due to his height and strength, Beskorovainyi 
is outstanding at aerial duels. Aside from his 
height, his vertical explosiveness also affects 
his jumping reach. And to add to that, he also 
seems to have a good reading of the flight of 
the ball as he’s often able to position himself 
accordingly and before jumping and meeting 
the ball with his head. He’s fairly good at 
directing the ball with his head, but of course, 
not yet ‘Sergio Ramos’ good. If he can work 
on this area, he can be a constant danger in 
attacking set-pieces for any team he plays at.

Beskorovainyi engaing in an aerial duel.

Statistically, he averages a very impressive 
number of eight aerial duels per game, winning 
80% of them. Meanwhile, Zagadou manages to 
register an average of 2.8 aerial duels per game 
with a higher winning rate of 86%. Tah is quite 
active, registering 4.6 aerial duels per game on 
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average, however, wins only 74% of them. This 
very clearly shows that Beskorovainyi is very 
active in engaging in aerial duels and he’s also 
very effective in that department. He’s usually 
the team’s main man when it comes to aerial 
balls, especially winning the first ball from the 
opposition goal-kick. He’d often also be inside 
the box in an attacking set-piece situation 
(usually indirect), usually aiming to attack the 
centre or the far-post.

Despite his strength and power, Beskorovainyi 
does have some visible weaknesses.

Firstly, the 1999-born Ukrainian is quite slow 
when starting his run. He lacks sharpness over 
short distance due to his slow acceleration. 
Despite not being so explosive horizontally, 
Beskorovainyi seems to possess decent pace 
over medium or long distance. The problem is it 
will take a while for him to reach his top speed, 
making him quite vulnerable against sharp, 
explosive opponents who are good at beating 
defenders and making runs in behind to exploit 
space.

Not just accelerating, decelerating can be 
a problem for Beskorovainyi as well. The 
centre-back can often be seen struggling to 
decelerate and start accelerating again without 
taking a few extra strides and losing too much 
momentum. Again, when facing opponents 
who are quick on and off the ball, he can 
struggle.

His apparent lack of agility can also pose some 
problems for him. Beskorovainyi seems to be 
struggle to manoeuvre and change directions 
quickly and effectively, mainly due to the lack 
of rotation in his hips. This can mean: on the 
ball he’d take extra touches when changing 
directions, off the ball, he’ll struggle to cope 
with agile and explosive players.

Beskorovainyi beaten on the turn by his opponent.

As you can see in the picture above, 
Beskorovainyi is turned inside out and 
easily beaten by a player that’s smaller but 
very quick on the turn. Beskorovainyi is, of 
course, very aggressive and will quickly close 
down his opponents when needed. Against 
players who tend to hold up the ball and 
shield it, Beskorovainyi can often outmuscle 
them and win the ball or force them into 
mistakes. However, against smaller players, 
Beskorovainyi can struggle at times. 

I believe this can be anticipated via good 
defensive positioning and by keeping the 
distance. Often, Beskorovainyi will try to come 
in aggressively, resulting in an unsuccessful 
defensive challenge – either he’s beaten on the 
turn or he commits a foul.

On the ball
Beskorovainyi is actually quite neat on the 

ball. He’s a good ball-player. As mentioned 
before, he’s good at retaining the ball under 
pressure and able to exit the pressure via 
dribbling as well. He has a pretty good first 
touch and controls the ball quite well with either 
foot, although he seems to have the tendency 
to use his left a bit more than his right.

The Ukraine defender is calm, composed, and 
confident on the ball. He has a pretty decent 
touch and control as well as a bit of skill on 
the ball which are quite useful as he often uses 
dribbling to not only escape frontline pressure, 
but also to progress the ball. 

Beskorovainyi winning a 1v1 offensive duel and 
dribbled past his direct opponent to get out of 

pressure.

Beskorovainyi records an average of 1.62 
dribbles per game with a highly impressive 
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success rate of 91%. Zagadou’s a bit lower 
in quantity with 0.82 dribbles per game, but 
similar in quality with 92% success rate. Tah, 
on the other hand, registers a similar number of 
0.86 dribbles per game, however, much lower 
in success rate with only 67% showing a bit 
lack of proficiency in this area.

Beskorovainyi driving far forward with the ball.

As mentioned before, he also uses dribbling to 
progress the ball. Statistically, Beskorovainyi 
averages around 1.2 progressive runs per 
game, while Zagadou and Tah trail with 1.02 
and 0.57 respectively.

Beskorovainyi is Dunajská Streda’s main man 
to progress the ball and often, when no viable 
option is present around him, he’ll get creative 
and bring the ball forward himself. His driving 
run not only creates space for his team but also 
an overload in opposition area and potentially 
a chance for his team to breakthrough the 
defence as well.
Aside from his ball control and dribbling, his 
ball distribution is pretty impressive too.

What’s impressive with Beskorovainyi’s passing 
is his ability to hit the ball with pace. This is 
why he’s highly successful with his distribution 
and his opponents often struggle to intercept 
the ball. Of course, aside from that, the 
Ukrainian prospect also shows good vision and 
the ability to find teammates between the lines 
and upfront, making him extremely useful to 
progress the ball from the back.

Beskorovainyi registers an average of 61 
passes per game with 90% accuracy. Zagadou, 
for comparison, averages around 50 passes 
per game with 93% accuracy, while Tah is 
superior in terms of quantity – with 83 passes 
per game and 92% success rate. 

Around 17 of his overall passes are progressive 
passes (74% success rate). Compared to his 
main centre-back partner Dominik Kružliak, 
Beskorovainyi seems to be the one that’s being 
relied upon when it comes to progressing the 
ball and exiting pressure via passes as the 
former only registers around seven progressive 
passes per game. That’s not even half 
Beskorovainyi’s amount.

Let’s take a look at his pass maps below to see 
his tendency in passing.

Beskorovainyi’s pass maps from two Fortuna Liga 
games this season.

Beskorovainyi is also good in delivering long 
passes. He seems to have the tendency to play 
the ball towards the nearest player (full-back or 
winger). He also occasionally attempts diagonal 
passes which are usually directed towards the 
central areas, half-spaces, or opposite flank. 
However, he seems to have a higher failure rate 
when delivering these diagonal passes.

Though mainly playing short passes perhaps 
due to the team’s instructions, Beskorovainyi 
can be seen delivering long balls to at certain 
occasions – mainly when the short options are 
unavailable or if he’s looking to switch play.

Beskorovainyi looking to deliver a vertical long ball 
into space in behind the defence with short options 

to progress all unavailable.
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Beskorovainyi averages around 5.5 long 
balls per game with a decent success rate of 
45%. As mentioned before, he delivers his 
passes sharply, making it extra difficult for 
the opposition to intercept the ball, however, 
sometimes they can be a burden for his 
teammates too as his passes can be a bit too 
pacey, thus making them rather difficult to 
control. He seems to still need to improve his 
accuracy and control of power when delivering 
long balls as half of the time his passes go 
directly to the feet of his opponent or even out 
of the field as they’re too powerful.

Tactical attributes and 
style of play

Beskorovainyi is a very aggressive, 
very physical defender. Aside from his 

impressive on-the-ball skills, he has excellent 
defensive prowess and a very high defensive 
work rate.

Let’s take a look at the heatmap below.

Beskorovainyi’s average heatmap this season.

From this heatmap, we can see the player’s 
average positioning per game and how active 
he is. Of course, being played mostly as a left-
sided centre-back, Beskorovainyi generates 
the most activities around the left side of his 
half. Beskorovainyi has the tendency to move 
wide and push further up when marking his 
opponent and from the heatmap we can see 
that as well.

Beskorovainyi following and marking his opponent 
tightly, allowing him no time and space with the 

ball and actively being a nuisance in the defensive 
phase.

Beskorovainyi tends to mark his opponents 
tightly and he does it very well. He knows when 
to keep his distance, when to stay tight, when 
to aggressively close down, and when to drop 
deep and stop following his man. This shows 
good tactical understanding, decision making, 
and game reading. In the picture above, 
Beskorovainyi followed and stayed tight with 
Gianluca Scamacca, allowing the Italian striker 
no time and space to link play and immediately 
winning the ball back although he had to push 
rather far out of position. Take a look at the 
picture below as another example.

Beskorovainyi pushing even further forward which 
can be quite risky.

This, of course, is rather risky and requires 
him to have a good understanding and 
communication with his teammates in order 
to allow positional rotation and temporary 
defensive cover in anticipation if Beskorovainyi 
is beaten. However, if pulled off perfectly, 
this can really disrupt the opposition attack, 
making the strikers unable to link play and 
never comfortable when on the ball. This 
forced Italy U20 in this situation, to be more 
reliant on Andrea Pinamonti’s runs in behind 
the defenders rather than playing through 
Scamacca.
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Beskorovainyi closing down and marking his direct 
opponent tightly. He had to leave some space 

behind him though as a result.

Look at the space he left in the picture above 
for example. However, in this case, his team 
successfully won and recovered possession. It 
could certainly be very dangerous if exploited.

Beskorovainyi also shows that he’s an excellent 
defender as he’s an impressive ball-player 
through statistics.

Beskorovainyi generates an average of 2.3 
tackles per game with a rather impressive 65% 
success. Zagadou, meanwhile, records an 
average of 1.53 tackles per game, however, 
a bit higher in success rate (70%). Tah is very 
similar to Beskorovainyi, averaging the exact 
same amount of tackles per game (2.3) albeit 
with a slightly higher success rate 67%.
Beskorovainyi’s high amount of interceptions 
and ball recoveries are also testament of how 
active and how good he is in reading the game 
as well as positioning himself in the right place 
defensively.

The Ukrainian defender averages seven 
interceptions per game as well as 11 ball 
recoveries. Meanwhile, Zagadou and Tah each 
register an average of 3.7 interceptions, seven 
ball recoveries, six interceptions and nine ball 
recoveries respectively.

Despite his impressive stats, he’s certainly still 
far from being the perfect defender. There is 
still one particular attribute that he still needs to 
improve on – and I believe he will – but at the 
moment it still shows a pretty ugly flaw in his 
game. That is his lack of awareness of runs in 
behind.

Beskorovainyi failing to spot an opposing player’s 
movements behind him.

In this particular picture for example, his team 
just lost the ball pretty deep inside their own 
half. The defence is not quite yet organized - 
as you can see there’s one player that sat too 
deep and played an opposing player onside. 
In this case, Beskorovainyi was unaware of the 
movement behind him and was instead trying 
to engage the opposing player in a 1v1 duel. 
The opponent easily played the ball through 
past the defender who was unmoved as he 
didn’t expect there to be a player behind him. 
The opponent took a shot and scored.

Though this is not entirely his mistake, he 
surely could have intercepted the pass and 
prevented the goal. 

Conclusion
Beskorovainyi could be the perfect ball-

playing defender, possessing immense 
power due to his strength and large figure, 
highly aggressive and brave, technically 
proficient and neat on the ball, tactically 
intelligent, and mentally tough. Beskorovainyi 
may not be very quick (especially over short 
distance) and agile but this certainly can be 
overlooked due to his intelligence in masking 
his weakness via his smart positioning and 
brilliant reading of the game.

With his vision as well as the ability to distribute 
and progress the ball via short, medium, and 
long passes, combined with his ability to 
escape pressure via dribbling, Beskorovainyi 
can be a top-class ball-playing defender in the 
future. He has certainly shown a lot despite his 
young age and he certainly can only get better 
from here. I believe he could be suited to a 
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top-level or mid-level Eredivisie clubs as well 
as lower Bundesliga clubs. Due to his lack of 
experience in playing in such a high level, some 
may see this as a pretty risky move. But with 
the potential to grow as well as his current level 
of ability and a potentially rather low transfer 
fee due to low exposure, why not try him out?
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LUIS ENRIQUE:

Where he needs to improve on Robert Moreno’s Spain ahead of 
Euro 2020 

BY SAM LEVERIDGE // @samleveridge
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Spanish football is rarely without its drama 
and after the controversy of managerial 

changes at the helm in the days ahead of the 
2018 World Cup, the coaching chaos ahead of 
EURO 2020 has been brought forward to late 
2019. Luis Enrique stepped down for personal 
reasons in June 2019 following the passing 
of his daughter, with assistant Robert Moreno 
stepping into the role.

Just five months later, Enrique returned amid 
a storm as Moreno departed on bad terms 
with claims of disloyalty. Enrique claimed that 
Moreno had insisted on leading his country at 
EURO 2020, before then stepping back to be 
his assistant again, something that the former 
Barcelona boss considered a betrayal. Despite 
claiming that he would step aside if Enrique 
wished to return, his reluctance to do so led to 
a high profile falling out.

His assistant throughout spells at Roma and 
Celta Vigo before moving to Barcelona, Moreno 
was seen as the brains of the operation by 
many during their time together. The analyst 
turned coach, he would often be spotted on the 
bench with a laptop in front of him, yet this was 
his first role in charge of a team himself. Using 
the philosophy that had been laid down by Luis 
Enrique during his time at the helm, Moreno 
made subtle tweaks to build his own side.

However, many remained unconvinced by 
Moreno in the dugout. He was unbeaten 
throughout his stint in charge, winning seven 
games and drawing two, conceding only four 
goals and scoring 29, so it may be hard to 
comprehend why he received criticism. Wins 
over the likes of Romania and the Faroe Islands 
were not as convincing as many had expected, 
whilst draws against Sweden and Norway saw 
Spain come unstuck in their only real tests. 

This analysis will consider the many areas in 
which Luis Enrique can look to improve upon 
where Moreno’s side struggled. Likely to use 
many of the players that Moreno called upon, 
given that Moreno only gave debuts to three 
men, Fabián Ruiz, Sergio Canales and Jaime 

Mata, Luis Enrique will have work to do on the 
training ground. If he can help to work on these 
four major challenges which were identified as 
flaws of Moreno’s system, he could go a long 
way to directing Spain towards a successful 
EURO 2020 campaign and competing for their 
first international trophy in eight years.

Breaking down a low 
block

The change from under Luis Enrique to under 
Moreno was clear. Under Luis Enrique, 

Spain had begun to leave behind the kind of 
possession football that cost them so dearly 
at the 2018 World Cup. Much like when he 
took over at Camp Nou, the coach turned his 
team into a more direct and incisive outfit, 
abandoning a long-standing philosophy in 
order to be more clinical upon reaching the 
final third. Rather than committing forward 
in numbers, counter-attacking became 
commonplace and passes were vertical, rather 
than horizontal.

Under Moreno, whilst that transition continued 
to a certain extent, there was also an element 
of reluctance. The side would still look to be 
more incisive, but against stronger opposition, 
such as Sweden and Norway, who would look 
to defend with a low block, Spain would often 
struggle to break them down. 

For example, the number of forward passes 
on average as a percentage of total passes 
dropped from 29.1% under Luis Enrique to 
26.4% under Moreno. That incision became 
even more clear when looking at progressive 
passes, those which help to transition the ball 
forwards. These passes, usually into the final 
third, also decreased, this time from 15.9% 
to 12.5%. With playmakers like Santi Cazorla, 
Dani Ceballos, and Fabián, those figures are 
concerning and point towards a style of play 
issue, rather than individual ability. Giving those 
players the freedom to play and exploit the 
spaces left open to them will be a priority for 
Luis Enrique.

Where he needs to improve on Robert Moreno’s Spain ahead of 
Euro 2020 
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Rather than pursuing that approach, Moreno’s 
alternative is clear in that whilst these passes 
decreased by 3.4%, the corresponding 
increases included a 1.4% shift in long passes. 
Moreno’s Spain moved even further away from 
the tiki-taka style, using a more direct approach 
when growing frustrated in their attempts to 
break down a low block. This did not always 
bring about the results required. 

Without a natural target man like Diego Costa, 
the long balls produced little to no results, 
failing to hold the ball up successfully. Against 
the likes of Sweden and Norway, this approach 
was even more frustrating for spectators as 
they are among the most aerially strong sides 
in Spain’s group, with Norway winning 53.4% 
of aerial duels on average over the past year, 
compared to 48.4% for Spain.

The result was that Spain resorted to long 
distance efforts and struggled to break down 
teams, being forced to try their luck from 
distance with players not accustomed to such 
an approach. A look at the team’s shot map 
against Norway in the 1-1 draw reflects how 
Spain achieved very few real chances, instead 
being forced to take shots from distance which 
provided little threat. 

Use of the full-backs
Full-back is an area where Spain have plenty 

of competition, particularly as Jordi Alba 

continues to struggle with injury this season. 
The result was that Spain struggled to gain 
consistency in these areas, with the constant 
chopping and changing meaning that it was 
difficult for the side to learn what to expect 
from their full-backs.

Moreno, particularly later on in his reign, would 
completely swap his full-backs between games 
in the same international break. Juan Bernat 
and Jesús Navas in one game, José Luis Gaya 
and Dani Carvajal in the other. The struggle 
comes in that they would have very different 
approaches, with one set of full-backs often 
doubling the number of crosses put in recorded 
by the other pairing only a few days previously. 
Against Sweden, Bernat and Navas put in just 
nine, compared to 15 from Gaya and Carvajal 
only three days later. That change in approach 
sets a striker on the back foot in learning what 
to expect and how to integrate into the side.

This is particularly emphasised on the right 
flank, where Navas and Carvajal show 
substantially different approaches. Navas is a 
typical wing-back, often hugging the touchline, 
looking to provide overlapping runs and getting 
as far forward as possible to stretch play and 
force the defence to spread out to cover him. 
Often one of Spain’s most prolific crossers of 
the ball, he would position himself high and 
wide to provide greater width, then looking to 
cut in and play low crosses from a deep angle.

In comparison, Carvajal would typically 
position himself in a much deeper role. Rather 
than getting forward quite so high in terms of 
position, he would usually sit a little deeper. 
By doing so, he would provide more defensive 
cover and would instead look to play aerial 
crosses over the top and look to pick out runs 
from those in the box. 
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There is no right or wrong answer as to how 
Moreno should use his full-backs; far from 
it, particularly given the men at his disposal. 
Despite that, he never firmly established a 
single approach. The mix and match of options 
meant that there was little consistency in how 
full-backs were used. This variation meant that 
it became harder for Spain to predict how their 
team-mates would play and effectively reduced 
the flow and rhythm of the side. 

In competitive football, that integration 
is essential. Whilst it is harsh to criticise 
Moreno for not establishing a preferred 
choice during a qualifying campaign and all 
of the complications that it brings with it, it 
is something that Luis Enrique must make a 
priority if he is to drill his philosophy into his 
squad and get the desired results out of them 
come June. 

Disciplining Sergio 
Ramos

There can be no doubt that the leader both 
on and off the field of this Spain team is 

Sergio Ramos. The captain and Real Madrid 
legend is a player of huge stature and is 
arguably the only remaining star from the 
team’s golden age, when he would line up 
alongside the likes of Carles Puyol, Gerard 
Pique and co. who would demand discipline. 
Now, Ramos is the leader and, often, does as 
he likes. That takes him into offensive positions 
and provides an attacking threat, usually 
against weaker opposition, but also opens up a 
vulnerability as he leaves a gap in his defensive 
positioning which is either left empty or filled in 
by a midfielder.

That daring desire to get forward and stay 
forward is clear and a look at his statistics 

just goes to prove it. For Spain over the past 
year, he has averaged 2.51 touches in the box 
per match, compared to just 1.11 for Real 
Madrid. Many of those came from set pieces, 
but others also come from when he would find 
himself in attacking positions and would hang 
around not only for a second ball in, but a third 
or fourth delivery. 

The other way in which Ramos is overly 
adventurous in getting forwards is when on the 
ball. Again, his figures for progressive runs are 
double what they are at club level, with 1.53 for 
country and 0.74 for his club, showing how he 
brings the ball forward from the back line, often 
without any necessity. 

The issue that it provides is that it is clearly not 
a strength of Ramos’, as can be seen in this 
example from the game against Malta. He does 
bring the ball forwards but without the vision of 
a more offensive player, he often finds himself 
running into dead ends and drawing himself 
into a trap even against the likes of Malta. Up 
against sides with more dynamic midfield set-
ups, Ramos could easily be snuffed out with 
offensive players capitalising on the spaces 
that he leaves in behind. 

In fairness, it could be argued that it is 
worthwhile. Ramos scored in three consecutive 
games under Moreno to take his goalscoring 
tally for his country to 21, the joint 10th highest 
scorer in Spain’s history. Two of those goals 
came from the penalty spot, a role he has taken 
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up capitalising on his leadership.

Whether this will be stamped down on by Luis 
Enrique is another matter entirely. In the six 
games that Ramos played under the coach, 
he scored in five. The central defender has 
long had an offensive role in the Spain side, 
whether it’s at set pieces or as a penalty taker. 
The challenge for Luis Enrique will be to ensure 
that against the stronger sides that Spain will 
face at EURO 2020, Ramos’ attacking is limited 
to where he can make an impact, rather than 
risking losing possession all too often. 

Identifying his centre-
forward

Álvaro Morata, Gerard Moreno, Rodrigo 
Moreno, Paco Alcácer, Iago Aspas and 

Jaime Mata all featured as centre-forwards 
for Spain under Moreno, meaning that he 
chose a new striker every 120 minutes. When 
you consider that the likes of other respected 
internationals, such as Diego Costa, are 
available next summer, Luis Enrique clearly has 
decisions to make. 

What was particularly problematic for Moreno 
was the difference in style in his forwards. 
From battling target men like Mata to dynamic 
poachers like Alcácer, there are substantial 
differences. Again, there are significant 
similarities to the issues identified with 
Moreno’s use of full-backs, with a number of 
options and a lack of consistency making it 
difficult for the squad to become integrated.

The solution that Moreno found was often to 
play the likes of Moreno, Rodrigo and Aspas 
in wider or deeper roles. Given the number of 
offensive midfielders available to him, it seems 
a decision which lacks logic to pursue this 
approach. 

It was also a bizarre call as it often left the 
central striker isolated. As can be seen in this 
example from the clash with Sweden in June, 
Morata would often be left alone, battling 
with two central defenders. Particularly when 
moving forwards on the counter or with a ball 
coming in from out wide, this would leave him 

without support.

Ironically, the solution which may have been the 
most deadly could have been Moreno’s final 
experiment, playing two in attack with Morata 
and Moreno lining up alongside one another 
against Romania. Morata played in a deeper 
role, making runs from deep whilst Moreno 
played on the shoulder of the last man. As two 
of Spain’s most in-form strikers and seemingly 
linking up well together, it could be the solution 
that Luis Enrique considers.

Their movement together was particularly 
important, tearing apart Romania’s low block 
with their runs which split the defensive 
markers. Where Spain have struggled to create 
space in such situations before, they achieved 
it through the movement between the two, 
with Moreno pulling off as Morata arrived in the 
box. Against more robust defences, this may 
be more difficult to achieve, but is still a viable 
option for Luis Enrique to consider.

The most likely solution for Luis Enrique 
would be to implement the front three which 
he preferred when previously in charge. That 
is good news for the likes of Oyarzabal, who 
has established himself as a wide option, but 
will not be good news for the likes of Aspas 
who are struggling to retain their spot in the 
squad as their form drops off. In doing so, 
Luis Enrique would do well to make one clear 
choice as his preferred centre forward in order 
to continue to build greater consistency. With 
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a wealth of options, a front two could well be 
considered as an alternative, but Luis Enrique 
is unlikely to experiment with a new set-up 
which he has never deployed before with such 
little preparation time ahead of the tournament.

Conclusion
Many of Moreno’s challenges may well 

be put down to getting used to the role, 
experimenting with his squad and learning 
about his players. Luis Enrique’s experience 
should make a substantial difference there and 
help him to make an immediate impact. 

There are clear areas for improvement where 
Luis Enrique can resort to the approach that 
he pursued during his previous stint in charge 
and will look to make his side more direct and 

incisive as he did then. That more counter-
attacking style could mean that some players 
fall out of favour, but may not be a bad thing if 
it shows more decisive selection calls from the 
coach. Moreno’s desire to experiment proved 
to be one of his greatest downfalls, robbing 
him of the chance to build a philosophy or 
consistency, perhaps expecting longer to be 
able to do that.

With little time until EURO 2020, Luis Enrique 
will want to get to work straight away and will 
rely upon the players he knows well, looking 
to get the best out of them to turn Spain’s 
impressive xG against weaker sides into a more 
regular pattern. Breaking down low blocks from 
strong sides will be essential in that process, 
but to do so he must control his captain and 
make key selection decisions both in attack 
and defence.
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Over the past two years, Sporting Portugal 
fans have anxiously awaited the day one of 

Europe’s elite teams would sign their midfield 
maestro, Bruno Fernandes. When the 2018 
Alcochete training ground attacks led to a mass 
exodus of Sporting’s top talent, Fernandes 
remained with the club, taking the captain’s 
armband and his natural role as the leader of 
the team.

After a 2018/19 campaign that saw him 
break Frank Lampard’s single-season record 
by goals from a midfielder, a move seemed 
imminent. Manchester United was said to 
have a great interest in the player, but a bid 
never materialised. Tottenham wanted him too, 
agreeing to a contract with Fernandes only to 
see Sporting reject their bid. 

As the transfer rumours circulated, a leaked 
story claims Manchester United were never 
seriously pursuing Fernandes. With his 
Portuguese Primeira Liga passing percentage 
lingering around 75%, Manchester United 
worried about his turnover tendencies. English 
newspapers claimed that scouts could not 
recommend signing Fernandes because his 
tendency to play the spectacular pass would 
not fit within Ole Gunnar Solskjær’s tactical 
philosophy. 

So far in the 2019/20 season, Fernandes is 
repeating his incredible 2018/19 numbers with 
Sporting. His presence with the Portuguese 
national team is increasing too, both in 
the regularity of his playing time and his 
significance within Fernando Santos’ tactics. 
His national team colleague, Cristiano Ronaldo, 
shared his surprise at Fernandes’ lack of 
transfer movement, saying “In the national 
team, you have [Joao] Cancelo, Fernandes, 
who nobody knows why he doesn’t leave 
[Sporting].” 

With Manchester United and Tottenham 
struggling to score goals and the January 
transfer window nearly upon us, the rumour 
mill is again circling the José Alvalade Stadium. 
José Mourinho’s hire at Tottenham has only 
fanned the flames of a transfer.  

In this tactical analysis, we’ll dive deep into 
Fernandes’ statistics, playing responsibilities 

and playing style. The objective is to look 
beyond the “his passing completion percentage 
is too low” myth and show how he solves the 
attacking issues at Manchester United and 
Tottenham. After passing on Fernandes last 
summer, we’ll examine whether either team can 
afford to pass on him in January.

Key Passes
As the transfer rumour swirled last summer, 

the football world wondered when, not if, 
Fernandes was leaving. Manchester United’s 
reluctance to table a bid due to Fernandes’ 
pass completion percentage was a surprising 
revelation. For a team that desperately needed 
an attacking central midfielder to complement 
Paul Pogba’s creative passing, this move 
seemed like the perfect fit. 

If passing percentage is the most significant 
measure of fit at Manchester United, then 
refusal to bid is justified. 75.1% is not an 
impressive number. It’s said that United 
acknowledged central attacking midfielders 
will typically have a lower pass completion 
percentage than the other positions due to the 
creative, direct nature of their passes.

When analysing a player’s turnovers, it’s 
important to gauge the impact of the 
turnover, including the chances created for 
the opposition and lost opportunities for the 
attacking team. In his own half and without 
numbers behind him, Fernandes plays a very 
simple passing game. Managing risk is the key. 
When he turns the ball over, it’s typically in a 
low risk, high reward scenario.

As his team progresses up the field, Fernandes 
transitions into playmaker mode, especially 
with Sporting. In the summer of 2018, Sporting 
lost several key players to voided contracts 
or underwhelming sales, including William 
Carvalho, Gelson Martins and Rui Patricio. 
Promising young attackers Daniel Podence 
and Rafael Leão left too. That left Sporting 
with a depleted squad and few assets. As 
those players left, the burden fell squarely on 
Fernandes’ shoulders. 

As Sporting continues to recover from the 
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training ground disaster, they’ve had to rely 
primarily on lower-rated academy products, 
veteran castoffs and low-cost place holders. 
When he plays for Sporting, Fernandes doesn’t 
take risks because he’s reckless or unaware of 
possible negative outcomes. He takes those 
risks because he’s the lone elite player on the 
team. Without him in the lineup, Sporting lost to 
minnows Famalicão and was largely outplayed 
at home. 

Playing for the Portuguese national team is 
a different story. With the immense quality 
around him, Fernandes plays a more 
defined, calculated role. His pass completion 
percentage improves, but he drops in the key 
passes category. During the UEFA Nations 
League, his recorded stats of 80% and 2 
respectively. Those two key passes per game 
equal Pogba’s Manchester United tally in the 
current season, which is easily tops on the 
team. 

Since his supporting cast with the Portuguese 
national team offers a better comparison to 
Manchester United and Tottenham, it’s fitting 
to look at examples of his play with that squad. 
It must be noted that he started slowly for 
Portugal, but, as he learns his teammate’s 
tendencies (which is especially key for the 
creative playmakers) and adapts to their level 
of play, he’s quickly growing in influence and 
putting in excellent performances.

With Ukraine committing 10 players to 
defend behind the ball within 24 metres of the 
goal, Fernandes astutely drops deeper. This 
additional space allows him to better perceive 
his options and look for a way through the 
defence. As he receives the ball, Ronaldo darts 
behind his defender. Fernandes anticipates the 
run and drops a mouth-watering lofted pass to 
the near post. 

Again with his Portuguese teammates, 
Fernandes dribbles into the right half-space, 
committing the defence to the wing. Ricardo 
Pereira is ready to run, further influencing the 
defence’s movement. Just as they fully commit 
to defending the wing, Fernandes cuts back to 
the middle and sends a perfect 35-metre curler 
with his left foot. 

Atlético Madrid wonderkid Joao Felix made the 
untracked run behind the backline. Fernandes’ 
misdirection creates space for his teammate 
and a high-quality chance results from the key 
pass. 

Finally, sticking with the game against 
Luxembourg, Fernandes shows his 
chemistry with another world-class 
Portugueseinternational in Bernardo Silva. 
Much like his pass to Ronaldo, Fernandes 
steps outside of the play, occupying a better 
space to create time and stretch the compact 
Luxembourg defence. Bernardo makes his 
run in the 3/5 gap, collects the ball on his 
chest and flashes the shot just wide. Like 
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his superstar teammates, Bernardo directly 
benefits from the composure, intelligence and 
technical skill of Fernandes. 

Breaking Lines
One of Fernandes’ greatest assets is his 

passing range. Comfortable dropping deep 
to support the build-up, if he can find a pocket 
of space to buy time for a long-range pass, his 
range is unlimited. When he and Martins played 
together for Sporting, it was common to see 
Fernandes drive accurate long-range passes 
to his pacey teammate. Gonçalo Guedes and 
Pizzi reap the benefits of his range when they 
join sides for the national team.

That range and his ability to use a variety of 
techniques to answer the conditions before 
him makes Fernandes especially valuable in 
progressing play. He’s one of the global leaders 
in smart and key passes per game. 

In addition to playing over the lines, he has 
the vision to play through them. Whether he’s 
pinging, bending or driving a low pass, his 
awareness of angles and ability to create a lane 
when necessary are world-class. If anything, he 
occasionally misses his target because they’ve 
given up on their runs believing the window to 
receive is too tight. Even when participating in 
the build-up with simple passes, Fernandes is 
the type of player who’s always looking for the 
high-reward delivery that breaks the defence’s 
lines. 

This is a great example of Fernandes’ vision 
and ability to break lines. He didn’t have many 
options, with only maybe a negative pass to his 
right centre-back, a bent ball to his streaking 
outside-back or a pull-back leading to a square 
pass. Instead, he locates three teammates 
in a central position against the two Rio Ave 

central defenders. In a difficult situation, he has 
the technical skill to bend a firm pass to his 
forward, breaking two lines and giving Sporting 
a central 3v2 as they entered the final third.

Of the highlighted examples, this is easily the 
simplest case of Fernandes’ ability to break 
lines. That said, it’s also a perfect example of 
his touch. While Fernandes is busy pinning the 
Braga midfield, Abdoulay Diaby starts his run 
into the 3/5 gap. 

The delivery is picture-perfect. Diaby is able 
to turn the corner on Nuno Sequeira. The 
delivery gives the Braga defender just enough 
hope to attempt a sliding interception, which 
ensures Diaby has the space to run at the next 
defender. 

This example of Fernandes’ ability to pick 
apart the defence is so impressive it needs two 
pictures. In fact, a second picture is necessary 
because his target is nowhere in sight. 
Raphinha, the pacey winger, is in a race with 
Matheus on the wings. 
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Did you note Fernandes’ striking position? 
This picture represents Raphinha’s first touch. 
Fernandes drove a roughly 70-metre pass right 
to his teammate’s laces. 

Finally, back with the Portuguese national team, 
Fernandes is in a tight spot on the wings. In 
this situation, most players will put a boot on 
the ball and play negative. The only problem 
is that Fernandes already has his target. Plus, 
even though the pass would require a perfectly 
bent ball through a tight lane, it’s no problem 
for Fernandes. He swings it right through the 
defence, bypassing four players.

Runs from deep lead to 
finishing 

Unlike most playmaking midfielders, 
Fernandes is a lethal finisher. At the time of 

writing, Sporting has played 11 league games 
in the 2019/20 season, scoring 18 goals. 
Fernandes has played in 10 of those games, 
recording five goals and five assists, directly 
influencing 56% of Sporting’s goals. 

As Sporting and Portugal become more secure 
in possession, he’ll look to move higher up 
the pitch, offering a line-breaking pass and 
positioning himself to attack a weakness in the 
defence. If he’s able to receive between the 
lines, he’ll run at the backline, pinning them 

back. If the defence plays off of him, looking 
to delay Fernandes attack while taking away 
his teammates, he has the instincts to force a 
response from the defence. If they don’t step 
to him or only send one unsupported defender, 
Fernandes will look to find a shooting lane and 
punish the defence. If they send a defender 
to pressure Fernandes and adequately cover 
against the dribble, he’ll find the vulnerability or 
error in movement and play a dangerous ball to 
a teammate. 

As the Portuguese Primeira Liga has learned, 
you pick your poison when Fernandes is 
running at you.

While Fernandes owns a lethal shot, he 
deserves credit for his starting points and 
movement off the ball. He’s the type of player 
who creates his own chances by constantly 
analysing the defence’s structure and picking 
out their weaknesses. At a bigger club with 
a team that plays at a comparable level to 
Portugal, Fernandes has the potential to not 
only rack up assists, but also take advantage 
of the attention given to the forwards ahead 
of him. Think of the attention Harry Kane and 
Marcus Rashford demand. Fernandes would 
benefit from the additional space afforded 
by the presence of a marquee forward. With 
that extra time and space, expect him to 
consistently make runs from deep to earn 
finishing opportunities. Take a look at a recent 
example.

Just a moment ago, you saw a sequence in 
which Bernardo received a beautiful chip from 
Fernandes. Now Silva returns the favour. After 
dropping deep to develop the play, Bernardo 
holds the ball as Luxembourg settle into a ¾ 
line of confrontation. Fernandes takes a look at 
Ronaldo, who’s commanding the attention of 
the two centre-backs. Luxembourg is vertically 
compact with approximately 25 metres 
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between the defenders and forwards. As the 
defenders anticipate a ball played to Ronaldo’s 
feet, Fernandes starts his run into the space 
the centre-backs vacated. 

At this point in the play, you figure the 
scoreboard operators had already credited 
Fernandes with the goal. As Maxime Chanot 
shifts his momentum towards Ronaldo, 
Fernandes hits fifth gear, racing to Bernardo’s 
flighted ball to collect his game-winning goal, 
securing Portugal’s EURO 2020 berth.

In a transitional moment, Fernandes wins a 
tackle near midfield and races on towards goal 
as Sporting and Braga engage in a 3v3 duel.

He gets the centre-back, Bruno Viana, to bite 
on a feint to the inside, then cuts to his left. 
In typically Fernandes fashion, it’s a blistering 
shot with extraordinary precision that beats the 
goalkeeper. 

Finally, we turn to Europa League action. 
After a Fernandes shot is saved, Rosenberg 
quickly restarts the attack. Sporting defensive 
midfielder Idrissa Doumbia intercepts a pass 
near midfield and immediately sends the 
ball to Fernandes, who’s alone on the wing. 
After a few touches towards goal, Fernandes 
gets Even Hovland to attempt a block from 
Fernandes’ right foot.  

As the centre-back lunges out wide and turns 
his head, Fernandes calmly cuts back to his left 
and blasts the ball past Andre Hansen with his 
non-dominant left foot. 

Look at the image to gauge the power and 
precision of the shot. The ball is beyond the 
diving Hanson and well out of his reach as he 
attempts to make the save.
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Why Manchester United 
Needs Fernandes

Though Manchester United scouts sighted 
concern about Fernandes’ low passing 

percentage, they should also note that the 
current team is successful on a mere 37.9% 
of the smart passes they attempt. Wyscout 
defines a smart pass as “A pass that develops 
the attack of the team in a creative way.” 
Aside from Pogba, the team doesn’t have 
a consistent playmaker in the midfield. 
Having a high pass completion percentage is 
significantly easier when you’re attempting a 
low number of smart passes.

That said, you won’t write home about the pass 
completion percentages in the Manchester 
squad. Among the midfielders, Fred leads the 
team at 86.1, Juan Mata is second at 83.4% 
and Pogba takes the bronze with a mark 
of 80.7%. Scott McTominay owns a 78.9% 
success rate and Pereira brings up the rear at 
73.3%. 

Key passes is another metric in which 
Manchester United are really struggling. Opta 
defines a key pass as “the final pass or pass-
cum-shot leading to the recipient of the ball 
having an attempt at goal without scoring.” It 
was noted that Fernandes averages 3.5 key 
passes albeit in the Portuguese Primeira Liga. 
After Pogba’s team-high of 2.6 key passes per 
game, Andreas Pereira places second among 
United midfielders with a mark of 1.4 per game. 

With Pogba recovering from an injury, the lack 
of creativity and incisiveness is evident. With all 
the talk about Fernandes’ passing completion 
rate being too low for United’s style of play, the 
current squad shows neither the high passing 
success rate that comes from patient build-ups 
nor the smart or key pass marks that follow 
aggressive attacking teams. If Fernandes 
doesn’t fit the club’s identity, then, given their 
abysmal stats in most passing categories, 
maybe the better question to start with is “what 
is the post-Sir Alex identity?” United need to 
answer that question before making a final 
judgement on Fernandes. Given their struggles 
to create from the midfield, he certainly seems 

to fit a gaping need.

Why Tottenham Needs 
Fernandes

With Mauricio Pochettino out the door and 
Mourinho taking the helm at Tottenham, 

Spurs might finally have the pieces in play to 
get its man. During the summer, Spurs summer 
2019 bid of €45 million (plus €20m in bonuses 
for winning the Premier League and the 
Champions League) would have left the debt-
heavy Portuguese side with just €12 million due 
to a 2018 financial restructuring. The financial 
price for the on-field cost simply didn’t add up 
for the Portuguese. 

Enter a struggling Tottenham side, a powerful 
new coach and his super-agent Jorge Mendes. 
That original price tag doesn’t look so bad 
now. Add in the claims that Mendes was 
brought in to help facilitate Fernandes’ move 
to Manchester United and you’ve got an agent 
with the inside scope on the possibility of a 
transfer. 

Mourinho is very high on the player, whom 
Transfermarkt rates as the sixth most valuable 
attacking midfielder. Mourinho is on the record 
as saying, 

“I was surprised by the season of Bruno 
Fernandes. It was easy to predict quality, he 
is a very good player, but scored a very high 
number of goals for a midfield player. It shows 
that you need to have instinct and qualities to 
score and he has it all. He strikes the ball well, 
heads well, cool when he is one-on-one with 
the goalkeeper. He finds space in the penalty 
area. It’s all there.” 

This Tottenham side needs an injection of life. 
Plus, Mourinho would love to get one over on 
United. Beating them to Fernandes’ signature 
would assist his psychological recovery from 
his time at Old Trafford. 

From a numbers perspective, the transfer 
would suit Tottenham well. Erik Lamela’s 1.6 
key passes per game lead the team. No other 
player averages 1.5 per game. Through the first 
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12 games of the season, Son Heung-min was 
the only Spur with more than one assist (3) and 
he led the team with a 1.8 xA. With Christian 
Eriksen heading for the exit, Fernandes seems 
the natural successor in London. 

Conclusion
Fernandes top assets are his vision to 

break lines, set teammates in on goal with 
key passes and create his own finishes with 
runs from deep. Though some scoff at his 
numbers, claiming they’re inflated by the level 
of competition of the Portuguese league, it 
remains one of the top developmental leagues 
in the world. Few leagues can match the high 
number of top-end players the Liga NOS has 
produced in the past couple of decades.

Additionally, Fernandes has showcased 
comparable ability and production with 
Portugal in 2019. His confidence and chemistry 
with his teammates are growing, keeping his 
name on Santos’ lineup sheet. Given the talent 
on the Portuguese national team, we have 
a glimpse of what Fernandes can bring to 
Europe’s elite clubs. 

Neither Manchester United nor Tottenham 
can afford to lose out on Fernandes. He fills 
an incredibly obvious need for each team and 
would inject creativity, flair and vision into their 
stale attacks. As much as Sporting would love 
to hold onto their captain, their debt burden 
will surely force them to sell, possibly as early 
as January. Expect the two English sides to 
battle for his services. In the end, I predict 
that Mourinho’s influence will win the day and 
Fernandes will sign with Spurs.
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